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1.1. Introduction: SUllll&ry 

l'he purpo~e of t.,is thesis is to study tae response of the 

1 
numan visual system to chromatic stimuli by Illeans of the dynamic 

teChniques of systems analysis (which are summarised in section 4). 

3ection 2 is a revievi of the established knowledge concerning colour 

vision required in tnis study. 'rhe previrus work on temporal effects 

ill colour perception is reviewed in section 3. In the steady-state 

frequency domain, two approaches have been previously utilised to 

study su ch efi'ec ts; 

luminance modulation for various waveforms of' modulation of chromatic 

stimuli and alternationoetween two different chromatic stimuli at 

cons tant luminance by several means. The luminance modulation data 

can only give information on those parts of the visual system common 

to colour am orightness processing. Ji.'Vidence relating to the structure 

of the visual system is reviewed in section 2.5. The colour alternation 

methods are difficult to apply to the whole colour-space in the ab-

sence of extension of C.I.E. description of chromatioit,y to the time 

domain. The use of the constant-luminance wavelength modulation 

stimulus developed in the present research allows the stud.Y of colour 

change without making assumptions about how tba it ohange is prooessed 
(ohroaatio and lua1Dous) 

exoept that the two types of stimulus,(are prooessed independently 

at the site of perception. It ftlrther provides a oontinuously variable 

parameter wi to whioh the whole speotrum and & full frequency range 

can be studied. 

A similar state of affairs to the. t in the steady-state investiga-

tions is apparent in studies of transient responses in oolour vision. 
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Most work !l B concentrated.on the use of luminance changes and 

inorements (as desoribed in seotions 3.' & 3.ID.) J and the colour of 

the stimulus has been used as a parameter. The results have not 

all been in agreement. The study of the response of the oolour 

processing system as such is considered to require a stimulus con

sisting of a change in colour with luminanoe held constant. 

In Section 5 apparatus designed to provide both steady-state 

and transient wavelength modulation with luminance held constant is 

described. Tile method Qnd controls for ensuring that the apparatus 

produced the desired efI'ects are describE..d in section 6. The results 

obl-ained for luminance modulation of chromatic stimuli similar to 

previous work, under a variety of conditions, constitute se~tion 7.1. 

Section 7.2. consists of the results obtained usine ste~-state 

Wavelength moduletion under various oonditions of mean Wavelength, 

retinal illumiru'nce, waveform of modulation, etc. In 8ections7.3.~(l4-

a dynamic wavelength discrimination task analogous to the olassioal 

type of wnvelength discrimination but with time varying wavel~th 

difference is investigated. In section 7~. some aspects of the 

re8ponse to transient changes in wavelength are desoribed. 

In section 8 a number of models of the data on frequency 

dependenoe of the ~amio wavelength disorimination, and of the 

relationship between ste~-8tate and transient response~ are 

considered. 
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1.2 PsychoPQYsical Methods. 

The basic object of psychophysical investigations is to 

obtain a quantitative measure of the effect at • certain 

stillulua configuration upon an organism (usually a human 

ebserver) • 

The psychological effect, as reported verbally or 

behaviourally, will re£lect the processing ot sensory signals 

up to the point in the procesaing system at which the 

decision to initiate a verbal or behavioural response is 

made. The various psycho~sioal _thods desoribed below 

m8\Y be employed to study different aspects of the response 

of the prooessing system, and the type of stillulua used aay 

be seleoted in conjunotion with the paychopqyaioal method 

to investigate the logioal struoture of the stimulus processing 

system (aa oppoaed to ita ph;ysiologioal struoture). 

Psychophysioal investigations ~ be oonsidered in two 

olas88s, using respectively threshold and supra-threshold 

criteria. The threshold response ~ be of deteotion 

(or absolute threahold) of a definable aspeot of the ati.Jlulua, 

or of discrimination threshold of the leaat difference 

between two slightly diaaimUar atimli to which the organiaa 

will reapond. Supra-threshold or at1aulua matobing experi

ments • .,."'EJ ••• require the organi_ to indioate the poiDt 

at which two objeotift~ diaa1aUar at1auli haft aa. 

feature in oo_on. "or both olas.s ot experiMDt om type 
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of stimulus may be used as a reference against which the 

other is judged. The reference stimulus may also be evoked 

from the memory of the organism rather than being ~sica11y 

presented to the organism) as in the case in experiments 

where a sub ject is re quired to name the colour of a stimulus, 

or assign a numerical estimate of the magnitude of the 

sensation produced by a stimulus. 

Threshold Criteria. 

Tanner and Swets (1951.J haTe suggested that threshold 

experiments can be regarded as the discrimination of ODa 

signal (S ) at the site of discrimination) with a certain 

amplitude distribution in the dimension under investigation, 

from another similar signal (N) with a slightly d1f'ferent 

distribution (Fig. 1.1). 

In the case of detection 

threshold experiments, 

the inherent II noise" ot 

the experimental situation 

acts as N. In discrimi-

Pi,; 1.1. 

nation threshold ezperillents, on the other haDd, N and S are 

the reference and test stimuli. The distribution at the 

amplitude of S ai¥l N at the site of diaor1Jl1Dation IIUV' be 

p~sical, neural or pqoholDg1cal in oric1JM Tumer and Sweta 

make .. aWlptiona aa to the tOl'lll of the distributiOD ot each 

ligna! in order to pertOl'll statiatioal ana,qaia on their 
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results. However, the basic description is applicable to 

any detection or discrimination experiment without limiting 

assumptions. The task is to discriminate sienal from noise. 

The separation between the two distributions determines 

the probability ,nth which the task will be successful. 

Various methodological approaches have been employed to derive 

a quantitive estim'1.te of the "threshold" given the above 

analysis which indioates thl'lt discrimination "threshold" is 

a probability distribution of discrimination success. The 

main methods used in psychophysical studies with human 

observers are described below. 

Suura-threshold Criteria. 

Supra-threshold teohnioues are moat often used when 

the experiment requires some aspect of the response to a 

stimulus to be meaaured in terms of an equivalent aspeot 

of a different type of stimulus. In some oases, e.g. colour 

matching, the two stimuli will appear subJeotively identioal 

when matohed, although they have ditferent objeotive 

oharaoteriatios e.g. different speotral composition. In 

other cas8a, auch as matohing of the bri~nea8 of a fliokering 

or coloured light, the quality to be matched must be abstracted 

from the total stimulus situation and oompared with the same 

abstracted quall ty in the reterenoe at1mulu. S1Idlar 

abstraotion is required in the eatimation ot magnitude ot 

some stimulus aenaation againat a remembered aumerioal aoal. 
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of ma~nitude. Matohing experiments may therefore be ~odelled 

in terms of the distribution of values of the test stimulus 

around the value of the refel'enoe stimul'ls, alone: the dimension 

of interest, (where the variance of this distribution oontains 

contributions from the variance of test and referpnce stimuli 

at the site of comparison). In most matohing e~eriments, 

the objeot is to obtain values of the test stimulus parameters 

which match given reference stimulus parameters. In some 

cases, however, the standard deviation of the distribution 

is used as a measure of the disoriminablity (or non-disorimin

ability) of the test stimulus from the reference. In such 

cases, the two stimuli will be of similar physioal oonstitution. 

Method of Constant Stimuli. 

This is a threshold method which involves the nresentation 

of the stimuli to be disoriminated (a large number of times) 

at fixed physioal stimulus levels. A number of levels are 

seleoted, suoh that the probability of deteotion or discrimination 

by the subject at all levels gives a measure of probability 

distribution or "peroent frequenoy' of seeing ourve" of the 

test stimulus. This method i8 often used tor measurements 

of absolute luminanoe threshold (e.g. Heoht, S_hlaer and 

Pirenne, 1942), and in general. in situaticma where it is ot 

value to know the form ot the probabUity distribution. 

Method 9f Limit. (or Just-Notieeable-Difterenoes). 

This method tor obtAinins thresholds requires the subjeot 
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to hold a fixed criterion in terms of ~ level on the discrimination 

probability distribution. The stimulus difference is then 

increased or decreased along the dimension of interest until 

the criterion is reached, at which point the subject responds. 

The criterion may differ acoOrding to whether the difference 

between test and reference stimuli is being increased or 

decreased. In such cases, determinations in each direction 

are avera.ged to give a mean value. Where the two stimuli 

are both above threshold in the dimension under consideration, 

this method may be termed the Method of Just-Noticeable-

Differences. The method of limits is used where a quantit-

ative measure of the threshold is required in a short time, 

for example in order to compare the effects over a large 

number of stimulus conditions. 

Method of Adjustment. 

The adjustment may or may not involve a bracketing 

procedure in which the subject sets the test stimulus at a 
just diaoriainably lower than the referen.. and that 

value midway between that}.just discriminably higher. The 

matching test stimulus settings are averaged to obtain the 

best estimate of the values of the test stimulus parameters 

corresponding to a range of yaluel of the reterenoe Itimulul 

parameters. 

An a1 ternat1Ye u •• of the _thad of ad.iuatMnt is the 

measurement of the average error ot adJustment tor use as an 

index ot discrimiDation threlhold. !he sub3eot :11 required. to 
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match the test stimulus against a reference a lar~e number of 

times. The standard deviation of the distribution of settines 

from the mean value is taken as a measure of deeree of 

discrimination at each point in the dimension of interest. 

The method of average error of adjustment gives a direot 

measure of the distribution of values of the test stimulus 

relative to the reference, but requires many more readings 

than the method of limits to obtain differenoe threshold 

measurements. 

Sensory Magnitude Estim'\tion (Absolute Methods). 

Sensory ma,~itude estimation methods are those in 

which the subjeot is presented with a single test stimulus 

and required to match it against an internally generated 

reference, rather than a p~8ioal referenoe. When only 

two responses - the matohing or non-matohing of a oertain 

reference - are involTed, the method becomes equivalent to 

the method of constant stimuli. But when a number of response 

categories are used, whether on a quantitative ordinal soale 

or a qualitative nominal soale, the absolute method permits 

investigation of the subjeotively perceived dimensions 

of the sensations arising from stimuli. These do not 

necessarily correspond to the dimensions obtained by other 

psyohophysioal methods, whioh only require the subJeot to 

judge whether or not two stimuli differ in some respect. 

Furthermore, the absence of a physioal oomparison stimulus 
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makes the aocuracy of the absolute method lower than direct 

c omp.<!.rison me thod.s. 

Conclusion. 

The main methods of psychophysical e~er1ments have 

been outlined in this section indicating th0 limitations 

and uses of each method. The reviews of section 3 will 

make frequent references to these methods, and also r,ive 

an indication of the type of information that can be obtained 

concerning. in this Q11.se, the human visual system, by means of 

psychophysical experiments. 
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2.1_. __ Visunl Hes;)onse to Li~~ht 

2.1 • 1 .. Introduction : 

The object of this section is to dcscribe the basic paral:!et(;rs 

of visual r8sponse to light stimuli, and to define the terms used 

in the following chapters. 

The range of wLcvelene;ths of electromagnetic radiation to which 

the eye is s~nsitive is ap~)roximately 400-750 run. Only radiation 

wi thin this range is described as light. (Wright, 1944). 

~e principal aspects of a light stimulus impinGing u;)on the 

retina to which the human visual system is responsive ~ the absolute 

distribution of energy across the visible wavelength spectrum, and 

the spatial and temporal variations in this distribution. 

2.1:,2. Trivariance of Vision: 

Of' the infinite range of variability in the energy distribution 

of light, the visual system is sensitive to only three inde~endent 

variaoles of the distribution, i.e., the eye is trivariant in its 

response, (subject to the cond.i tions speoified below). The trivariance 

of vision WaS first established by I'~ell (1855, 1890). Later in

yestigations b,y Guild (1931) and Wright (1928-9) were accepted b,y 

the C.l.E. in 1931 as defining the trivariant response to light of 

the standard observer. A description of this work i8 given in 

section 2.2. The oonditions under whioh trivariance holds are the 

use of photopic radiant energy levels, and a field of 2° 8ubtens8 

wi th a uniform surround viewed with the forea. Trivarianoe has also 

been established for a 10° field b,y Stiles (1955) but his subjeots 

were ins truoted to igllore the central area in the oollDUl' 1118. tohiD& 
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procedure. 

£ .. 1.3 __ Use of MonochrolIl..:.tic 30ectrum in Colour Vision· 

Any stimulus will emit a certain total energy pt:r unit time 

(or rndi:nt flux) which may be specified in terms of the visual 

sensitivity at each rTavelength to light radiation Le. in units of 

luminous flux. The luminous flux (F) in hu;:!ans is obtained by 

weighting the radiant flux (p~) at each wavelength with the spectral 

sensitivity (VA) of the eye at each wavel~gth. Tnus, in the limit 

F = K r V A' P). d A ( 1 ) 
o 

where K is a scaling constant •. 

In experimental situ"tions, the light is observed via a pupil 

(natural or artificial) and having a certain angular subtense (W) 

at the source, which is often an extended source of area (a). The 

luminance (L) of a stimulus is defined as the luminous flux per 

unit area of source. 

L = 
F -N.a. 

Lumen /'111m2 (2) 

In order to define the effect of a stimulus on the retina, 

correction should be made for the area of pu~il through whioh 

the stimulus is viewed. The :)roduct of the luminance and pupil 

area in mm2 defines the retinal illuminanoe in trolands. 

The trivariance of vision permits the sensation resulting from 

a source (S), with any of the entire range of i.lossible light energy 
by 

distributions,to be matched~a source composed of a mixture at 

white light (Sw) of luminance (Lw) and a monochromatic light (SA) 
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of wavelength (~) and luminance (L)0, (or a purple light made up 

of some mixture of red and blue monochromatic lights). 

The three variables specifying the matching stimulus are !.w, LA 

and !..m. Monochromatic and white light are opposite extremes of the 

possible spectral distributions. Monochromatic light has an 

arbitrarily narrow spectral distribution that is described by the 

single value of' i b wavelength , ()..) apart from its radiant flux. 

p~ = 0, 

./hi te light is de:t'ined e.s Q'\ving a dis tribution that does not 

deviate greatly from equal energy et each wavelength with ule visible 

spectrum (Le Grund, 1957). For the present discussion, as for the 

theoretical )urposes of the C.l.E. chromaticity chart, the reference 

wilite (5 ) is defined as an eCIual energy white. 
w 

p ~ = const 

ECIuation 3 may ue used to define the dominant wavelensth (,\d) 

of a~ light (S) (except purples) as the wavelength of the mono-

chromatic component of the mixture of Mlite and monochromatic light 

which matches S. 'rhe case of purples is dealt with in section 2.2. 

Thus: 

= (6) 

when the lights corresponding to the two m Ives of' eCIuation 3 are 

judged to ~tch ~ a normal observer. 

The colo~etric puri~ (Po) of ~ light S is defined aa the 

ratio of the luminance of monoohromatio component to the luminanoe 

of the total souroe: 



= 
L 

w 

2.1.4. G-ras5Inan's Laws of Colour Mixture: 

(7) 

Grassman (1J~) formulated four la',L: of the relationships 

involved in colour r.lixture between tne composition of the lights 

being mixed and the resultant visual effect. These laws form the 

basis for tile equations of colorimetry (Section 2.2.). 'l'he first 

law has alrt2:dy been described in the form of equation (3) i.e. the 

sensation from any uniform light stimulus ms-Y be matched by the 

sensation f'rOlll an appropriate mixture of white and monochromatic 

lights (or :1\11'e purple light). ~e sE1cond law states that for a 

continuous Variation in one of the oomponents of a colour mixture, 

tnere is a continuous varia tiOll in the appearance of the mixture. 

'faken in combin;ltion with the fil'st law, this law implies t,.at a) 

~'or every colour there is a complementray colour, such that when tre 

cwo all:: I"ixed in the right proportiun an achromatio light is 

procLuced, and if mixed in any other i)roportion a light with the 

dominant w:cvelength of one of the com!>Onents is produced, depending 

on the l)ro~)ortions of the mix'b.lre. 

and b) The mixture of non-oomplementary colours gives a oolour 

intermediate in saturation and hue between the two colours. 
tau 

'lhe thirdi states that colour mixtures are transitive i.e. that 

any two mixtures which mal:on a third light will match eaoh other. 

I 
Grassman's fourth law, also known as Abneys law of heterochromatio 

additivity, states that the luminanoe of the mixture is equal to the 

sum of the luminances of the oomponents ot the mixture. In praotioe, 
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substantial deviations from addi tivi tJ occur in some conditions, 

notabl.:! when t.le luxi.mnces of the lights are measured by the 

method of direct com ,arison \'Ii til a sta,n,iard stimulus, Dresler (1953). 

Clarke (1960) has shown tha.t eross failures of add.itivity occur in 

extra fov~al coloar m'tches. However, the departures from additivity 

have been found to be small for 20 foveal presentation. Trezona 

(1953, 1954), inve5tie~·ting the trichromatic co-ordinates of colour 

mixtures, re:~rted that definite departur s from p~ditivity did 

occur under the latter conditions, but that they lay vlithin one 

discrimination step. Ivf.:s (1912) has shown tha.t, for n. photopic 2° 

field, heterochromatic brightne~s m,tchin~ by :'licker photometry 

conf'or!'!lS well to the addi tivi ty lr.w. This result has been sub

stantiated more recently by Dresler (1953) and Sperling (1958). 
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2.2. Chroma t~..9.£.c?rcl ina t.~. 

The triv'riance of vision implies tho..t any light may be matohed 

by a suitable nixture of any three monochrO!'l:~ tic lights. In prac-

tice one of the tarec m~~ have to be subtracted from the mix~ure, 

i.e., added to the test light) since it is not ~)ossible to select 

three monochromatic lights to match the upper extremes of the r:,nge 

of purities of the whole spectrum. 

Ls (85) 3 L1 (S~ + L2 (SA2) + L3 (S>I) (1) 

or Ls (S5) + ~ (SA1) = L2 (8'\2) + L3 (SA3) (2) 

The values of S A1) S)e c.nd ~'\3 arc arbitrary chosen, usually as 

widely separl1t,~d n,S pos~'ible to reduce the number of subtractive 

mixtures. The luminances of each stimulus may be eX9ressed in dif-

feI'ent units according to whether the colour or brightn€:J' of the 

mixture is being considered, and the units may be different for 

each corn)onent ntimulus. (Guild 1924-5). Tile luminous units (4) 
t 

are therfore specified for each component (S1) together with the 

number of units (or tristimulus values) of each component (Ci). Thus 

the luminance of each component required for the match is given by: 

The value of L follovls f'rom the convention tlll~t s 

(1,.) 

'!he units ~ al'e often defined by assuming that equal tristimulu8 

values Ci of the units e..re required to make up a defined white, 

= = 

(5) 

but Wrig.lt (1928-9) in his study of cOlour mixture':t\paot1-ou d.till.a .the 

lulliaou8 unit. ill teras 
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Fig. 2.1. W.D.W. chromaticity diagram. 
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of' the specl;ral coloLlrs of' ~82.5 + 494.0 run, with the advantage 

that the Ooordina.tes were not sensitive tu variations in lllacular 

pigmen ta tion. 

The trist;imulus values for a set of primaries may be measured 

for aIlj unif'orm field. However, it is often desiraole to consider 

stimuli of cor~tant bI~ghtness level and investigate only the 

variations in colour of the stimulus. This condition is met by 

consid.ering the proportion of euch tristimulus value relative to 

the sum of the tristimulus values. The proportional tristimulus 

values are called chromaticity coord.inates (r,g,b), and they define 

the chromaticity of the stimulus. The chromaticit,y system 

described here is the "r.D. Wright system (Wiright, 1928-9). 

I' = 
etc. (6) 

The sum of the three chroma tici ty coordinates is the refore unity, 

r + g + b = 1, 

They def'ine a two-dimensional chromatioity spaoe in which the 

third coordinate is derived from the unit equation (7). 

The aspects of' visual sensitivity to light outlined in seotion 

2.1.1. (dominant wavelength, IJuri ty, colour match, etc.) oan be 

described in terms of this chromatioi ty diagram (Fig. 2.1.) 

T.hes~ection of three lights for the definition of the ohromaticity 
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space i, e.rbitrary, but the monochromn.tic prjrnaries 650, 530 + 460 nm 

used by "'iright (1947) il[lve the virtues for the present ~)urpose of 

being l'ealisable s')ecLral li,j1ts, and of requiring very fevr necative 

values in matl:hing tne whole co:our sp<,,-ce.(Negative values represent 

the addition of one of t.i:leJrjmaries to the test rather than the 

comparison stimulus). 

The geometric relationships of the chromaticity diagram represent 

algebraic mani,ulations of the trichromatic equations. The spectrum 

locus runs rOU~l:lly along the outsill.e of the diagram from r to g to b. 

Han-spectral 9urples lie in the "triangle between r, b and w. 
(At) 

The complementary wavelength A2 (in fig. 2.1.) for any .avelength~on 

the spectrum locus is defined by the intersection of the line ~,w 

with the spectrum locus opposite at~, where W is achromatic equal 

energy white at the centroid of the chromaticity triang{e. Complement-

a~ colours for wavelengths between 495 and 570 nm are non-spectral 

purples and are made up of mixillre of red and 'blue,: ~i.gbts .• ' The 
dominant wavelength of any oolour C( r IS,) is datia'ad 
as the intersection of the straight line ~ with the spectrum locus. 

For purples, where there is no intersection between wC and the 

spectrum locus, the complement~ dominant wavelength of the inter-

section of we vdth the spectrum locus is used to define this aspect 

of the stimulUS. 

Colour mixture is represented on the chromaticity diagram in 

terms of a straight line between coordinates of the two lights to 

be mixed. ilie distance of the coordinates of mixture along this 

line is determined by the proportion in which the two lights are 

mixed. Thus two complementary colours in sui table proportions will 
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produce white (w). Clearly, the colour mix~ure construction 

im:)lies that any colour in tne chroma tici ty diagram can be 

matched by a mixture of a :;pectrum colour ( or a pure ~,urple) 

and white, as stated by Grassman's first law (section 2.1.~~ 

'i'he closer the colour is to the cen~roid, the less sa.turated it 

will appear. Huwever, the relationship betw8tn l:leasures of 

purl ty and the sensation of saturation are oeyond the scope of 

t.uis review (see "The Science of Color" Comm.c.ttee on Colorimetry 

of Opt. Soc. Am., 1953). 

A further refinement of the chromaticity diagram as so far 

descriued has been adopted by the 1931 C .I.E. Committee on 

Colorimetry. It involves hypotuetical urimaries (X,Y,Z), which 

are linear transfonnations of' monochromatic primaries similar to 

those used by ,'iright, ~~uch that the whole of the sp"ctrum locus 

is contained within the positive area of the diagram. Further, 

the coordinates are chosen such that the luminosi~ is specified 

entirely by the Y ~)rimary, the X and Z primaries having zero 

luminous units. 



203- Colour Discrimination. 

hl.1. Methods. 

Many methods have been employed to measure the extent to 

which stimuli of equal luminance but different spectral 

composition can be differentiated by a human observer. Of the 

psychophysical methods discussed in section 1.2,the main 

approaches that have been investigated are as follows: 

'Wavelength Discriminationo The smallest discriminable difference 

in wavelength between two equiluminant monochromatic lights has 

been obtained as a function of wavelength. Psychophysical 

methods that have been used include those of just noticeable 
Il./lJ 

differences (j.n .. ~ (Wright, 1347)~Of average error of adjust-

ment. (Konig and Dieterici, 1884). 

Saturation Disorimination. The smallest discriminable differenoe 

between two equiluminant lights each consisting of some mixture 

of monochromatic and white light is obtained as a function of 

wavelength of the monochromatic component. Only the proportion 

of wbite to monochromatic radiation is varied. Studies bave 

used either-pure wbite light (Wright and Pitt, 1985) , or pure 

monoohromatio light (Hurvicb and Jameson, 1955) as the oomparison 

light. 

Alternatively, the number of .1.DJi! s between each 1I0no-

chromatic light and white may be measured. (E.g. Jones & 

Lowry, 1926). 

Chromaticity Disorimination. Chromatioity disorimination is a 
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measure of the discriminability of any two equiluminant lights 

specified in terms of their chromaticity co-ordinates in some 

chromaticity system. In practice, the two stimuli are usually 

made up of mixtures of monochromatic lights. The smallest 

discriminable difference is obtained either by the method of 

just-noticeable differences (Wright, 1947) or of average error 

of adjustment (Mac Adam, 1942). The results are plotted as steps 

within the chromaticity diagram, rather than in relation to the 

spectrum. In this w~ discrimination in the whole of the colour 

(and also brightness) space may be investigated, including, it 

desired, the dimensions corresponding to the wavel.eDg.th and 

saturation discrimination tasks described above. 

Various methods other than discrimination have been utilised 

in the study of the differential response to coloured stimuli. 

Colour naming has been used by Walraven (1962) and Wilson (1969) 

amongst others, to examine effects of wavelength at the chromatic 

threshold. Jameson and Hurvich (1955) used the method of chromatic 

valence in the cancellation of subjective colour components of 

the stimulus to study the operation of opponent mechanisms in 

the precessing of colour information acress the ~ctrum. 

Colour matching bas been used to study the differential effect 

f4 paraaetera lub .. luld-•• e aai rueter tre ... :r - 1,,,-

tral hue (see Walraven, 1962; and V'an der Horst and )luis, 1969), 

and the chromatiCity position of invariant primaries under 

chrOllatic adaptation (Scheibner, 1966). 
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Each of these approaches contribute valuable information 

to knowledge of the colour processing system. However, the 

present study will utilise only the wavelength discrimination 

approach for a variety of reasons. Studies of the influence 

temporal factors in oolour disorimination have concentrated on 

chromaticit,y discrimination (section 2.3.5). The stimulus in 

waftlength discrimination is simply specified in physical terms 

without oomplex oomputations. 

Finally, the wavelength stimulus is defined with minimal 

assumptions as to the oolour prooessing B,Ystems, whereas the 
of 

detinition"ohromatioity (subsuming saturation) il heavily 

dependent on empirioal data not neoessarily applioable to 

the dynamic situation (see section 3.7.1). 
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] 

Fig. 2.2. MacAdam's (1942) ellipses of chromatioity discrimination. 

standard deviation of settings of oolour matohes ~ several directions 

is plotted on the C.I.K. chromaticity diagram for oomparison stimuli 

in a number of positions in the chromatioity spaoe. The results can 

be described in terms of ellipses with appropriate size, axis, ratio 

and orientation. 
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2.,3.2. Chssicul.Datc of Vi,:::vt:llene-;th Discrimination. 

DDta on classical discrimination obtained 'by various 

methods with (usually) luminance equated has been collated 

from a number of experimenters by Judd (1932). Wl'ieht a.nd Pitt 

(1934) carefully studied the foveal wavelength discrimination 

funct ions five normal observers and S ie gel (1:362, 19~~ studied. 

the mean and standard ,leviation of disorimination in 3 subjeots. 

Althoue;h the results show variabilities with a ranBe of about 

j<fo, they are consistent in showing threshold minima at 500-

600nm and 4JO-500ruL,Vlith a l.laximwn in between at 520-~40 nm i.e. 

nearer to the short thLm the long wavelength minimum. L;any 

studies find n further minimwn in the reeion of 430-440run. 

Y.right (1947) has criticised the data otl Laurens and Hamilton 

(1923) showing yet another minimum at about 630lll:l. The eviuence 

on this point is not decisive. 

The studies of the effects of' various parameters or Wave-

leneth discrimination descri'bed below ulso confirm the main 

features of the above description. Both Wright (1347) and 

hlacAciam (1942) have IOOl1sured sensitivity to chromaticity 

differences at a large number of points in the C.LE. chro-

maticity space. Wri€Jrt used the mett10d of just noticeable 

differences between the two sides of a bipartite field, and 

MacAdam measured the average error of adjustment in a colour 

match, which he plotted as an ellipse around the coordinates 

of the compa.rison colour in the C .I.E. chromaticity diagram 

(Fig.2.2). The results are roughly comparable, and may 
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described approximately in the following way. Chromaticity 

discrimination is best for the smallest values of X and Y 
coordinates, (i.e. at the blue spectral locus) and becomes 

progressively worse as distance from this region increases. 

MacAdam's ellipses of standard deviation in setting error seem 

to be roughly aligned so that the long axis (poor discrimination) 

points towaros the speotral blue region. 

2.3.3. Effects of Luminance. 

Wright (1947) states that wavelength discrimination is 

not greatly affected by changes in luminance, although Stiles 

(1346) has suggested that Wright's data in the blue end of the 

speotrum is affected by the use of intensit.J levels reduced by 

a factor of 20. Bedford and Wyszecki (19.58) measured wave

length discrimination between ltOO-660nm using a 1
0 

field. Their 

data support Stiles' suggestion that discrimination thresholds 

are about half as high as those found by Wright below 480na. 

Their results for 12' field indicate that that decreasing 

brightness from jOOto'25trolands does not significantly affeot 

wavelength discrimination, whereas for a 1.5' field discrimination 

was markedly impaired by the equivalent drop in lUlllinance. Weale 

(1951) working at lower luminance leTel also found a general 

impairment of discrimination as luminance was decreased by 1 log 
to 

unit, together with a shift in the blUe minimum trom lJ30~ 460DlIe 

Bedford and Wyszecki do not report a shift in the blue min1llua 

as found by Weale, but the sUe at the blue miniaum was foUDd 
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to be of the same order as the range of variability of the data, 

so that detailed conclusion!cannot be drawn. Thompson and 

Trezona's (1951) data shows a shift of the blue minimum about 

30nm towards the short wavelengths and of the yellow minimum 

about 20nm towards the long wavelengths as luminance is decreased 

by 2.3 log units. Overall discrimination is impaired to the 

order of 1.0 log run by this luminance decrease. They do not 

comment on this shift in the minima, but they do note that 

lowering the luminance does not produce tritanornaly, as is 

produced by a reduction in field size (Thompson & Wright, 1947. j 

lIoCree, 1960b). In this connexion, tritaneaaly is used to 

mean a tendency of the wavelen~ disorimination tunotion to 

approach the form of that for tritanopes (Wright, 1952); in 

particular, to show e. relative loss of discrimination ability 

in the speotral region around 460nm. .aCree' ~ (1960b) stu~ 

on the effeot of field size includes data at two luminance 

levels over 2 log units apart. The .. show effects in acoord 

with those fo\.lDi by Thompson and Trezon. ,in showing shifts ~ 

both mina. towards the ends of the spectrum with decrease in 

luminance, and lack of a tri tanomalou s effect. 

On the other hand, Brown (1951) lleaaured chromaticity 

discrimination at e. number of points in the chromaticity space 

down to luminances of the order of .05 ft. lambert, using the 

method of average error. He found tendenoy towards tritanom

alous oonfusions along lines on the chromaticity diagraa 
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corresponding to the confusion lines of tritanopes (Wright, 1952) 

together with a seneral impairment of discrimination as luminance 

was decreased below 1 ft. lambert. Brown's results are not 

necessarily incompatible with those described above. He did not 

measure Bl\Y points in the neighbourhood of the blue spectrum 

locus, and his method has been shown to enhance tritanopic 

effects relative to the method of just noticeable differences 

(Farnsworth, 1958). Walraven and Bouman (1966) have discussed 

Brown's data, suggesting that the tritanomalous confusions are 

restricted to the upper part of the C.leE. chromaticity 

diagram and should therefore be desoribed as pseudo-tritanomaly. 

They find that the pseudo-tritanomaly oan be explained in their 

fluotuation theo~ as resulting from a chan~ in the weighting 

factor (f3'l.) .multiplying the signal from the blue cones to the 

chromatic system rather than a decrease in blue and yellow 

discrimination sensitivity, which results in tritanomaly (for 

a summ~ of the fluctuation theo~, see section2.4.3). 
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2.3.4= Effect of field size and bandwidth. 

Willmer and Wright (194b) reported that wavelength discrimi

nation tended towards tritanopia for reduced bipartite field 

size of 20'(maintaining strict central fixationJ Bedford and 

Wyszecki (1958) found no such tendency for field size as small 

as 1.5' I but they used a wide separation between test and 

oomparison field, and allowed the observer to scan the stimulus. 

Either of these latter factors could have influenoed their 

resul ts. However, MaCree (1960b), using a range of seven field 

sizes and a bipartite field which the observer soanned contin

uously reported a progressive tendency towards tritanopio form 

of the discrimination function as field size was decreased. All 

the above authors found that discrimination was impaired for 

smaller field sizes. Hllz and Cavonius (1970) var,fing bar width 

of an equiluminant chromatic grating, rather than field size I 

reported no evidenoe of shi:f'ts in the minima a8 grating bar 

width was deoreased to about 1.5' but their data i8 not very 

complete at the lower bar widths. Their re8ults confirm a 

progressive worsening of discrimination throughout the 8pectrum 

as bar width is decreased. 

Another faotor important in the design of colour discrimi

nation experiments is that of bandwidth of the monochromatio 

light. Siegel (1963) reported that oolour disorimination was 

unaffected by variations in bardwidth between 5 and 8Onm. He 

based his oonolusion on the standard deviations of hue ~n 
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settings. However, the hue limens themselves show effects which 

appear to the present author to be oonsistent for three subjeots, 

although Siegel states that the reliability is lower for the hue 

limen data. In each case disorimination appears to be progress

ively impaired in the region of the green threshold maximum) 

roughly as bandwidth is reduced, while there is little effect 

at the long wavelength end of the spectrum. Measurements were 

not made below jOOnm. The region of impairment of discrimination 

oorresponds approximately with the region in which colorimetric 

purity is reduoed by inorease in bandwidth, as tabulated by 

Siegel. 
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'lhc effect of time of observ~'.tion on chroma Lici ty discrimination 

has been colla t.ed by :b'- rnsworth (1958) f'rom three disparate investi-

ga tions. His c['.lcula nons indicate tha t till! loncer time ta:<en per 

observa tion, the gre~c ter the reduction in blue-yellow discrimination 

r01ative to reu-grecn. • In 
He reports some exper~mcntsksupport of this 

observ:ction. Yustova (1958) presents evidence that the longer 

durations of observ,ltion reauce the extent of the chromaticity space, 

Jue to chromatic adaptation to the discrimination field. Wright (1947) 

describes some complex results on the time course of recove~ to 

chromatic adaptation by means of a colour matching technique, but he 

does not examine the time course of hue discrimination limens in this 

situation. 

One approach to the problem of effects of fixation on colour 

discrimination is the use of image stabilisation on the retina (Ditchburn 

1958). Colours were found to fade under such conditions. McCree 

(1960a) has studied colour discrimination over the whole spectIum with 

volun tary fixation. He found th',.t under such conditions, virtually 

any two colours could appear to match. Colour discrimina<.;ion could 

be restored either by instructing the observer to glance at the field, 

or by interrupting tne stimulus eve~ 0.5 sec for 0.05 sec. McCree 

concluded that the eff(:ct was not due to c.e3aturation of the field, 

although this phenomenon was :Jresent to a small extent. Clarke (1960) 

has also found desaturation and hue shift with increases in exposure 

time. A bipartite field was fleshed on for 0.5 sec ever.y 2 sec., and 

number of flashes vaned from 4 to 30. 
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1uri~ a!1d :/eissm~n (191)5) htlve :::;tudied trie effect of exposure 

dul': fion on lJcrc, ption of the com:)onunts ot' two colour mixture, which 

\1!iS pffpctivp]y a chrome, tici ty discrimination task :.cround a colour 

Hear the centre of the chrom!~ tici L,'l chart. o 
~1~7 found th t ~n~ ~ 1 

bipartite field, viewed 'oveully, tJi:::;crimination w~'.s impc.ired below 

50-1CO msec, dif'ferelltiall:, in diff'('l'(,'1t dirlctions on thF; chromatic·ay 

chart, but Vi.'1S c:'sentilllly 1l1l":.fr:'ecteo up to times of 300 m sec. 

In .'1 simi1:-,r study Siecel (1965) h:lS the er'fect cf ex})osure time 

on :. bipartite field '.':'cvelength discrimination for :l sii1:;le spectral 

1oc. tion (575 run). He 1:leL;sured the standard devi~tions for colour 

m:ttching cctt.Ln{;s for oieht suojects 2nd pooled the data. He found 

tho. t discrimin[tion o.bili ty improved continuousl.! fl'OIJ 20 msee to 

5 sees exposure. Sie[el sugt;ests that the illlprovcment at longer 

uunt tion nay be the result of an artei'acJ, and that tids I:lisht be 

cue to Qif'ferences in fixation of the stimulus, Ydlich \/<.:.s ~l un

conLrolleu v:.rie.ble. 

~['hus both the prc0cding studies ShOVf n. reductiun in discrimination 

as eX,)osure times are rE,duced. Many of the studies in t,lis section 

do not investigate sep[ore.tely the ~ffect or exposure time on effective 

stirllulus luminance (Bloch t sLaw) but Luria end Vleissman compensated 

for bis effect. In t1. limited experiment, equal lumine.ce eX}l0sure .. 

showed generally simiL'.r effects to those for equal energy exposures. 

It thllS appears tht~ t in both .:avelength discrimination and in 

general chromaticity discrimination, the discrimination ability is 

impa.ired for either long or short durations of exposure, whether 

presentation is continuous or intermittent. 
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2.4. Theories of Colour Discrimination. 

2,~.1 Introduotion. 

In general, theories or colour vision are incomplete 
ncrt 

if they do~provide an explanation for the phenomena of the 

whole field of colour vision. This 8hould include, for 

example, predictions of the luminosity functions, colour 

mixture data, and the v~rioU8 a8pects of chromatioity 

disorimination both for normals and for eaoh of the main 

type8 of colour defeot (deaxeranopia, protanopia, tritanopia). 
Are. 

Data on many of these aspects of colour vi8ion ~ now available. 

A boQy of data conoerning temporal phenomena in oolour 

vision is al80 being establi8hed (see seotion 3) of whioh 

future theories should take aooount. 

The present thesis ooncentrates on a single aspeot of 

oolour perception, namely, the temporal factors involved in 

colour disorimination. Consequently this seotion will review 

only the facet of each theory dealing with oolour disorimination. 

Three major theoretioal approaohes to the data of colour 

di8orimination are described in this seotion. The Helmholts-

Stiles Line Element theor,y bases the prediotion or disorimination 

ability essentially on the relative excitation of the three 

fundamental oolour system8. The Walraven-Bouman Quaatua . 

Fluctuation theor,y assumes that the disorimination step is 

limi ted by the quantum fluctuations in the light signal to 

the three responae mechanisms, and makes additional assumptions 
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concerning a bidimensional division of the colour space. The 

Hurvich-Jameson Opponent Process theory utilises only the 

bidimensional division of the perceived opponent colours. 

In section u, the data of uynamic wavelength discrimi

nation obtained for this thesis are considered in relAtion 

to the theories of colour discrimination outlined in this 

section. However, in the case of the Line Element theory 

it was found that Stiles (1946) eave insufficient information 

to enable computation of the relevant values. 
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2.4.2 Helmholtz Stiles Line Element Theory. 

The line element theory was first postulated by Helmholtz 

(1896), but modified by Stiles (1946) to the form desoribed 

here. The perceptual difference between two light patches 

is assumed to be mapped by a line joining the coordinates 

of the two patches in three-dimensional luminance-chromatioity 

space. The theory postulates that the just disoriminable 

distance is of fixed length in a Non-Euolidean space where 

the axes are defined as the response magnitudesot the three 

fundamental response meohanisms. ~ light is desoribed as 

a point in the space determined by its trichromatio coordinates 

in terms of the fundamentals. Stiles used the fundamentals 

determined earlier (Stiles, 1939) by an increment threshold 

technique as a basis for his oaloulations. Extra meaaurements 

of the differential sensitivity (or Feohner fraction) for eaoh 

meohanism were inoluded in the speoification by Stiles. The 

threshold change in stimulus wavelength is predioted as the 

ohange in stimulation to produce a fixed magnitude ot ohange 

ot the primar,y amplitudes weighted by their respeotive 

sensitivities. The line element theory prediots the balio 

features ot the hue disorimination ourTe, i.e. threshold minima 

near 590, 4-90 and 4-50 nm, but the predioted disor:hdnatioD limens 

in the short waTelength end of the speotrum are much lower 

than those found by Wright and Pitt (1934.), with whioh Stiles 

oompares the theory. Stiles suggelt, that their uae ot lower 

luminanoe for the short w&Telength ~ haTe affected their relults. 
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Later data by Bedford and Wyszecki (1958), correspond 

more closely to Stiles)prediction. For the data of Tho~son 

and Trezona (1951), Stile; prediction is a good fit for one 

observer, but a poor one for the other. Since the observers 

used different discrimination methods, the method may be a 

factor limiting the applicability of the theory. 

The line element oolour disorimination theo~ can be 

extended to predict ~mcAdam's ellipses of chromaticity 

discrimination (described in section 2.3.2). Both the area 

and orientation of the major axis of the ellipses are well 

predicted by the theory. The theory is not extended to data 

on the effect of luminance or field size on wavelength 

discrimination, nor are the classical data of defective 

colour vision covered. However, assuming that the spectral 

sensitivities of the three colour channels are unaffected 

under these various conditions, the possibility of alterations 

in the Fechner traotioaa for the three mechanisms nevertheless 

provides two degrees of freedom in the theo~ by means of which 

these data might be explained. If, as Stiles (1949) suggests, 

the Fechner fraction for each meohanism varies differently 

as luminanoe is reduced, (or with ohanges in field siBe), 

this provides a basis for prediotion ot the shape ot the 

wavelength disorimination ourve under the appropriate 

oonditions. Data indicating the effeots of stimulua trequeno,y 

on Feohner fraction tor the oone meohanism8, and hence 



prediotioa of the effect. of frequeney in a suitaDle wayeleagth 

discria1nation situation, such as is desoribed 1a •• ction 7.3, 
would be of value in extending the acope of the liDe ele.ent theory. 
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2.*.3 Fluctuation Theory of Colour Discrimination. 

r/alraven (1962) andrialraven and Bouman (1966) have 

approached the problem of wavelength discrimination by 

considering the effect of quantum fluctuations in the input, 

first applied to the problem of brightness discrimination 

by de Vries (1943) and Rose (1946) to each of the three 
r."'.S. 

photoreceptor types. Since theiquantum fluc;tationa are 

proportional to the square root of the input amplitude to 

each llhotoreceptor tYTle( see Ditohburn, 1963. , 
I , 

the threshold of colour discrimination is hypothesised to 

be proportional to the square root of the veotor sum of the 

input amplitudes to the three reoeptor systems. The receptor 

systems are assumed to be independent, hence the quantum 

fluctuations are proportional to spheres of oonstant size 

in a three-dimensional square root diagram, in which the 

inputs to the three reoeptor systems are the orthogonal axes. 

The spectrum locus is plotted on the square root diagram in 

terms of the response of each reoeptor system to each point 

on the speotrum. Hence the form of the colour discrimination 

curve is obtained from the spectral extent of the square root 

fluctuation spheres at each point in the spectrum. Two points 

are worth noting. The basic fluctuation theo~ aakes no 

physiologioal assumptions, but describe the behaviour of 

an ideal physical deteotor)e.g. three independent photocells, 

although some meohanism for oombining the three inputs is 
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required. Additionally, the theory as utilised by Walraven 

and Bouman predicts only the relative proportions and not 

the absolute magnitude of the discrimination function. A 

test therefore of whether the threshold magnitude is as 

predicted by quantum fluctuation would be of interest. 

This problem could be approached by the addition of extra 

random fluctuations to the input signals, to investigate the 

effeot on thresholds. 

In applying the fluctuation theory both to normal and 

to colour-defeotive subjects under a variety of oonditions 

of luminanoe and field size, Walraven and Bouman found that 

modifioations were required to the basic fluotuation theory. 

The blue receptor input was postulated as having different 

effectiveness for brightness and oolour perception. A: 

variable amplification factor of ~ 'l. for the oolour perception 

prooess was found to desoribe adequately the short wavelength 

disorimination for both normals and deuteranopes. The 

vaJ.ue of ~~ was varied to fit data at a range ot luminance 

levels. The main result of increasing ~~ W&8 to shift 

the threshold minimum in the blue trom 470nm to 500nm, 

corresponding to the shift for increasing luminanoe by 3 log 

units. 

They turther postulated that the sensitivity to the 

effeot of quantum fluctuations W&8 different in different 

directions in the square root diagram. The two orthogonal. 
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directions suggested were along lines between red and green, 

and between red-pIus-green (yellow) and blue. Discrimin~tion 

along these lines is referred to as tritanopia and deuteranopic 

resnectively, as the discrimination functions in the two 

directions resemble the discrimination of the respective 

colour defective eyes. Use of the two bivari~t components 

in varying proportions permitted matching of data on the 

effeot of field size on wavelength discrimination. Small 

field tritanom81y is hypothesised as a reduotion in the effect 
This approach 

of the blue-yellow discrimination component. A~ also allows 
1 

prediction of MacAdams chromRticity disorimination ellipses. 

The Fluctuation theory of colour disorimiDation as developed 

by Walraven and Bouman (1966) thds provides two degrees of 

freedom beyond the basic curve obtained by the applioation 

of the assumption that threshold is proportional to the 

quantum fluctuations of the stimulus. B,y means of these 

extra parameters many of the classioal data of oolour 

discrimination effects oan be accommodated. The application 

of the theory to dynamio wavelength discrimination data is 

considered in section 8.2. 



2.4.4. Hurvich-Jameson Opponent Colour Theory. 

Hurvich and Jameson (1955) base their theory of wavelength 

discrimination on their Opponent Process theo~ of visual 

perception. Derived from the concept of Hering (1920), the 

theory is based on the hypothesis that human vision is mediated 

by three opponent processes, viz. red-treen, yellow-blue and 

white-black. The first two processes were originally conceived 

of as involving excitation of opponent red or green, and 

yellow or blue processes respectively. The white-black process, 

on the other hand, represents either excitation or de-excitation 

i.e. two kinds of activity of the same process. The form of 

three opponent process responses muy be transformed from 

the C.l.E. tristimulus values, but it should be noted that 

the white and black fUnctions have the same transformation 

values, but each is multiplied by a dil'f'erent constant. It 

would appear therefore that appropriate selection of constants 

would enable the white-black 'opponent' process to be 

represented by a single ~opponent process. 

However, for the present purposes, the two chromatic 

opponent processes are the only ones of relevance. Jameson 

and Hurvich (1955) measured the spectral chromatic response 

of each process (or chromatic valence) as the relative 

energy of the opponent 'cancellation' stimulus for can

cellation of each spectral stimulus to a neutral colour. 

The opponent' cancellation' stimuli were selected on the 
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llasis of psycholoCical uniqueness. 

The chromatic vDlence curves may be transformed to a 

coeff'icient of' the relative valence at each wavelength, or 

hue coefficients. IIurvich and Jameson (1955) suggest th. t 

spectral hue discrimination will be proportional to the rate 

of' change of hue coefficients (or diff'erence in hue infor

mation between a pair of wavelengths separated by a small 

amount). V/8velength discrimination will involve such hue 

discrimination information., but will also be af'f'ected by 

changes in saturation tl~ough the spectrum. As a first 

approxima~ionJ Hurvich and Jameson suggest that saturation 

and hue changes will have equivalent efrects in the 

determination of' the wavelength discrimination fUnotions. 

The saturation coefficient used for this purpose was defined 

as the ratio of the chrom~tic responses to the sum of the 

chromatic and achromatio responses. 

The predioted wavelength discrimination fUnctions were 

computed from the hue and saturation coefi'ioients at two 

levels of luminance. These exhibit essentially similar 

features to those obtained by We ale (1951), viz, minima in 

the regions of 580 and 480nm, and a shift of the short 

wavelength and general reduction in disorimination with a 

reduotion in luminance. 

These features are also similar to those found by 

other investigators (reviewed in section 2.3.3.). 
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2.5 Independenoe of the Colour Processing System. 

Walraven (1962) has reviewed evidence that there is an 

indeJlendence between the prooessing of brightness and oolour 

perceptions in the photopio retina, suoh that the ohannel 

processing stimulus luminance information, (i.e. a measure of 

the oombined responses of the three primary reoeptor systems) 

diverges from the ohannel prooessing ohromaticness information 

(i.e. a measure of the relative response of the three receptor 

systems) at some level. The alternative to such a divergent 

system would be a sequential system in which, for example, 

the visual information is first prooessed in the manner required 

for oolour perception, and the luminosit,y information is then 

obtained from the output of the oolour processing system. The 

latter type of system would require the eventual separation of 

luminanoe: and ohromatio information, but all the ohromatic 

processing would ocour before the separation. Since both 

systems inolude three primary receptor. 8S the input stage for 

both luminanoe and ohromaticness prooessing, the di:fference 

between to, systems lies essential.~ in the level at which the 

two types of processing diverge. The hypothesis of independence 

of luminance and ohromationess channel should therefore be 

understood to ~ that essentially no processing between 

primary reoeptor signals (e.g. lateral interaotions, opponent 

colour interaotions, eto) ooours prior to the diver&ence of 

the luminance and chrOillationes. ohannels. 
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It should be noted that the ~othesis of independenoe 

in the prooessing of luminanoe and chromatione8s information 

does not imply that, for example, the ohromationess of a 

stimulus is unaffeoted by a change in the stimulus luminance 

(as in the Bezold,...Brucke hue shift), but that the ohanee in 
to 

chromationess is hypothesised to be dueAeffects within the 

chrometicness processing channel whioh are not connected with 

the processing for brightness perception. Similarly, differential 

sensitivity to luminance differences for Itimuli of various 

wavelengths may not be aocompanied by the corresponding 

differences in the ohromaticness channel (e.g. see Walraven 

and Bouman, 1966). 

The irdepemence hypotheSis was originally postulated 

in a stronger form by PiAron (1939) who suggested the existenoe 

of an extra "brightness cone" to acoount for erldence of 

independence, of the signals for brightness and oolour. Since 

II II 
the brightness cone was supposed to oontain all three photo-

sensitive substanoes present in the other,three "ohromatio 

oones". PUron's model is functionally very similar to a IDOdel 

in which the information tor brightnesl perception i8 a 

oombination of the direot outputs of three oones diftrging 

:frCtll the ohannel processing of chrOllletioness. 

The evidenoe for the independence model, reviewed by 

Walraven (1962), is summariaed below. Pi'ron (1939) and Troland 

(1922) showed that the luainosity cune ia only 



slightly affected by moderate chromatic adaptation, whereas 

perceived hues are radically affected. Since the luminosity 

curve is assumed to be the sum of the sensitivity curves of the 

three receptor systems, the adaptation cannot be affecting 

the latter markedly, but must be acting in an independent 

chromaticness channel. Similar considerations apply to the 

strong chromatic adaptation emplqyed by Drindley (1953)0 

According to Walraven's a.nalysis the three receptor systems 

are operative under strong chromatic adaptation, although at 

reduced lev~ls, but the eye becomes monochromatic, which is 

suegested to result from complete fatigue of the chromaticness 

channel. SVa.etichin and ldacNicol (1958) found corre8ponding 

independence in the electrical responses under chromatic 

adaptation in fish retina. 71nally Fincham (1953) found that 

the chromatic aberration reflex for accommodation in cone mono

chrOlDau was unimpaired although colour vision was absent. It 

therefore appears that the colour information is present at an 

early stage but that the chrollBtioness channel is inoperative. 

SimilarlyWeale (1953) concluded that the spectral sen8itivity 

of cone monochromats was not that of a single (green) receptor, 

and that therefore the colour defect was located in post receptor 

structures, i.e. presumably the chromaticness rather than 

luminance channel. 

Walraven's theoretical interpretationa ot the Besold-Brucke 
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hue shift, colour naming experiments and colour discrimination 

of dichromats are based on the independence ~othesis, as 1s 

Walraven and Bouman's (1966) interpretation of the colour 

discrimination of trichromats for different luminances and 

field sizes (described in section 2.4.3). 

Recently, other lines of evidence have been obtained 

which support the independence hypothesis. In particular, 

there is evidence for spatial inhibitor.y interactions in the 

luminance channel which are not present in the chromaticness 

channel. The evidence implies that the spatial inhibitory 

interactions occur either sequentially follOwing the processing 

of chromaticness, or in a separate channel. Since the evidence 

reviewed above suggests that the luminance processing does not 

ooour following the processing of cm-c.aticDess, the evidenoe 

presented below supports the latter hypothesis ot separate 

channels for luminance and obromaticDess (after the primary 

reoeptor stage). 

Mach bands of brightness perceived in the observation 

of spatial brightness gradients are usually interpreted aa 

resulting from spatial inhibitory interactions (Ratliff, 19(5). 

Yost studies report the absence of oolour Mach bands tor st1.llluli 

of constant-luminance chromaticity gradient, (Thouless, 1922; 
It. 

Kof~a and Harrower, 1931; 'Fry, 19lti; Erooles-CUzzoni and 

Jiorentini, 1958; Van der Horst and Bouaan, 19(7), although 



Daw (1964) report~ the observation of colour Mach bands using 

step changes in dominant wavelength together with purity. A 

related line of evidence is the Liebmann e:N'ect (Liebmann, 

1927), in which the visibility of the ed~s of a figure is 

markedly reduced when there is no luminance difference across 

the edge, even with large chromaticity differences. This suggests 

the 
that edge enhancement e:N'ects are reduced or absent in"ohromatic 

channel. This evidence there:fore 8eem8 in :favour of a lack of 

(or at least marked reduction of) spatial inhibitor,y interaotions 

in the chromaticness channel. 

A secorxl approach to the spatial characteriatics of the 

two systems has been made via spatial frequency re8ponse 

functions. Sensitivity to spatial sinusoidal luainanoe grating 

shows a band-pus fora (Westheimer, 1960; De Pallia and Lowry, 

1962). The low frequency attenuation bas been interpreted by 

these authors as corresponding to spatial inhibitor,y interactions. 

Schade (1958) found a similar phenomenon for spatial sinuscidal 

purity-modulated gratings) and the data of Van der Horst (1969b» 

using gratings of purity-modulation around wbite,show evidenoe 

ot a small decreaee in sensitivit,y at low spatial frequencies. 

In combination with the observation of Mach b&Dds by Daw (1964» 

in a situation in which step obane,es in purity occurred, the 

abowe results suaest that there aay be spatial inhibitory 

interactiOns operative in the processing of ItiINli of varying 

purity. Purther experimentation designed to specificall7 test 
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this ~pothesis is required. However, experiments using spatial 

chromatic modulation at high purity close to the spectrum locus 

have found no evidence of low :frequency attenuation (Van der 

Horst et al., 1967; Clarke, 1967; Hilz and Cavonius, 1970). 

Similarly, Van der Horst and Bouman (1969) found no low :frequency 

attenuation for travelling chromatic-modulation grating 

sensitivity. In summary, the evidence suggests that luminance 

modulated gratings produce a low frequency attenuation in the 

frequency response function, as is probably the case for purity 

modulated gratings. Dominant wavelength-modulated gratings 

do not appear to produce a low frequency attenuation. 

Similar effects in the temporal domain are considered 

in terms of the independence hypothesis in section 8.6. 
The evidence reviewed in this section indicates that the 

o~ 
processingAchromaticness information and opponent colour interactions 

ocours in the chromationess ch8Jlnel , a1'ter it diverges from the 

luminance channel, and the processing of lateral inhibitory 

interactions occurs in the luminance channel a:rter the divers-nce 

of the chromationess channel. The eTidenoe is therefore in 

support of the hypothesis of independence of luminance and 

ohromat1cness processing in the fom stated above. 
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3. Temporal Characteristics of Colour Vision. 

3.1. Square Wave Flicker: Introduotion. 

A vast arr~ of investigations have been used as a stimulus, 

a light source whioh is alternately switched on and off, 

giving an effeotively rectangular variation in luminance (square 

wave flicker). The principal parameters of such a stimulul that 

have boen investigated are the frequenoy of occurrence of each 

switohing cyole and the ratio of time for which the light is on 

to time for which it is off. (Light-dark ratio). The inte~ 

relation-ships of frequency and light-dark ratio will be 

considered in section 3.3. 

The first attempt to bring order to the ·chaos of knowledge" 

as he desoribed it, was ~ Landis in 1953. He published a 

bibliograJ>b3r of tlioke~tusion phenomena att_pting to inolude 

all studies up to that date. The bibliogra~ has been continued 

by Ginsberg (1970) up to 1968. It appearl that the oritical 

fusion :t'requenoy (CFF) whioh the subject Judgel to be his 

threahold for the perception of flicker, is influenced by aany 

faotors. The lIost important faotor affeoting CD is the retinal 

illuminance of the tlioDring stillUlus. The retinal illUliiDaDCe 

function i& otten used as a means of examining the efteotl of 

other Itimulus par8Jleter& on the elF. Important aaongat the 

latter are the retinal subtense, retinal locus, colour oharac

teristics and Ipatial oonfiguration of the stiBulua aDd ita 

surround; degree and type ot adaptation ot the retina, actiY1t7 

in the contralateral f1Y'O and a number of plychologioal tactorl. 
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(For a summary of these effects see Brown (1965 pg. 251-268). 

3.2. Wavelength Effects in Flicker Studies. 

In the photopic lumin&nce ran~ Hecht and S,hlaer (1936) 

found CFF to be substantially independent of wavelength of the 

flickering light, when the stimuli of different wavelengths 

were matched for brightness (heterochromatic brightness match). 

This result held over a lara- ranse of photopio luminances. 

The stimulus consisted of a sudden alternation between the light 

stiaulus and darkness with a 1:1 light/dark ratio. 

In contrast, the scotopic portion of the en versus log 

luminance curves showed large divergences for different wave

lengths. The divergence of the curve for eaoh wavelength is 

roughly proportional to the differenoe between sootopio and 

photopic sensitivit,r at that wavelength (photochromatio interval). 

The divergenoes thus reflect the inappropriateness of a photopio 

brightness matoh for the .oo~op1o region. The separation ot the 

CFF function into high and low luminance regions with distinct 

characterllt10s oonfirms the Duplicity theor,y of retinal 

function for dynamio stimuli. First proposed by Sohulte (1866) 

the Duplicity theory holds that low and h18h luminance stiJDuli 

are processed by two ditt'erent olasses of reoeptor (oalled 

sootopio and photopio respecti~~), whioh h898 aarledly 

different oharacteristios. The data of Heoht and S,hlMr indicate 

that the differences in speotral sen.itivity ot the two olasaes 

of reoeptor found tmder atatio oonditions (e.g. "ald, 194-5)are 
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maintained in this dynamic situation involving square-wave 

temporal modulation of the light intensity. The use of square 

wave flicker to study the luminosity :function by oxamining CFF 

of monochromatic stimuli as a function of wavelength has not 

been widespread, since, as Ives (1912) points out, there is 

only a very small variation in CF.P for large changes in 

luminosity. The data of Hecht and Sfhlaer e 1936) indicate that 

in the photopic region, except at very high brightness, cn 

varies roughly in proportion to the luminance as determined by 

heterochromatic brightness matches. Berger et 81 .. (19.58), Collins 

e 1961) , Heath (1958) and others have used the CW oriterion in 

studies of colour defective luminosity fUnction. The results 

present no clear piCture. Ikeda and Urakubo e 1968) have studied 

normal and colour-defective subjects using a field of alternating 

red and green stimuli and a red or green adapting field. They 

found that the ratio of the radiancos of the two stimuli at 

subjective minimum flicker distinguished colour detect1ws and 

normals, effectively in terms of spectral sensitivity determined 

by means of heteroohromatic oontrast threshold, and also by the 

effects of adaptation. They do DOt Itu4 the colour flicker 

induced by their stimulus, and they have not published the data 

of the actual variation of the contrast threshold with wavelength. 
appear to. be DO 

There. ,"other studies of luminosity function using the 

heterochromatic contrast threshold at a fixBd frequency of flicker. 
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3.3 De Lange Curves. 

De Lange (19.?2) brought a new order to the stu~ of 

flicker fusion phenomena. when he developed the technique 

of varying the modulation depth em) of a flickering light 

(or contrast ratio (r c ) between the luminance orf'light' ( L L ) 

and "dar~ (~) phases of flicker relative to mean luminance. 

Spec ifi cally, 

For a sinusoidal waveform of modulation the expression for 

modulat ion depth (m) is: 

L max - L min • = 210 

where L = LO (1 .. msinWt) 

and LO is the time average luminance 

De Lange plotted the reciprocal modulation depth (.1) at • 
subjeotive threshold as a funotion of modulation frequena,y, 

of sinusoidal luminance flioker to give a measure of the 

input-output ratio of the visual system to luminance changes 

when a steady-state in the flicker perception had been reached. 

Curves of reciprocal threshold modulation depth as a fUnction 

of frequency are known as De Lange cUrYes. De Lange used a 
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2
0 

flickering field With an equiluminant surround to maintain 

the adaptation level virtually constant at all frequenoies. 

He found that the De Lange curves exhibited a sudden fall-off 

in sensitivity near a certain frequency at low retinal 

illuminance levels, but showed anincreasing peak in sensitivity 

before the step fall-off when aYerage luminance was increased. 

Similar results were reported by Kelly (1961b) using 

a 65
0 

field with a blurred edge. Kelly plotted his results 

in terms of absolute modulation sensitiVity, rather than 

sensitivity relative to the time-average luminance. He found 

that the hitP :frequency slopes, over a range of retinal 

illuminance spanning more than five log unita, conformed to 

a single ourve. De Lange's data ahow a aimilar effeot when 

replotted in this way (Lev1naon and H~, 1961). This 

indicates that for the high frequency slope, sensitivity 

to flicker is dependent aolely on the absolute lIlOdulation 

amplitude and independent of adapting luminanoe. 

A different approach to flioker sensitivity has beeo 

developed by Bart~ey and his co-workers, (see Bartley, 1)61) 

based on the enhancement of peroeived brightness at • rue.r
ing light relative to that of a Ite&qy liSbt of the same 

time-average luminance J first reported by BrUcD (1864). The 

details of the brightneaa enhancement effeot of tliollllr are 

not relevant for the present purposes, but it should be 

pointed out that it involves a different phenoaaena troa 
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those relating to threshold De Lange curves. 

a) The brightness enhancement effect only occurs with 

supra-threshold flicker. When the flicker is at Cn' no 

brightness enhanoement is observable. De Lange's measure

ments are by definition made at CFF for the prevailing 

conditions, so that the conditions of observation for the 

two type 8 ot: experiment are dit:t:erent. 

b) The above distinction raises the question whether 

brightness enhancement could be due to the same processes 

which determine the De Lange characteristics. De Lange 

( 1957, pg. 59) points out that the form of his "attenuation" 

:f\mctions at high luminance is such as to suggest that, if 

the visual system behaves in a linear ID8lUler, an overshoot 

should occur in the response to square-wave modulation. 

However, such an overshoot would not produce a brightness 

enhancement effect (only a flicer enhancement) unless the 

visual system behaved. in a non-linear manner. It therefore 

appears that the phenomenon of brightness enhancement 

implies a non-linearity of the visual s.ystem which is not 

recognisable (as analysed by De Lange) in the De Lange curves. 

c) .There is evidence (Inley and Sternhe1m, 1967) that 

brightness and luminance processing ~ be dissociated 

by adaptation oomition. Similarly, H&rYefy (1970) baa 

shown that flioker threshold is dependent on the stt.ulu. 

luminance Wlder oondition. where the perceived brishtms. 
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of the flickering stimulus is manipulated. I have not been 

able to discover any studies designed to investigate such 

a dissociation between brightness enhancement and flicker 

threshold, but the above experiments suggest that the 

processes involved in the two types of approach may be 

independent. 
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Section 3.~ Perception of Steagy--State Stimuli 

De Lance rege.rded 11is De Lange curves as depicting the attenuation 

chara.cteristics of the visual system for luminance stimuli, by 

analogy with the attenuation characteristics of electrical networks 

(Bode, 1945). However, his investigations on two subjects revealed 

a number of limitations to this useful description. The assumption 

is involved thQt the threshold criterion is independent of fre~uency. 

However, the subjective impression of flicker is different for dif

ferent fre~uencies ani this might make it dif:'icul t to hold a con

stant criterion. De Lange found tha. t the visual sytem is not linear 

in it~ resvonse to sinusoidal modulation with respect to retinal 

illuminance (except possibly at very high values) for a 20 flickering 

field with an equiluminant surround. The sensitivity curve changes 

in shape from having the form of a sim)le cut-off at low retinal 

illuminance to having a pseudo-resonant peak near 10 Hz at high 

retinal illuminance. As a result of this change in form the low 

frequency f~icker s~nsitivity hardly varies between about 4 and 

10,000 trolands, but the high frequency slope shifts continously 

towards higher frequencies as retinal illuminance is inoreased 

(see section 7.1.). 

The visual sensitivity is thus non-linear with respeot to mean 

stimulus amplitude. However, experiments on the perception of 

supra-threshold flicker by Veringa (19,g) iniica te that, using a 

criterion of constant apparent flicker, curves of similar shape 

may be obtained for roughly a 5:1 range of modulation amplitudea. 
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However, Veringa's results apply only to frequencies above about 

10 Hz i.e., to the high frequency slope of the De Lange curve. 

Recently Marks (1970) has extended such observations down to about 

3 Hz, using trapezoidal modulation approximating a sinusoidal wave

form, and a 20 field. He found tha t the form of the cons tant 

apparent modula tion depth curves were similar to that of De Lange 

curves with a peak near 10Hz. The form of the curves was not greatly 

affected by an increase in modulation depth of about a log unit (or 

50mewhe.t less at lower retinal illuminanoes) from the threshold 

(De Lange) condition. It therefore appears that the visual ~stem 

response is approximately linear with respect to modulation am

plitucte over a range of up to 1 log unit. Beyond this limit, how

ever, the form of' the apparent modulation depth ourves changes con

siderably, i.e. the non-linearity is no loneer neglieiole. De Lange 

notes that both the height and width of the high retinal illuminanoe 

l)eak is somewhat variable both between observers and on different 

occasions in the srune observer. Within these limi t.ations, De Lange 

WliS able to construct an electrical analogue or the visual response 

to t.le steady-state sinusoidal stimulation which gave acceptable 

predictions of the r~:s ?onse to square-wave and "900 impulse shaped n 

modulation. His earlier (De Lange, 1952) experiments on the high 

freqency slo?e had confirmed Ives (1922) conclusion that the visual 

threshold was determined by the fundamental Fourier component of 

complex waveforms. Kelly (1961) and Gibbins & Howarth (1961) have 

shown that it is possible to explain muoh previous work on variation 

of eFF with light-dark ratio on the basis that the amplitude ot the 



fundamental Fourier com~lonent of' each wavet'orm uetermined subjective 

threshold. 

This idea has received further support in the \Vork of Levinson 

(1959) and Brown (1962), whioh indicated that the threshold for a 

complex waveform is determined by the threshold for the largest 

Fourier component of the waveform. However, Levinson (1960), 10-

vestigated the perception of Waveforms composed of fundamental and 

second lmrmomic modulation of amplitudes in pro?ortion to their 

individual thr,~sholds, i.e •. of equiv<'llent subjective effect. In 

this situation, the threshold for the com91ex waveform was much 

lower than for the individual components, and was dependent on the 

ph[cse relationship of the components. The threshold varied by.J:- 15% 

and was minimal at a lag of the second harmonic relative to the 

fundamental of about 2200 (of the second harmonic oyole). No method 

of obtainin~ phase relation or waveform at the site of the non-l1oearit,y 

was investigated. It therefore appears that these results m~ be 

described as follows. The attenuation of the Fourier components at 

a complex waveform is the same as for each oomponent alone. On the 

other hand the response of the flioker perception meohanism is not 

just proportional to the sum of the amplitudes of the Pourier com-

ponents, but is also influenced by the phase-dependent waveform at 

a comfllex stimulus in the manner just desoribed. 

A further example of a situation in which tlicker perception 

behaves linearly was pointed rut by Kelly (1961b). '!he De Lange 

curves m~ be plotted in terms of absolute modulation depth without 

regard to the adapting illuminance lev~l. Recently KellY (1969~)ba8 
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shown thet this high fre,-.uency slo)e lies aboot midway between 

that )redicted by a cascE'. ed integrator ;nodel, such as De Lange' s, 

and the Fen"y-Porter law of a linear relationship between CFP and 

log luminance (or, if luminance is unimportant, between flicker 

fusion and 10":: modul:.Ltion amplitude.) He has suggested a solution 

of a d.if'usion equation which accurately describes the data. 

However, the behaviour of the flicker threshold at points not 

on the high frequency slope is non-linear and is not described by 

Kelly' s (1969~ mod e1. 

The experiments de:cribed in this section indicate the value 

of the sys tems analysis aproach in integl'a ting and explaining the 

experimental findin&s concernins time-vr,.tying stimuli. However, 

technillues ...:·or dealing with non-linear systems are muoh more limited 

than those for linear systems (see section 4). Since the visual 

system behaves non-linearly in ma~ respects, as discussed above, 

t;le more detailed rna. thematical and formal modelling of the system 

is limited in its applicability. A model derived from the response 

under one set of conditions is not predictive of the response under 

different conditicns e.g. at different levels of mean lUll.inanoe. 

The model is rl;duced to having a largely descriptive value, i.e. 

condensing tile experimental information into a oompaot form rather 

than be ins 0+' lIse in predicting further types of experimental result. 
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.3.2 Effects of Colour on De Lange Curves. 

De Lange (1957) was the first to study the effect of 

stimulus wavelength on the De Lange curve of a flickering 

monochromatic light. The stimulus consisted of a 20 ~ 

chromatic field with a white equiluminence surround. He 

found small differences in sensitivity between the curves 

for several wavelengths holding over a luminance range of 

nearly 2 log units. The differences were mainly in the low 

frequenoy region below 10 Hz. Di£ferenoes in both overall 

sensitivity between 1 and 10 Hz. and in the slope of the 

increase in sensitivity to about 10 Hz. were evident. The 

slope differences ocourred largely in the long wavelength 

region of the speotrum. 

Before comparing De Lange's results with those reported 

in section 7.1.3., there are two points which ~ld be made 

concerning De Lange I a methodology. He used a white 

equiluminant surround in the experiments on coloured light. 

Luria and Sperling (19.59) have found that the colour of the 

surround field effeots the CFF of a test field. Since a 

small effeot on eFF may oorrespond to a large difference in 

modulation depth of the flat, low frequency portion ot the 

De Lange ourve, small differenoes in the DWlber at ohromaticity 

discrimination steps (Wright, 1941) between white and each 

of the colours used may have affeoted the threshold ot the 

test field differently tor different oolours. In a literature 



search I failed to locate any studies on the effect of a 

white surround on the modulation threshold for coloured 

light. 

The seoond point is the apparent oontradiotion between 

the results presented in figures 25 and 26 (De Lange, 19!17 

pg.71-2). These figures contain some examples of data 

obtained under the same oorxiitions on two different 

ocoasions. In partioular his curve. for the 512 and 465 

nm conditions coincide on the first occasion, but are 

different in the low frequency region by almost the :full 

range of variability whioh he attributes to wavelength 

effects on the second ocoasion. In other words, De Lange IS 

experimental error is apparently of the same order as the 

wavelength effects he describes. However, the differences 

in shape between the curves, particularly notioeable at 

641 ma, seem to be similar on the two oocasions. 

In sum, De Lange's data concerning the effect of 

colour on modulation sensitivity do not demonstrate un

equivocally that there is an effect, except in the wavelength 

region above 600nm. Kelly (196a,) has measured dynamio 

speotral sensitivities at three modulation frequencies 

using a 65° blurred-edge whitefield to which was added 

a threshold luminance of a 1~ sinuSOidally modulated 

monochromatio beam, of which the wavelength was .ar1ed. 

KelllY found that between 5 and 12 Hz. senaitirl1;y increased 
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in the green region compared to the ends of the spectrum, 

and between 12 and 25 Hz. sensitivity decreosed in the 

extreme blue relative to the rest of the spectrum. These 

results do not correspond at all close~ to those obtained 

by De Lange. This is not surprising since Kel;Ly's 

large field has given results consistently differing in 
, 

Jetail from De Lange.. Further, the stimulus Kelly used 

in measuring dynamic spectral sensitivi~ was not perceptibly 

different from white at threshold, whereas De Lange's test 

fielc:i was monochroma tic with a white surround. 

Kelly (1961a) obtained De Lange curves for two mono-

chromatic colours. The curves showed features similar to 

those obtained for monochromatic fields with a threshold 

amount of added flickering white light (Ke~, 1961b). The 

difference between the ohange in threshold from 1 to 20 Hz. 

for 538nm and 670m fields was of the order of a factor 

of 4- (the largest ohange obtained by Kelly). De Lan&e's 

largest differences are about a faotor of 1.5. Clearly 

the flicker sensitivity is affected much more by wavelength 
(IHzb) 

when Kelly' 8 stimulus i8 used. Kelly~de8cribed the effects 

he found in terms of subpeaks in the De Lange ourves (tor 4-

out of 8 sUbJeots) sensitive to adaptation by the oolour 

of the adapting tield. Peaks near 6, 12 and 24 Hz. are 

sensitive to blue, green and red adaptation respectively. 

Kelly explained the ocourrence of the subpeaks and their 
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sensitivity to chromatic adaptation as resultine from 

three fundamental colour channels each with different 

temporal characteristics. He suegests that the red, green 

and blue channels appear to have progressively lower 

frequency characteristics. Kelly comments that the shape 

of his De Lange curves "depends almost entirely on the 

colours of the adaptation and flicker beams, while its [tkhrJ 

height is practically constant". (1962~ pg. 945). 

Only the blue and green peaks were observable when 

a 40 field with a dark surround was used. Kelly attributed 

this low frequency enhancement to the presenoe of edeea 

in the field. Green (196)) performed experiments 

involving colour adaptation of flicker, with a stimulus 

rather different from Kelly's. The stimulus oonsisted of 

a 20 test field of variable modulation depth superimposed 

on a large bnckground of a different colour) several log 

units higher in retinal Jluminance than the test field. 

Under these oonditions, with suitably chosen test and 

background colours, there is evidence that the three cone 

meohanilml were obtained. The green mechanism shows a 

large pseudo-resonant peak around 10 Hz., whereas those 

for red and blue are nearly flat to 10 Hz. On the other 

hand, the overall sensitivity of the blue meohaniSlll il 

about 1 log unit lower than that for the red and ~n 

mechanism, thus accounting for Brindley et a1's (1966) 
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finding that the blue mechanism has a lower CFF than the 

red and green mechanisms. The high frequency clut-oi'i' seems 

to occur at similar frequencies for each mechanism. Green 

has not found it possible to relate his results to those 

obtained by Kelly (1962~) with similnr test and adaptine; 

colours. Kelly's results do not show effects corresponding 

to those round by Green. 

In conclusion, it is apparent that the effects of 

colour on the frequency response characteristics of the 

retina depend on the spatial configuration of the stimulus 

on the retina as well as its chromatic structure. It is 

clearly of importance that future studies of the ef'f'ects 

of' colour in the frequency domain should be related to 

the classical data of' colour vision, in particular to the 

C.l.E. chromaticity description and to wavelength discrimination. 
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3.6 CCFF as a Funotion of Colour. 

The effeots desoribed in the above sections involve the 

t\ 
luminance o£ the stimulus as the dep~aent variable. It is 

also possible to modulate some aspeot of the oolour of the 

stimulus in time in suoh a way that the luminance remains 

oonstant. Suoh a stimulus wUl be called ohromatio modulation. 

The applioability of the C.I.E. ohromatioity ooordinates 

to a ~namic situation have not yet been established. 

The term "chromatic nioker" will therefore be used to 

iaply oontinuous temporal variations in a spatially unit01'll 

stimulus field in which the luminance remains constant, but 

the spectral distribution of the luminous flux changese Such 

changes in the spectral distribution are not necessarily 

describable in terms of the established C .I.E. chroll8tioity 

coordinates (i.e. as "chromaticity flioker"), whose applioability 

to temporal variations of spectral distribution is discussed 

in seotion (3.7). 

The earliest studies in whioh a stimulus inTolving time 

variation of stilll1llus colour is used are deriTed :froa hetero-

ohromatic flioker photometry (HFP), which is a technique for 

equating the subjective brightness of two stimuli ditf'ering in 

colour by presenting each stimulus altel"lla~ with the other. 

When the brightnesses of two alternated stillluli are equated 

subjectively, the stimulus consists of a square .aTe cbro.atlG 

modulation. Ives (1912) investigated a partioular elt&lllple ct 
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suoh a stimulus, in which the rotation of a sector disc 

alternated a reference white stimulus and a range of spectral 

coloured stimuli. The relative intensities of the two stimuli 

were varied until a point of minimum perceptual flicker w.as 

obtained. At this pOint he took the brightnesses to be equal 

under the experimental conditions described. The residual 

flicker is caused by interactions within the ohromatio 

ohannels. The flioker rate or frequency was varied umtil at 

the perceptual minimum the flioker was imperceptible, or just 

below threshold. Ives found that the ohromatic critical 

flioker frequency, (CCFF) which was the variable thus lleasured, 

varied aooording to the dominant wavelength of the light 

alternated with white. Specifically, CCP.F inorease in frequenoy 

as dominant wavelength JIOves tro. about 570na toward_ either 

end of the spectrum. However, as dominant wavelength changes, 

there are alao variations in the ohromaticity difference (i.e. 

saturation difference) between the two stimuli. Within the 

range studied by lves, it appears that the increases in CCPF 

were roughly correlated with increases in the chromaticit,y 

distance between the two stimuli alternated. Troland (1916) 

reported similar results. A study by Galifret and Pilaron 

(1949) also showed variations of en for different colours of 

stimuli alternated with an equilwainant. white. Galitret and 

Pi"ron (1948) gave evidence that the fusion frequency WI 
(p.rl.r~) 

independent of saturation degreeL~f the coloured Itimulus 
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from 10-1~. This finding has been oritioised by De Lange 

(1958b), who suggests that the transition between the two 

stimuli involved was insufficient~ smooth and the resultant 

luminanoe transients determined the threshold. Furthermore, 

experiments by Walraven et al (1958) described in the next 

section indicate that purity is an important factor in 

the fUsion threshold. 

A stimulus alternation technique for colour aatching 

was used by Bongard et al. (1958) in their inftstigation of 

the oolour vision of the peripheral retina. They used only 

one low frequency and do not report the comparative e~ect of 

alternation versus 8imultaneous presentation on oolour matches. 

But it is of interest that the alternation technique is 

applioable to oolour matching procedures. .1 full eDlllination 

of the effect of frequency in this type of experiment would 

provide some basic data for the extension of the C .I.E. 

chromaticity ohart to time varying stimuli. 
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3.7 Sensitivity to Chromatic Flicker as a Function of Frequency. 

Truss (1957) has studied the relation between CCFF and 

chromatic separation of alternated stimuli. He showed that for 

alternation between 15 pairs of speotral stimuli (white was 

not used), the persistence (or reoiprocal of CCFF) was propor

tional to log chromatio separation of the two stimuli used in 

eaoh case. The chromatic separation W8S defined as the distance 

in mean j.n.d.steps (Wright, 19~3) between the C.I.E. 00-

ordinates of each pair of oolours. 

Truss' results show threshold chromatio separation is 

correlated with CCFF close to the speotral. loous as well as 

along lines of constant dOlBinaDt waftlength, as deaoribed in the 

previous seotion. 

Recomputation of Truls' data in terms of the equivalent 

wavelength 8W~ for oonstant CCFF as a :t"unotion of the mean 

of the wavelengths,;,f the two alternated 8tia11~ llisht be 

expeoted to produce a ourve corresponding to a dynamio equivalent 

of the wavelength disorimination :f\motion at the frequency he 

used (10.~Hz.). In fact the data appear to be subJeot to 

great variability as a result of which no IOUDd oonclusions 

can be drawn. 

De Lange (1957, 1958b) suggested a method whereby the 

ohromatio variation arOUDi a fixed _an oolour ~ be contin

uously oontrolled, thus peraitt1ng ~ study of flioker threshold 

over a range of frequencies for a single oombination ot stimuli. 
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In his experiments, a red stimulus was alternated sinusoidally 

with an equiluminant green stimulus. A variable 8IIOunt o~ 

steady orange could be added to the alternating stimulus, with 

luminance as determined by flicker photometry held constant. 

The implications o~ this method o~ luminance measurement are 

discussed in section 7.1.4. 

The phase dif'ference between the two alternating stimuli 

was adjus ted so that brightne ss ~licker was minimised for 10CJb 

modulation. It was assumed that to phase differences at low 

frequencies were so much reduced by the low modulation depths 

at these frequencies that no further phase correction was required. 

The amount of ora~ added was set so that flicker was at 

perceptual threshold for a range of alternation frequencies. 

De Lange found that the sensitivity to colour flicker thus 

measured fell oontinuously as frequency inoreased, but exhibited 

a small peak" at 8Hz, the same frequency at which the large peak 

occurred the luminance modulation curve for the same mean 

chromaticness. He attempted to desoribe the difference between 

the shapes ot oolour and luminance modulation curvea in terms 

of a small number of sequential first order atagea of attenuation 

the number of stages varying with the mean retinal illUlliDance. 

A single atage waa reqUired at 285 trolands retinal illuminance, 

and three stages on a retinal illuminance reduced by two log 

units. He did not teat this interpretation at &I\Y other ..,an 

wavelengths. 
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A study in which frequency sensitivity to chromatic 

flicker was measured for a number of different wavelengths 

was performed by Walraven, LeebQek and Bouman (1958). They 

alternated a mixture of white and spectral stimuli with a 

whi te stimulus, using a sector diso, and thus producing a 

stimulus modulated in purity. 

Although they did not find it possible to measure 

thresholds below about 5 Hz, they were able to stu~ the high 

frequency slopes for 12 dominant wavelengths. They found that 

the high frequenoy slopes decreased from red to yellow, then 

increased towards blue. They attributed the ohange in slope 

to variations in the residual brightness flicker caused by 

variations in the phase relationship between the white and 

the coloured periods of the stimulus. They therefore imply 

that the thresholds measured were determined not by the ohanges 

in purity per se but by oonoomitant brightness flicker. 

However, their results do not follow the high frequency slope 

to be expected if brightness flicker were the determining 

factor in the psychophysical threshold. It appears to the 

present author that Walraven et al. have left out of consideration 

the reduotion in the residual brightDess flicker modulation 

due to phase with reduction in purity of the alternated ooloured 

light. Since the phase shift is entirely attributable to the 

spectral component of the iapure mixture altemated with white, 
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the effect of a phase shift in producing residual brightness 

flicker will be reduced in proportion to the reduction in 

purity of the mixture. They also appear to have over-estinBted 

the modulation depth due to a hypothetical phase shift. Re-

calculation of the expression for the estimated modulation 

depth suggests that the latter is small enough to be below 

threshold at virtually aqy frequency except possibly close to 

10~ purity. These considerations lead to the conolusion that 

Walraven et al,' s resuD do represent :frequency sensitivity to 

purity modulation,oontrary to their own conclusions. 

In a recent study, Van der Horst (1969~ has extended 

De Lange's experiments or chromatic flicker frequency 

characteristics to a wider range of luminance levels. The 

luminances of two superposed coloured fields (red and green) 

W8f'l. modulated in antiphase. No phase correction was applied. 

He ma.de the assumption a) that the sensitivity to cbanp (A C.) 

in the C.I.E. chromaticity description of the modulated light 

was linear with respect of the modulated light was linear with 

respect to the modulation depth (Ill) of each beam (fl. C = 0.041 Ii). 

b) that the chromaticity coordinates 

determined for each beam remained independent of the :frequency 

of modulation. 

Neither assumption was subjected to teat, nor haft they 

been previously investigated. Although these consideration. 

limit the generality of Van der Horst's results untU the 
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assumptions have been established, they do not invalidate his 

main conc1usians. He found that the chromatic flicker frequency 

characteriitios remained similar in form over a range of about 

2 log units of retinal illuminance, and approximate adherence 

of the CCFF to the Ferry-Porter Law (CCFF = a. log I .. b, where 

I 1;1 retinal illuminance; a, b are constant). The quantum 

fluctuation theory prediction of the square root relationship 
re(u\I.\l 

between threshold chromaticity modulation andLi11uminance was 

confirmed. The thresholds for various modulation waveforms were 

found to be close to the values predicted if the thresholds 

had been determined by the fundamental P'ourier component of the 

waveform at all frequencies. 

However, the form of the sinusoidal chromatic :frequency 

characteristics differed somewhat from those found by De Lange 

under si.mi1ar conditions. Van der Horst's curves 1IJere 

charaoterised by a flat low frequency portion and a linear slope 

high frequency portion at all luminances. De Lange's high 

111m:) nance curve showed a shallow and a steep sloping portion 

with a small pseudo-resonant peak. The low 1ullinance curve 

was similar to Van dar Horst's curves. However, this c1i:tference 

may be due to the use of different field sizel and different 

colour surrounds by the two investigators. 

As ~ntioned above )it is a general problem in studies or 

temporal effects in colour perception that the effect of stimulus 

frequency on the chromaticity coordinates of a stimulus is not 
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known. De Lange did not take account of possible deviations 

from Grassman's laws of colour mixture as a tunction of frequency, 

or their relation to colour discrimination in his experiments 

on chromatic flicker, and Van d.er Horst explicitly assumed the 

applicability of the e.leE. chromaticity coordinates. However, 

Van der Horst and MiDs (1969) have discovered a large shi:t't 

in apparent hue of a monochromatic light flickering in luminance. 

The effect is different for different wavelengths and indicates 

that the chromaticity coordinates of a strongly flickering 

light obtained by matching against a stead\y light would be 

altered. The e.leE. chromatiCity specification of a set of 

stimuli would thereby be distorted in a manner dependent on 

the stimulus :frequency. It is not known, howe'Ver, to whether 

a similar effeot might operate with chromatic flicker. 

It is important therefore to establish the relationship 

between the e.I.E. chromaticity diagram for statio stimuli and 

the matching ooordinates for tilDe varying and steady-state 

flickering stimuli. So., work which has been done on the effeots 

of time of observation on the chromatioity of stiJIuli aDd on 

disorimination ability is re'Viewed in seotion 2.3.5. 
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~~. Phase Shifts and Colour 

A few authors have studied phase relationships in flicker per

oeption as a function of stimulus colour, but none have extended the 

work to chromatic flicker. Tnese studies are tnerefore relevant to 

the way in which signals from the separate colour mechanisms are 

combined into a luminance signal, but not to the colour encodiQg 

Or opponent colour signals. 

The initial study of the phase shifts between sinusoidal stimuli 

of different colours was performed by De Lange (1957). His stimuli 

consisted of two monochromatic ~eams modulated sinusoidal~ in 

luminance and combined to fom a singe field. He found that the 

phase difference between the two beams, for complete cancellation of 

perceived luminance flicker in the field,deviated by small amounts 

from antiphase (i.e. from the phase relationship which would produce 

a steady output for a univariant receptor such as a photocell). He 

interpreted this phase devia~ion from ~ntiphase as corresponding to 

a difference in phase shifts produced by the colour mechani8ll8 

mediating the input. The phase deviation for cons tant luminance was 

found to va~ both as function of modulation frequency ~ld of the 

wavelength differenoe between the monochro;,.atic beus. Specifically, 

the phase deviation as a function of frequency was maximal (1.5°) 

at 5Hz for 64.1 run versus 689 nm. With respect to wavelength dif

ference between the two beams the phase d~viation for a range at 

wavelengths relative to 689 nm was maximal at 570 run for both 6 • ..-t·1l,. H •• 

It reached 90 lead in the oase of 6Hz • De Lange attempted to correlate 
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the phase deviations ne found with the minimum phase predictions 

from the amplitude characteristics for rnonocnromatic light. He 

states that the metnod was too inaocurate to describe his results, 

but in view of the inconsistencies in his result (section 3.,) his 

laok of success may be due to inaccuracies in the data. 

Walraven and Leebeek (1%4), using De Lange's apparatus, measured 

phase deviations under a wider range of conditions for a different 

observer. They built up the phase dev:ia tion as a function of wave

length by adding together the deviation produced with up to 9 

successive pairs of wavelengths across the spectrum. They checked 

the validity of the phase additivity assumption in various regions 

of the spectrum. In the example given, deviations from additivity 

of up to 50 are present over a total wavelength difference of 40 nm. 

Their r8sul ts dif'r'er from De Lange's, particularly for the phase 

deviation as a function of wavelensth. The wavelength used as a 

reference was close to that used by De Lange (675 nm rather than 

689 nm), but \Yalraven and Leebeek found total phase deviations of 

up to 300 lag (3H!) and 200 lead (9Hz) in the region of 500-530 nm, 

where the phase deviations were maximal. The maximum phase deviation 

found by De Lange was only 90 lead at 6 H~. The position of the 

maximum phase shift on the wavelength axis was 500 nm for the phase 

lead and 530 nm for the lag in Walraven and Leebeeks's,data, which 

is a great discrepancy from De Lange's maximum (for phase lead) at 

570nm. 
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However, these differences m~ be due to the use of different 

subj ects. Walraven and Leebeek point out that their assumption of 

additivity of phase deviations implies that the system behaves 

linearly, whereas their data indicates tne presence of non-linearities 

which would affect the phase additivity. It is therefore important 

to repeat the phase deviation experiment using direct rather than 

summed measures of phase deviations across the spectrum, before a 

reliable picture can be obtained. 
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3.9 Transient Visual Hesponses in the Colour System 

Introduction 

Two ;!lain methods have been used in studying the responses of the 

visual system to transient imputs. The mex:imum amplitude of the 

response has been studied either by reducing the stimulus to subjective 

threshold, or by matching the response amplitude agains t the ampll tude 

of a steady stimulus. The temporal fonn of the r8sponse has been 

studied by the increment threshold technique of adding a tirief pulse 

to the IDain stimulus and determining its threshold as a function of 

delay relative to the main stimulus. The results of these experiments 

have been varied and in some cases contradicto~. 

Reciprocity 

Bloch (1085) formulated the law that for variable duration 

luminance pulses below a certain stimulus duration, the stimulus luaiDoua 

energy (EV required to reach threshold would remain constant as 

stimulus duration (t) varied. 

El= dL. t. = constant 2 

Tflis la.w involves reciprocity between 

where L is stimulus luainan •• 

rIA Ise duration and change 

in lumInance (dl). Above the limiting stimulus duration, the threshold 

luminance change is independent of time. Reciprocity has been found 

to hold do\\~ to 2 m sec over a 5 log unit range of adapting luminance 

by Graham & Kemp (1938), and Brindley (1952) has verifed the law down 

to duration of 400 nanoseconds. 

Critical Duration 

The point at which the extrapolated reciproci~ and time in

dependence lines meet is called the en tical duration (t'C). '1'n8 



critic~l duration was a linear function of the log· ~dapting luminance 
1'11S" 

(Graham & Kemp~, increasing from 30 to 100 m sec as adapting luminance 

WaS reduced. Several autilors have studied the intensity-time re-

lationsi1ip for a range of stimulus wavelengths at absolute threshold. 

Rouse (1952) has found that critical duration is independent of 

stimulus wavelength for a small field size of the order of 1'. 

Sperling and Jolliffe (1965) hav~ confirmed that critical duration 

is independent of wavelengtl1 for a 4.5' field, but found a difference 

in the form of the intensi~ time function at different wavelengths 

for a 45' field, under conditions of light-adaptation which controlled 

for rod intrusion. If critical durations are computed from their 

data on the best fitting asymptotes (which they did not attempt since 
absence 

full convergence to the asymptote i.e./of temporal summation, was not 

complete~ attained ~n the case of the blue stimulus) a difference 

in computed critical duration of about 6O;~ over 200 nm wavelength 

separation. Connors (1970) results confirm the wavelength independence 

of critical duration for small (2.5') diameter stimuli, but she found 

no evidence to sup.;ort Sperling & Jolliffe}s finding ot' a wavelength 

effect with a 65' stimulUS. Sperling & Jolliffe interpreted the 

discrepancy between large and small field data as reflecting the 

difference in receptive field sizes for different ~pes of cone. 

The small field is below·the minimum size of receptive field, so 

does not show any effect of wavelength. It,iould therefore appear 

that even on the basis of Sperling & Jolliffe's data the temporal 

effects revealed by the luminance pulse method are a reflection at 
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spatial organisation of lumin<:'l1ce charmels with different spectral 

sensitivities rather than an essential difference in the temporal 

characteristics of the colour c~lannels. It may be concluded that 

the existing studies of the visual system have revealed no informa

tion concerning the temporal characteristics of the independent colour 

processing syste~ as described in section 2.,. 
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3. 10. Transient \{aveform 

1he level reached by the visual response to an in)ut step 

stimulus of', say,. lwninance may be measured at a set of intervals 

after onset by comparison with the level of a stea~ stimulus. Using 

this metllod, Broca & Sulzer (1902) found that there was an initial 

overshoot before the steady level was reached, wnoseamplitude was 

proportional to stimulus luminance, (Brooa-Sulzer Effect). The 

existence of this overshoot and its relation to luminance was con

firmed by a different technique by Craliford (1947), who obtained the 

increment threshold of a 10 m sec test flash on a longer conditioning 

pulse. 

The Broca & Sulzer Effect has been related to the Bartley-Brucke 

brigntness enhancement effect, (Bartley, 1961), since the overshoot 

is only apparent at stimulus onset and not at offset. Consequently, 

the apparent bri&ltness of a train of pulses in supra-threshold 

oondi tions will have a higher mean level than the brightness of a 

steady light of the same average luminance as the Julse train. 

Similarly, for threshold sinusoidal modulation De Lange (1957) bas 

interpreted the form of the frequency response curve as predicting 

an overshoot similar to that of Brooa & Sulzer in the transient 

response. 

Using a similar method from that of Brooa & Sulzer, Kleitman &: 

Pieron (1925) studied the duration of stimulus required for various 

levels of comparison luminance to be reached. Their results indicate 

that scotopio (peripheral) levels are reaohed in aparoximat81y halt 



the time taken by photic (foveal) response to the same level. In 

the wavelength dimension shorter wavele:c,gths appear to have longer 

rise times, a blue stimulus taking about twice as long to reach a 

given luminance level as a red stimulus. On the other hand, Ferree 

and Rand, [in Farnsworth (1958)], using a method of just noticeable 

luminance dif'ferences between stimuli of' slightly dif'l'erent durations 

found that the rate of rise as a function of ,.avelength va ired in the 

opposi te direction, red stimuli reaching a given number of' J n cts in 

about twice the time for blue stimuli. 

The most exhaustive study of' the effect of wavelength on per

ception of pulse stimuli has been carried out by Wasserman (1966). 

Using the method similar to that of Broca & Sulzer, he measured the 

apparent luminance of luminance pulses from 50 to 320 m sec duration 

for 25 stimulus wavelengths. He found that the apparent luminance 

showed overshoot characteristics (brightness enhancement) peaking at 

about 100 m~o for 470, 500 & 575 nm wavelengtns, but a lack of over-

shoot in the rest of the spectrum. ;ie related the brightness enhance

ment wavelengths to the invariant hues
3 

of opponent oolour investigations 

(Hurvich & Jameson, 1951) and of the Bezold-Brucke phenomenon, but 

presented no cle~,r l)icture of the meohanisms that might be involved. 

In the chromatioi ty domain results were obtained in experiments study

ing the rate of rise of ohromatio saturation (~ron, 1932). A 

monoohromatio light ( or mixture of monochromatic and white liSbt), 

was substituted for an equiluminant white light, and rise times to 

maximum chromatic purity were found to be longest for tht: blue and 

shortest for the red, although the range of variation was only 3~ 



Pi~ron st,ates that the rise time was independent of the purity of 

the mixed light. il..S in the case of step luminance stimuli, the re

sponse to the chromatic step showed an overshoot to a sat~ration 

1 evel greater than th at of the steady compa.riso n stimulus. Tile 

saturation is then reduced slowly to the ste,;,dy level. This latter 

phase is attributed by Pieron to chromatic ada.ptation, as distinct 

from his description of' the overshoot to a luminance step as oscillatory 

rebound type of phenomenon. 

(Klei tman d: Pieron, ./'125). 
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: ..• 1 In I.l'ociuct·ion 
~,.", -- .. "--.-~ .. ;-.- .. - ----....... -

'lue aim of llUlilUI experi:'lcid:o..l psyc;!OlO::I i0 til·: anL'.lysis of' 

tiw <:~ctiv:i.ti(;s of the lmn,an orC:'.ilism. IiI tually an/ r.H..'tw.:J. of 

allaly:.>:i.ng a $,>,stem or Ol'~<Ulisrn or w.dch -::.i18 parts (-.re not corn-

pletely accessiiJ:(, Vlill nf:)ccss.·'rily involve c.r'l'o..nGing a sct of' 

environmcnJ~[~l (input) comlitions for that 2'.fstem and ol.Jservin.! tne 

SUbs0Clucnt efr'ects of t!lis input in tenns 01' SOL:e output parwileter. 

'l'ile importnnt ,!,'(;. -CUl'C 01' [mc~ly8is is cons 8quen tly the inpu t/ou tpu t 

l'e.b tionstlip. In man;y :.i tu tionS, it is ;)osdble to (,'.len tify 

tile input s.nd 0utput ,arar:leters in terns of s,Jecit'ic.u dimensions 

lor tile lJurpose of' t:l(; .resent thesis, ene dim(nsions of 

intere:.; t are principally lumin:Ulce and wavel ength of a l.lonocl1romatic 

light stimulus. ~'lle dimension tlU'ough which "Ghese :luand tics 2.I'e 

v::,ried is time. r~'el:lporal VQI'll~ tions of' inpu t ~Ul'aLleters !!lay De 

convell1,iently separated into three classes, althougL1 these in-

evi tably shade into one another. 

'l"\'ansient input - brief cilange in the, alues of t:le in:"ut 

parameter d't'ectively separated from other changes by a. steac;.y state 

of tile p[trameter bofore and. after the cbance • 

Continuous in~)U t - continuous or rcpeti tive cha.n,~es in the 

values of' the inJUt nare..mete:r'. Response is usually measured when 

stea.dy state condition is reacned in the syster.l. 

StocnC1.s tic it&.:)u t - a random variation in the values of the 
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in mt p:r~~::let('r '.Ii tl1in'), GpecL'icd rc:.n'e 0:,' constr2.int. 

01' in ut lI:~S j,ot been used in tdC d'cr:3Clit tllesi~', so \','ill not be 

furtUE:: r ctis cU3seu. 
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A waveform of virtuQl.ly any shane may make up a uf'!i t inJut. 

;iowever, the si;.lplest to deal with and nost o/ten used e.re:-

Impulse JL 
Step 

Rectangular L~lse ~ 

Ramp /L 
in the use of sucll w~Lveforms, the empnasis is on the effect of a 

single stimulus, thOUgi1 res;,)onses to a number may be averaGed together 

for greater accuracy. 'l'he output is known as a transient response. 

In E10St ,:nysical systems the output is of a different shape from the 

inJut, and ooth Sila!)e ana. size consilie:'a"ionL'l :.re necessary in analysis. 

Con~~_l.l!E.uts 

,men a set of single waves running consecutiv.ely ~onstitu te 

tne stimulus, it may be called a continuous input. i,:ny of the above 

waveforms may be used to make U) such a stimulus, but the output 

variations with ch'nges in input frequency, amplitude etc., are 

complex and difficult to describe. On the other nand, a comprehen-

si ve tecnnique for describing continuous inputs in terms of' sinusiwal 

components is available, known as linea.r· systems analysis. Tl1is is 

based on the Founer Theorem that all repetitive waveforms can be 
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analysed into a set of sine Wi".ves of a~) .ro Jriate amplitude and 

:phase. It is al so applicaole to man; non-linear sys teI:lS (see 4.3.). 

In a linear system, by del'inition, the output to u ::;iLuscllal 

input is a SilllU:.oid of the s(:me j're'uency, but altered ::.r:lplitu\le 

anu. phLtSe. In rnallf non-linear systems (see ,+.4.) the outiJut cnn 

9.lso be approximately ciescribed in terms of it::: f'l.li1dai.1ental 

~Qurier con~onent. 
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'i'lie syster::ts uncleI' discusGion f:1qy ue considered, as indicated 

,:,bove, in tv/a IJl'()8,ll cn. tec;ories - lin8ar and non-lille;ll.'. A linear 

syS1;f,m is onE, '.'ihich con in princi~)o.l be de:~cl'ibed by a linear 

differential equation. '.i'nis in turn Liplies that tne inlmt/Output 

ratio remains constant for an.v amplitude of input ::nd tll:1. t t.ne 

effect of the sum of two inputs on all out::u 1; parUJ:1eter is e'1ual 

to tl18 sum of t.'1eir individ.ual effects (principl~, of' 0upel'posi tion). 

1'hus all :Iropcrties of the sys tem are ind.ependent or in,)u t amplitude. 

A s:1stem that does not fulfil tllese reouirer:lents is nOH-linear 

in some respect. 

A convenient cl2.s~jii'ication of linear sys t.ems is in r.;erms of 

tIle order of the highest der'ivative of the CiiJ.:'i'erelltial ec;uation. 

~~de~S"ys~~m. 

1'he equation of a zl:ro-order system is of the form: y = ax + b 

'l'Ilis ec~uation contains no derivatives of x and output is 

directly proportional to input regardless of' frequency, etc. 

F~~~~~~r system 

1'he first order system nas an equation of the form: y = aX + bx + c 

The first derivative of x occurs in the difforential ec;,uation, 

11ence t.l-J.e ::.ystem c!k1.racteristics are a:i.'f'ected by rate of change of 

the input as well as the amplitude. As a result the sJstem is 

frel~uen,c. f sensi ti ve and re [Jresento.tions of amplitude and phase 

variations for sinusiodal continuous in:JUts become necessary. First 

order s.'!stems may contain various co~nbinations of di:fferentiaTion 
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'-'.nd illteiir~d;ioll (in terr,is 01' slTlu.soidt.l in ut::;, Q 90 0 lo.c; und 

l(:;~~ci res ec tivuJ.y) in uot'illCd l'E.'@;ions on the 1'1'LGUCncy LXis. 

~~rder syst~ 

In second order systems, th e sinusoidal reS~)Qnse Dn~)li tude (y) 

depends on socond derive,dve o:E' in ut (x) as well ~:s t:le first, 

t1l8 ~.'r8 ueney res :on,su eiH.:l.l'ac ~el'istie dC,!ellUs un ti.1e G..8:lJine: in 

t.W ,system: 

y = 2 2 \'l X + 'il 
o 0 

+ 
.. 
x 

·c 
:> = uampinG ratio 

Wo = constant 

Ju.:;,pintj is Jetsrrlined by ti1.; l',-: tio of res.i.s ~~lll;e to veloei ty to 

1'8sist:mce to ~,c(;eler.:...tion of tue system out.,ut, i.e. l'a~.i.o of 

i'r:i c ;.;ion to inE'l·ti~\ ill a ncch~lnical system. '.L'ne uu;:lpin,; l'atio, 

is rLI.tea to [)oth the frequency resJjonse c!l3.l'acteristic and impulse 

A uasic seconri. order system !laS ~1. l'l;sullC.llt ;>CM in tne frequency 

t .. ).'1 "(:1'" eel to Uw dn:;,pilH: rc.:.~io (~) I.W tj'lC r'''ln.~::'Lon ]ilr.,n . <~' ,:. ~' c;." _. ~ ~ oJ v .... 

0<. = time constant 

j?O sJstems of order diener than second order the mat~le!!latical 

analysis l'e.~jidly becoJ:1es very COlil,!licatcd. Second order characteristics 

a;'e the fligilest order considered in the present thesis. 
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A non-linl:~:;.r syste!:1 is defined Cos LL ~Jsted Wllose bcilCeviour 

is not '. tJ~~cl'io U 0J L' lineQl' diL"\,rentL'.l equ::.t.ion '.liti1 constant 

('1' vari~\b1e ,-:oe~·j'icicnt;;. i.on-lillearities !:laJ 08 :Jcscribed in 

two 01n,s800, analytic r:';,d ci.' :3colli;:i.nuous. "·ill[l.lyLic no~~-linearities 

0-1'( continuous r.lJ1d t,1ere,'ore di. :'erenti.?ble in the l'e ;ion of interest~ 

wiwr€C,S non-ane.lytic non-lineari ties ~;re not differentiable. ior 

bot.1 Lna1ytic and ,lon-analytic ,lon-lillcnrities the form of the out

put is not inuecntent of' tile in, ut DIllp1itude. For such s.fstems 

tuerer'ore, \'[1<:; ,l'incile Ol.' su lorposi,>ion llOeG not D.p;:.:ly, that is, 

(;lle ou tpu L Lo tilL' sum ot' a nUI:lbcr 01' inputs is not necl:s::;«,rily the 

sarfle as tile sum of tho ou tpu ts to each of tne inJu ts sepnra tlly. 

A major cons "cuencc of the inva1idi tion of the ~uiJcr ,osi tion 

princi lIe is the Pourier illto~~yal is ;lO lon:;er applicable. 1here 

is no form~ol l'el,.tionsllip between the time and l're,'uency ros .onses 

or' the system, and it is therei'ore no lon.~cr pos:::ible to com,mte 

one f'roml-ne oi:;hex. 

In ,;eneral, tile ap:jroach to non-linear systems is de::;(;riptive, 

in tnat knowledce of the rcsponse to one type of in·ut doew not 

allow p:r.diction of tlle res~-,on:.:·e to Motner type, or even to a 

larger Or' smaller version of tne same input. rlowever, it has 

sOll1ctimes been possible to com Ile°..;ely analyse silecif'ic non-linear 

systems. Knowled~e of a non-linear sys tern is therefore usually 

lilili tea to '.;11e s peific in.,ut conditions unc.er widen it has been 

analysed. 
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1';10 :~ctllod.s .v,:cll:''.Lu.c 1'01' .:·J:·clysis Oc' non-lint:,:' S,IS, i.c;.re 

Ii!,!:: .. ,6 DDll :cJJplj.c:.L!.u Oil]/ ,~o :.; c:ci '.;C; ,"0 )·,-,cts 0 . :-;iven 

be clescri uod ;lcre. 

All :i,L'portant .cc .oel of tr . tin,:; uon-lineL,r s:J":;tcm l',-S)o::scs 

is to liuit the l'C'.ny o,L' in JUl,,s ,sue:l trl'.t ',;itllin ~l:,ct rLCn(;e tile 

SistC!;);OCS n t cicvii.:to si:;ni:,'ic2.ntly i'l'o;" lirw:.r bO;I~,-viour. 

is ::nu.m c.S t:lt:' :,:etllod of linc'ar &'piJroxiw .. ion. In IrD.ctice, all 

p.qsical s G terns bCCOr.1C non-liw.e.l' at some ~)Oill;;, so Lac. t the 

pre.::: tical Clpplic.: -cion of Iinc'o.r ::tll~,-lysis will : .l·,:[:.ys invLl ve 

SOlJ8 , (Cree 0," L'.nc;,r :.1..\)1'm~::m.~: tion. For e . .;i v':n s.Jc Lt::n, it is 

1;,181'o'01'e a v:,j.uc Lo uiscover to '.fl1[',t extent it act::; in u ljnc(~r 

m~U1ncr,' •. nd may be described an[;l.ytico.lly, imel to i'lh"t eXl.lmt i'cs 

non-lilll!a1'ii{y rO(1uires a de~criptive tre3.tment of the out;:mt for 

e', (;11 f3f,paratc) tY'pe of innut. In section u.) a li1l0:.r an2.Jysis 

of ~lle IllTllinance :md colour !)rocessinf; S.fS tel;;s is applied in 

order to ascerhi.in 'ehe extent of its non·-lineari ty. 
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~ Fig. 5.1. Modulator frequency response characteristics. Response 
~ 

~ 

~ 
~ amplitude for constant input amplitude as a function of frequenoy. 

A. Wavelength modulator frequency response. Response is flat (± 3db) 

to 65 Hz. B. Luminanoe modulator frequenoy response. Response is flat 

(! 3db) to 70 Hz. 
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~_1_._p_1.!.~i.ll..§.~ . ..:.;.~uJi~ t 0.£ 

~lC li,~;ht COUl'Gt; ',i· S c. 40 J ~:mtomol)ile h8a\.~lo.mp bulb overrun 

from '-' stauilised d.c. sup;:Jly. Its li.;.i.lt,< col:;':!Jn' !,lCl by un 

f/2.(). ~drl;l';),i·t c<:tfJcra lens. Int',':~-red corn '0: ;:t3 ,'lore l'ilLered 

fl'om tilC Ul;C',I:t nito! ;, ~.dcc(; o1'::;]:',lIC(" HA3 ,').::-.c:.:;, in ord.Cl' to 2.void 

d,;,m0.,.:ill:; -(;;18 )oLxoi~i. 3;18. ts of tne noduli-,Gol' d,::;Gri oed lll:lol:. 

meW1S of ~. iJevicc:..: IJcn !.lotor, ','hlicll rl:~c.i .. '<'.:cimUE) 'llt;le of swing 

Of + 10
0

• 'l'llis lJcrui ttvdlight mou.uldion U~) to 6o;o} line.s.r within 

.:!: 5;.0 to in u t vol to.Ce (a,200 Hz dither signal VI[tS added to improve 

low amplitude linearity). The f'requency rEs:;,:;onse WitS 70Hz (.:!:. 3db) 

(fig 5.1.). l~le usc of a ~)olaroid mod.ulator ensured that the 

spectral tlistribution of the light WIlS constant and the liGht vleight 

of t~ne .Joluroid en..9.bled a Good frequency res ,)ons e to be acnei ved. 

In sections 7 .3.) L..(I~,l.5. some experiments are described in which 

the luminance modnlaGor is used wit!l square-VT~ve 2,P.d ')ulse inputs. 

For such stimuli, the rise time: to maximum amplituu.e of the oG-sic 

moduL·tor Vlc:.S 13 m sec wi th 5~~ overshoot. Introduction of low pass 

filter with a time constant of 0.017 secs in the mO(iulator inrJUt 

reduced ·che overshoot to the meanulse level. Fig 5.2. shows the 

average of 20 res 1J0nses of' th e L~odulator as seen by an S'l'C silicon 

photovol t:dc diode (PV.10;S) u t the cxi tupil of the maxwellian 

vic.:w SjSvera :.,·or threE; .pulse Qura hons of 10, 20 (~ 100 msec. (Fig. 

:J.2. D.r .• i.) The averagedin.:mt pulses are also shown for comparison 
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Fig. 5.2. Modulator pulse responses (see text for method). A, B, C - averaged voltage 

input to modulators for 10, 20 and 100 mseo. pulses respectively. D, E, F - averaged 

photocell output for response of luminanoe modulator for 10, 20, and 100 mseo. pulses 

respeotively. G, H - averaged photooell output for response of wavelength modulato~ for 

20 and 100 mseo. pulses respeotively. Modulator response waveforms are~equate under all 

conditions. 

\.0 
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(Figs. 5.2. A,B,C.). EVen at pulse durations as brier 

as 10 mseo., the modulator gives a pulse of adequate 

waveform. 
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, 
" -----------.----- --- " C -,"'---_____ :t 

I __ ~-------------------- .... --~ " 

GIF 

Lig- 5.j. Optioal arrangement of wavelength modulator. 

Upper figure - isometrio sketoh. Lower figure - ray diagram. 

BS - Beam-splitter; C
1

, C2 - concave mirrors ; GIF - graded 

interferenoe filterf I - ima.ge of filament j M - plane mirror; 

v - vibrator. 
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The v/::.vel('n~;th :;o,,:ul,~tor YI.:ts ciesigned oy Dr. D. Hegan. 'fhe 

ciesc!' ~ption oi' it:; cons truction [~nd c:11ibl'ation is b,rsdy taken 

from He[;"n (,~: 'l~'ler (1 nO ). 

A ~~ri.l.ll(;l b':W:l I'rom the light source was deflected by a 

front-alwainic,:u ,)1an8 J:)irror :-"1' (li'';,£,. ".3.') ~o t· 11 • ..."./ ~ (',S 0 ':, on a 

rauius of curv(~ture. i,i"i.Tor C
1 

focussed a ~~ mn wide slit im:1Ge I 

(Fif,. 5 • .3. ) of the ~O'lrc(! onto the sur'r~ce of a second, fixed l'ront-

alum:i.nis,~d connave uorl'or C
2 

(Fig • .:;.3.) of 10 cm. radius of curvature. 

Illll:!ediDtr~l.'f in front of' C
2 

;,as a D~'~~ued interference filter GIl. 

The half\lid th for u ::.;inC1c passD.,;1J of' light \,;0.8 200 AO for a 2 mm 

:Jli t. The radi<lus of curfrture of C
2 

V1H~, equal to thl] distance 

from C
1 

and C
2

' so th,::;.t to a :fir'st nLJIJroxir:1::' Lion E'.ll rays from C
1 

were inciftent normally onto C
2 
.,inon :nil'l'or C

1 
was osci HE'. ted 

( :!:. 60) t t through small angles les,~ than the light inciden on 0 

mirror C
2 

WLS tnerei'orc at all times refle-.;ted bac~" alone; its own 

path; of' this r(:turning beam, 5(}':(, Vias deflected out of the !:1odulator 

by a bear:1s;llitter BS. 

The essential l'eature of the optical a.rran;sem~)!1t just de~;cribed 

WD.S tha t when mLTor C1 was deflected as as to sweep the slit image 

of the light source to and fro along the graded interference filter, 

the beam of light leaving the system did not oscill;tte in position. 

but merely varied in wavelength. The purpose of this design was 

to ensure ~hat the subject had no visual clues other than bri~ltness 
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Fig. 2.4• Performance of wavelength modulator as monoohromator. A 

grating monoohromator followed by a photomultiplier was plaoed at exit 

pupil and read for five settings of the modulator wavelength. The photo-

cultiplier was calibrated against a Hilger-Schwartz vacuum thermopile, 

giving values of relative energy (E). 
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or colour chel1gts of tIll; field us-a-whole, and sr'ecii'ically to 

ensure thQt there were no l)criodic chrul~es in tile spatial distribu

tion of stimlllus liGht \'then the vl1lvelength of' tne stir:lUlus was 

modalated. 

Tho :)crform~'!1c8 of the (leviee as a simple i'orm of vride-band 

pass double r:lonochrom:.tor is illustrated in :r'ig. 5.lf- •• r;lich shows 

th~,.t, as is es"ential for the present applicati.on, t.he instrument 

let throu~h very little light outside the pass band and t.hat 

secondary pc<J<s Vlere ne,';licible. 

'llie wavelength of the stimulus beam Vias modulated i.n the 

follo\;in,; 'iH'Y. I.:irror C
1 

vms l:lounted in the axis of' rotation of a 

freely pivotod rod. '1'he rod was osciJla ted by a Pya-Ling Vibration 

generator V (Fig. ,.3.) so tnat the focus~cd im<...ge of ti'lC source 

oscilla ted Qcross the graded interl'erl!Hce f'il tel'. 'l'he result was 

th t for small Ull[;les l;ile wavelength of the stimulus beam varied 

proportionall,Y to the driving signr'.l applil':d to t lis vibrator V 

(Fig.53.) The frequency response of the device was d.c. to 30 Hz 

(\'Ii t,lin ±1db); the '.:avelength swing was continuously v;,riable :trom 

zero to the oaximum svling used (+6°). In order to im~rove line,'.ri~y, 

a. loVl amplitude 2..00 H %. "dither" signal W'~1.s ad(~ed to the input to 

IIIrthe vioDator.. '-Phis "di ther" signal was intended to minimise any 

of the jerkiness of movement which can l'esul t from static friction, 

particularly at low modulation amplitudes • 

• /ithin thn limitation set by the d.c. to 30 Hz frequency 

re!3ponse, a variety of mouulation '"aveforms could be used. For the 

square-wave and pulse waveform experiments, the transient response 
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of' tile wavelength iJOCtU.i:, ,or ,'iUS cnecked. Its rise time to ElLc:~illlum 

Bp)litU(10 ','/o..s 15 r:1SCC \'lith o.n oversi:1oot of 10;J. 'rhe in~:lu.sion of' a 

0.066 sec time constcmt 10,,/ puss filter in the inrmt to the mouul.ator 
approximately 

.1:,5 5uf"icicnt to rcuucc tiw ov\~rshoot tOA,tIle :Ie~n pulse level. 

as seen by ::n S Ie silicon l)hotovol tc'.ic diod c (Pf10-..L") n.t the exit 

~)U~)il for two lUl::;e durn.tionG of 20 and 10U m Sf'C. Tao hdght [l..nd 

V/:,Lvcf'orra of' till'': pulso are adelluate [l t ti18 ~u :llSCC ciur~,ti.on, and 

since trle olll~e eX)J8ril:lunts indic2.Lc til!). t the critical Jure. tionr'or 

v;avelenGth pulse:; is 10:1-::;81' than that for luminance lmlst's, the 

slil:htly im,t->CLired ,(,rj'orm[Ulcc ai' tJle w.:lvelength mo,ml"" tor is 

accDotC'.ole. 
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~. Ancill~~ E~uinment. 

The b~sic org~isation of the w~velenp,th-modu1ation 

eq uipment is shown in Fir!. 6.2 I'l.nd Hs opera. tion described 

in section h.?. The two phl'l.se oscillator was an Adv~ce 

Varil'l.ble Phase Oscillator, and the syncronising oscillator 

was a Levell Transistor R.C. Oscillator. 

For the pulse stimulus experiments, pulses of 

variable duration and amplitude was prod.uced at a fixed 

repetition rate with a auditory warning pip, as in the 

block diagram, Fig. 5.5. A multivibrator produoed a 

1 sec pulse every 10 seconds. Differentiation produoed 

positive I'l.nd neeative p11lses whioh were separated by 

selective diodes. The earlier pulse was amplified 

and transmitted via a loudspeaker to aot as an auditory 

warnine sienal. The later pulse acted as a tri~ger 

for a pulse generator (a Wavetek Triggered VCG), the 

output of whioh was fed into the wavelength or luminanoe 
p~ 112-

modulation apparatus (Fig. 6.~. The experimenter set 

the pulse duration for any given trial, ~d the subjeot, 

havin~ set the appropriate luminanoe oompensation in the 

case of wavelength modulation, reduoed the pulse 

amplitude until subjective threshold was reached. 

In several experimental oonditions a seoondary 

lieht souroe was re~uired. It was used to provide an 

equiluminant surround field in seotion 7.4, and for the 
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comparison h~lf of the bipartite field in section 7.3. 

It was also required for the adaptation field described 

in section 8.2. The arraneement of the secondary 

source was simple, consisting of a 12V la~ filament 

bulb precedinr A. p~ir of condensine lenses which 

focu~sea the filament imnge on to a slit. Clo~e to 

the slit WRS a wenge interference filter (bandwidth 180nm) 

follo',u>d by a 1 loS unit wedp;e neutral density filter. 

Both filters were movable by experimenter or subject, 

permittin?' control of the lumin.."I.nce and wavelength of 

the monochromated li~ht. The source and filters were 

similar to those used for the equipment previously 

nescribed (sections 5.1-2). Finally the bea~ W~8 colli~A.ted 

Rnd provision for extra. filters ma.de. The two light paths 

were superimposed (in ''':a.xwelli l1 n View) by means of a 

plane pb.ss reflector, with a transmission of 90% for 

the primary source beam IUld a reflAction of 1(Y,b for the 

secondary source beam. 
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6. Methous and Controls. 

6.1 Introduction. 

Previous work using chromatic modulation (originating 

with De Lange (1957») is described in sections 3.6. and 3.7. 

No previous authors have utilised a wavelength modulation 

technique corresponding to that described in the present 

section, on which this thesis is based. The advantages 

of the use of wavelength modulation of a monochromatic 

light stimulus/as described in section 5/are as follows: 

a) The stimulus is clearly specified in physical 

terms. This enables oomparison with experiments in non

human organisms, with electrophysiological experiments, 

and other work using physical specification of stimuli. 

b) Wavelength modulation permits the study of temporal 

responses in the colour domain without assuming the 

applicability of the C.I.E. chromaticity coordinates in 

the temporal situation. (For discussion of this point see 

section 3.7.). 

0) The subject oompensation method of luminanoe can

cellation(with the advantages listed in section 6.2)1s most 

ea8ily applied in the oase of wavelength modulation. 

d) The wavelength modulation stimulus is ver,y flexible, 

permitting a oontinuous range of both modulation aaplitudes 

and centre wavelengths to be employed. 
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SPECTRAL 

SENSITIVITY 

WAVELENGTH 

ro, , , , . . 

FiS- 6.Q. Wavelength modulation.Speotral sensitiYity is shown as a tun~ 

o'cion of wavelength. A sinusoidal modulation of the stimulus wavelength 

produoes an approximately sinusoidal modulation of luminanoe due to the 

form or the speotral sensitivity_ ~lis luminanoe modulation may be oomp-

ensated by luminanoe modulation in antiphase (dotted line) of the app-

ropriate amplitude_ 
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The wavelength modulator of section 5.2 provided the 

means to vary the mean wavelengths of the stimulu8 in time. 

The luminance modulator of section ,.1 enabled control of 

the luminance as a function of time. In order to ach1t:ve 

a chromatic mcdulaticn stimulus the problem was to reduce 

the luminance variations to such a level that the ebro.atio 
(see Fig. 6.0.) 

changes alone determined subjective threshOld.~ The first 

approach that was attempted (feedback compensation method) 

was to monitor the output of the wavelength modulator with 

a Megatron photocell, which has a spectral sensitivit,y close 

to that of the C.I.E. standard obaener. The photooell 

signal proportional to luminance variations formed a negative 

:feedback loop to the luminance modulator, whereby all 

variations in luminance should be cancelled. 

One problem with the feedback compensation method was 
of the 

that the spectral sensitivitylYegatron photocell is only 

accurate to within about ! 2~ over the whole ranee of the 

spectrum used, although it is better than! 1CJb oftr II1ch 

o:f the spectrwa. Moreo'Ver, there were few regions or the 

spectrum in whioh a wavelength change of, say, 10nm would 

produce a luminance change of lese than 1CJb. In contrast, 

De Lange's (19.57) data indicate that in the lower frequency 

regions :for at photopio luminances the observer is seneiti ... 

to luminance variations ot the order ot 1-Z'. Clear~ tba 

teedback method would only be usable under a ftry lillited 
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range of conditions . A further difficulty was that the 

signal to noise ratio in the feedback loop was small , even 

in the frequency band to be utilised for modulation (1 ~20 Hz.) . 

The second method investigated (photographic compensation 

method) involved the production of a photographic neutral 

density filter placed against the spectral interference 

filter and va~ing in density in proportion to the spectral 

sensitivity of the eye as a fUnction of spectral location. 

It was expected that the film density produoed by exposing 

it through the spectral interference filter would be 

sufficiently close t o the spectral sensitivity of each 

observer to enable correction by the insertion of appropriate 

low purit,y l iquid fil ters in the light path. This did 

not prove to be the case . 

The third method investigated was that of subject 

compensation. In this method the luminance variation 

produced by the wavel ength modulator is assumed to be linear 

for small ampl itudes of wavelength . s ng (Fi~ . 6.0). 

subject set the equivalent luminance modulation produoed 

by t he luminance modul ator (either in phase or anti-

phase as appropriate) to the amplit ude for which ther e i s 
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minimum subjective flicker (Fie. 6.0). Tests of the 

assumptions of linear cancellation, lack of phase shift 

between intensity and wavelength produced luminance changes, 

etc.are reported in sections 6.3 and 6.4. 
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Fig. 6.1. Speotral sensitivities of subjects C.W.T. (dotted ourve) aDd. 

L.K.T. (full curve), by R.F.P., sho\ung the aotual brightness variations 

which had to be oompensated. The correction whioh should be applied for 

equal-enorgy speotral sensitivity is shown as the dotted curve. 
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Fi.&,_ 602_. Blook diagram ot: wavelength modulation system. 
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6.2 Subject Compensation Llethod. 

The stimulus modulation frequenoy was set by a low 

frequency oscillator (Fig. 6.2 sync.oscJ. This drove a 

phase-locked oscillator at the frequency F (Fie. b.2. "Variable 

phase oscillator") via b potentiometer P1 • The phase-locked 

oscillator generated two signals fit frequency F whose 

relative phases could be varied through 3600 
J and who~e 

amplitudes could be varied together by potentiometer Pi. (:ne 

of the signfols from this variable phase oscillator went 

direct~ to the wavelength modulator, and the othtr drove 

the intensity modulator via a second potentiometer P2. By 

means of the P2 either the experimenter or the subJect 

could add variable amounts of intensity modulation to the 

wavelength-modulated stimulus light. Subsequent~ the 

modulation amplitude of this oombined intensity modulated 

and wavelength-modulated signal could be progressively reduced 

to the threshold of perception by tuming Pi. This procedure 

was designed to allow any briehtness modulation caused by 

the waveliength modulator to be canoelled so as to e1 ve 

threshold settings of P1 which were de~ermined by chromatic 

modulation alone. 

The advantages of the subject compensation .ethod are 

as follows: 

a) It permits a direct test of the assumption that 
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luminance cha.nges produced by intensity (,nd wa.velength 

modu1rction are produced at the snme retinal locus and can 

thus be arran~ed to cancel simply. 

b) The method ensures that cancellAtion of luminance 

chantes is optimDl under all conditions. Section 7.1.4· 

reviews the evidence that the spectral sensitivity function 

is frequency dependent under the stimulus conditions used 

by De LanL>e (1957) and Kelly (1962 h} S inee the effect of 

the stimulus conditions used in the present stu~ is not 

known it is important thAt the oancellation method should 

not involve the assumption of frequency-independence of the 

spectral sensitivity function. In the subjeot oompensation 

method, the luminance oompensation is set individually for 

eoch reading at a modulation amplitude close to that holding 

at the threshold setting. Thus aqy variations in the 

luminanoe modulation (produced by the wavelength-modulation 

stimulu~ resulting from frequency-dependenoe effeots suoh 

as are manifest in the speotral sensitivity fUnotions 

mentioned above, will be matched at each frequency in the 

subject compensation prooedure. 

c) The subjeot compensation method also oompensates 

for chan~s in the spectral sensitivity funotion fro. a~ 

other cause. Bah and Grah .. ,(1952). inter alia. show 

that diN"erent observers differ in the detailed form of 
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see also Fig. 6.1. 
their spectrc,l sensitivities.A, Sperline (196;;) 

demonstra.tes that the spectra.l sensitivity of a single 

observer may vary at different luminance levels. Other 

factors such as field configuration or temporal waveform of 

the stimulus, which are examined in this thesis, may also 

exert an effect. The method allows compensation fur 8l\Y 

such effects, and also a~ minor non-linearities which mB37 

be present in the modulation equipment (see section 5) • 

d) The method is equivalent to that used by Wright 

(1947) for his classical, bipartite field studies of wave-

length discrimination. It involves the setting of brightness 

differences to below threshold, followed by adJustment to 

chromatio threshold. The method used in the present experi

ments (see section 6.1) involves the extra control of a link 

between the wavelength and 1uminanoe modulators to maintain 

the brightness variations below threshold whereas Wright 

used a step-by-step procedure of sequential readJustment 

of each parameter wntil the chromaticity difference was at 

threshold and the brightness difference well below threshold. 
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6,3 Controls. 

The first essential was to ensure that the psychophysical 

thresholds measured was determined by chromatic chances and 

not by accompanying brightness changes caused by the effects 

o~ the wavelength modulator combiBed with the curvature of 

the rel~tive luminosity curve of the eye. The procedure 

adopted to ensure that this was the case is described below. 

(a) Photocell control. 

This oontrol experiment was designed to mimio the situation 

which would have obtained with a subjeot who had no colour 

discrimination at all and consequently oould percieve bright

ness chanees only. A Megatron photocell whioh had apnroximately 

the CIE s~ectral sensitivity was placed in the position normally 

occupied by the subjeot's eye. The photocell's output was a 

measure of luminous intensity ohanges only. The phase 

di~ferenoe between the eleotrioal signal to the intensity 

modulator and the signal to the wavelength modulator was 

set to be either 00 or 1800
, acoording to which of these 

phase dufferences ensured that the ohanees of luminous 

intensity could canoel at the photooell (or in (b) and (0) 

below, at the eye). 

Potentiometer P2 (Fig. 6.2) was set to ~ve zero input 

to the intensity modulator, and P1 was then adjusted so that 

the photocell gave a oriterion output of some oonvenient 

amplitude, In general both wavelength modulation and luminance 

modulation were present at this stage, although the photooell 
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F'iG... 603. Ilumnance compensation. Threshold setting of potentiometer 

Pl for const:mt photocell output as a function of added luminance modul

ator am,litude (in antiphase with wavelength modulator). 
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could only "see" modulation of' luminous intensity. Potentiometer 

P2 was then adjusted so that the luminance modulA.tor generated 

a small modulation depth. The signals to both the luminance 

rnoduln.tor and the waveleneth modulators were then oha.n;3ed 

tor;ether by turning P1 until the photocell onoe more gave 

the Bame oriterion output. This procedure was then repeated 

with the luminn.nce modulator set to r,ive guocessively greater 

modulation depths. The readines of' P1 which gave the oriterion 

outnut from the photocell were then plotted versus the 

!Oodul:'l.tion depths of' luminance added by the lUr.1in"nce modulator. 

The resulting f'amily of ourves for four different modul':ltion 

frequenoies are shown in Fig. 6.3. It oan be seen that all 

the curves had a sharp minimum. At the minimum point, the 

ohanr:es of luminous intensity deteoted by the photocell whioh 

were due to the wavelength modulator were oanoelled by the 

added intensity modulation due to the lu.iD .... modulator. 

This setting for oanoelln.tion of intensity ohanges oan be 

seen to vary little with frequenoy (Fig. 6.3). 

(b) Psvohophysioal oontrol: luminanoe ohanq. only-

The photocell was removed and the spectral filter in 

the wavelength modulator was then replaced by a neutral

density wedge. The wavelength modulator now generated pure 

luminanoe modulation of monochromatio light of wavelength 

527nm with no accompanying ohanges in oolour. The payoho

physioal analogue of the "photooell oontrol" prooedure 
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of wavelength modulator re~laced by a neutral density wedge, so only lu

minance modulation is present. Subject C.W.'l'. Wavelength 527nm. Mean 

"-
retinal illuminance 110tr. Curves for four different frequencies (as 

ind.icated) displaced a.rbitra.rily on ordinate. 20 field with- dark surround. 

". 6 Y1s •. ~. Luminance oompensation. Details as for Fig. 6.1 ... , but with 

Speotral filter in place, so that the stimulUS was mixed wavelength and 
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described above was then carried out. Potentiometer P2 

(Fig. 6.2) was set so that the luminance modulator was 

inoperati ve. Potentiometer P1 was then adjusted by the 

subject until he could just ~ perceive flicker and the 

reading was noted. P2 was then set so that the luminance 

modulator generated a small depth of modulation, and the 

subj:l ct once again adjusted P1 until he could just not 

perceive flickerjand the setting noted. This procedure was 

repeated as in the "photocell control" above, and a family 

of curves of the settings of P1 at psychophysical threshold 

for subject C.W.T. versus the modulation depths of luminous 

intensity added by the luminance modulator plotted f'or four 

value s of modulation frequency (Fig. 6.4). It can be seen 

that in these conditions, when only luminance modulation was 

present, the ps,ychophysical curves for subject C.W.T. had a 

sharp minimum and were similar in shape to those obtained when 

a photocell replaced the eye (compare Fig. 6.3 and 4). Similar 

results were obtained for subject L.K.T. (Fig. 6.6.A). 

(c) Measurements of the psychophysical threshold which is 

determined by wavelength modulation alone. 

The oontrol experiments (a) am (b) above showed that, 

when luminance changes only were }resent, the psychophysical 

data for- both subjects closely resembled the data obtained 

with a photocell (which could only" see" changes in luminous 

intensity under conditions when both luminance am wavelength 
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!}g. 6.6. Luminanoe oompensation. Conditions as for Fig. 6.4., except 

with subjeot L.K.T. Left-hand figure~luminanoe compensation alone. Right

hand figure~luminanoe oompensation with wavelength m&dulation. 
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change occurred. In the present procedure (c), psychophysical 

measurements were taken in this latter condition, with both 

luminance and. wavelength changes present, in order to distin

guish between the effects on the psychophysical threshold of 

chromatio-modulation and luminance-modulation. 

The neutral density wedge was removed and the spectral 

filter replaced in the wavelength modulator. With the subject 

viewing the light, the procedure (b) above was repeated with 

the difference that now as well as luminance changes, wave

length changes also occurred. This procedure was carried out 

at the same mean wavelength as the control (527nm) for four 

values of modulal; ion frequency. 

Fig. 6.5 (subject C.W.T.) shows that for psychophysical 

judgements, the minimum was now much flatter than in the case 

when only luminance changes were present, or when the photo

cell was used with the spectral filter (compare Fig. 6.2 .• , 3, 

and 4). The flattening of the minimum meant that in this 

region (but not outside this region) the depth o-f luminance 

modulation added by the luminance modulator had little 

influence on the setting ofP1 (Fig. 6.2) which gave just

imperceptible flicker. A similar result is evident for 

subject L.K.T. (:rig. 6.6. A and B, compare). This suggests 

that, within the flattened minima of Fig. 6.5 and 6.6 B, 

the brightness -flicker (caused by the wavelength modulator 

as a result of the curvature of the eye's relative luminosit,y 
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Fi&. 6.7. Luminanoe oompensation with wavelength modulation. Condit

ions as for Fig. 6.4., but with mean wavelength 622nm. 

Fig. 6.8. As for Fig. 6.7., but with mean wavelangth 498n~. 



eu"e, F1,. 6.00) had 'been oanoelled to a sutf'io1eat exteat 

for both subjects to allow the subjeotive threshold to be 

deterained by ohroaatio flioker. This result is replioated 

for two more extreme Talues of spectral locatioa (subj •• t 

C.W.T.). F1go 6.7. shows the effect of the lumiRan.e oomp

ensation procedure at 622 na, and Fig. 6.7. at ~98 naG It 

should be noted that the relative sensitivity to waT.l.acth 

and luminanoe modulatioa differs as a tuaotion of .eaa 

wavelength (in a aanner comparable with the dynaaio waY.

length disoriminatioa functions of Fig. 7.3.1., ... tioa 7.3.). 

(Note that the frequenoy parameter is plotted downwari. o • 

. Figs. 6.5., 7, and 8, but upwards ia Fig. 6.6.) 

In the.e regio.a, therefore, ohroaatio ohaacea 

determined the threshold for this waYelength-.odulated light 

sti.ulusj the waTel.agth swing at threshold f.ll b.t .... 

1 2 n. &ad :!:. 15 a. for the rang. of' stiaulu8 ooloura, iatea

sities aDa aoclulatioa frequ.noi.s used (lie. 6.s.,1>.6~BJ 6.7, 

",,J. 6.g,.) 0 Outside the region of the flatt ••• a aiIliaa, sub

jective thr.sholds were priacipal~ deteraiae4 b,y 'brisbt .... 

flicker for both subj.ots. 
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'. () cl (-"., . rC(,'·'.;Ul'eS L c.n C) ~.' uove ::: or :. 51 .. 1'J.CS of 

l)<~ht ouu1ii.tions Here ill ::.ntipllas(;. psycflO:Jhysical c.:iwcks "iere :,;'IIe 

"y ,ecorciillg the tilresllold settin[; of P1 in the rl'gioll of the :i"lat-

teJlcd r:liIliJ:IUIn (vlllere, tit(: thresh01d. ·:i2.S determined by chroma tic 

C£l8-n~;es) and tilen l'e-settin~ P1 (Fig. 0.2.) to thresi10ld for e. range 

of vJ.lues of the l'elD.tive phases of tile sic;no'ls to the :,lOdulO,tors. 

;"ljg. \',. '7 snO'NS tae settings o{' 14, i'or const;<.ll1t output of' the photo-

ceLl at the exit pupil. 'Ine d[;ta poinl.os Ltre fitted by the t!1loretical 

curve of 

y = A sin wt + B sin (wt +f' 
~:here q> is the i)hase diffErence oetwecn tne two signals) 

inCl,ic:.i.ing th:.t c['.l1celle.tion is IHOSt eJ'"fective nhen the tvlO signals 

arc, ap ,roxima tely in antiphase. 

'rne results for subject ;-t " I' v.oj.l. show tlla t essentially similar 

to those for the photocdl. At 527 run (iig. 6.10) cancellation of 

brightness :flickcr OCCU1'S approxilil~.Jvely in antiphase, over the range 
to 20 I-h. 

1.0 ;Iz~(maximum cieperture ~o). '1'nis confirmed thst only a negligible 

contribution to :::lattenint; of' the miniwa snown in Fig. 6.). & 6.6.B 

could be Que to pnasc snif'ts betweer: intt:nsity signals. For example, 

the ma:,dmum pnasl' shifts of SO occul'red at 1.0 Hz nhere a phase shift 

of 300 vlOuld be reouired to a~coun·t for the observed. flattening. 
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to threshold setting of Pi for fundamental (F) as a function of relative 

phase in degrees of F2• Four values of F2 (0.05F, O.1F, 0.2F and 0.35F). 

Lines indioate mean and ~ standard deviation. 
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Simile.rly resul tc liere obtained for subject L.K.l'. at 527 nm 

(Fig 6.11) and Ctt another spectr3.l loction (GOO nll1, subject C.".'l'.) 

0.5 shown in Fig. .'.12. 

'l'i:.e curvature of the subjects rcb.tive luminosity curve might 

be exppcted to introduce non-sinusoicln,l chQn,'~es (h:_.rmonic distortions) 

into thE;;~'l'ceived bri~lltne::s of tne 5L~nal from the wavelength 

modulator (S0l Fig. 6.0). Control experiments were therefore carried 

out ir~ which the cancelling luminance signal was macie uo of [)oth 

fundamelltal and second narmonic components. ,lith a Vlav(;length of 

527 nm, mean reCine.l il1uminancc of 110 tr anci fundarnent3.l modulation 

frelJuency of 5Hz} thresholds 'flere obtained for a set of phase relation

s;lips betneen fundar:1ental (F) and second harmonic (F 2) components. 

(Fie;. iJ .13) 'l'ne fundamen ticl was previously set so as to optillally 

cOllpensate the luminance variations due to wavelength modulation. 

Four values of' relative amplitude of F 2 Vlere used, the L rgest 

correspondin&; to a m~,rked curvature of the spectral sensitivity curve. 

It is evident tha", vJithin the experimenti,l er~'or, no variation in 

thr8shold occurs with addition of F2 in any ~)hase, implying that 

negligible second hurnonic distori.,ion is present in 1;he waveform under 

these conditions. At 527 nm, the curvature of the spectral sensitivity 

functions is ap ~)roxima tely the grea tes t of anywhere in the spectrum 
&-t\J. S'I-h. 

(see Fig ,.1.). Dynamic wavelength Ciiscrimination at S27t-lis poorer 

than anywhere apart from the spectral extremes. (See ?igs. 7.3.1.-3,). 

requiring relatively greater wavelength and therefore luminance 

modul.:l. tion for threshold. T'ne conclusion t.hL,t second harmonic 

distortion is negligible may therefore reasone.bly be extended 
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to the res t of the spectrum examined in tilis thesis. 
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6.5 Field Coni'iguration. 

The apparatus for the production of test and surround 

fields is described in section 5.3. The test field used in 

. the experiments described in this thesis was always 20 in 

diameter, either with or without a 100 matching surround. 

Such a teat field was chosen, although it has not been 

widely used in flicker modulation studies for several reasons. 

(a) A 2
0 

field with a dark surround is comparable in size 

with the bipartite stimulus (Wright, 1928-9) and the high 

frequency temporal colour mixture stimulus of GloLtlcl, (1931) 

used in the colour-matching studies accepted by the C.I.E. 

in 1931 as defining the standard observer. Later data of 

Stiles (1955) refined the colour mixture data with a 2
0 

bipartite field and also investigated colour mixture with a 

100 field. In the latter case, sub jects had to be instructed 

to ignore the central area (approximately 2
0

) since the 

field appeared inhomogeneous due to macular pigmentation. 

This difficulty is avoided by the use of a 2
0 

field. Further

more, the 1924 C .I.E. spectral sensi ti vity function (V).. ) 

o 
was established for a 2 central field. 

"ina~, a 20 field centrally fixated stimulates almost 

e:xclusivel3' cones, as sh01lll tor e%&llple by the threshold data 

of Crozier and Holway (1939) am the flicker data of Brooke 

( 19.51) • Th:Q problem of rod intrusion in the ooloUr 

discrimination tasks, which might be significant at the 
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mesopic retinal illuminance levels of 25 tr used, are avoided. 

The results of the C.I .E. colour matching data demonstrate 

that under 2
0 

field conditions and at photopic luminance 

levels, human vision is trivariant, as discussed in section 

2.1., with respect to statiC, bipartite matches. The use of 

a 20 field for the dynamic investigations described herein 

may consequently be compared with a body of well-established 

data on the colour sensitivity of this ~e of stimulus. 

(b) Classical data on colour discrimin~tion (e.g. Wright and 

Pitt, 1934) has been obtained with the same field configuration 

as the colour matching data. Use of the same stimulus for 

'tho"dynamic wavelength discrimination" studies (see .ec~ion 

7.3) enables direct comparison between the classical and 

dynamic wavelength discr1m£nation data. 

o (c) Previous flicker studies have made use of a 2 field. 

Hecht and Smith (1936) found that for field sizes of 20 and 

below with central fixation, the curve of CFF as a function 

of retinal illuminance of the stimulus does not show 8ZV 

evidence of a branch corresponding to scotopic sensitivit,y 

as is the case with lar&e field sizes. Similarly, Hecht 

and Verrijp (1933) foW¥l that the scotopic branch present in 

CFF versus illuminance curves for a 2
0 

field in peripheral 

locations is absent for foveal viewing. The earlier work 

of Ives (1912) had established that tor &._io field Abmy' 8 

law ot addit1vit,y of the ImDinanoes of heterochromatio stimuli 
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stimuli was approximately valid if the brightnesses were matched 

by flicker photometry or the step-by-step method. This result 

was later confirmed by Dresler (1953), Stilesand Burch (1959) 

and Sperling (1958). It therefore appears that photopic 

response and luminance additivity can be obtained with a 20 

field. 

(d) The bright surround stimulus configuration appears to be 

analysed differently by the visual system in different frequency 

regions. Kelly (1969 b..) has demonstrated that below 10 Hz. 

the flicker lene1t1vity increaaes with the number and sharp

ness of edges in the stimulus, while above 10 Hz. sensitivit, 

is unaffected by these factors. Use of a dark surround, 

which produces a similar frequency sensitivity to the "edgeless" 

field at low frequencies, should minimise the changes in 

oriterion implied by the effect of edges in the field. 

(e) De Lange (1957) describes (pg. 40) the effect of a dark 

surround at low frequencies. i.e. the De Lange curve would 

have a "falling trend" as frequency was reduced. The use 

of a dark surround stimulus permits a direct test of his 

description, which is set out in section 7,4. As De Lange 

pOints out, the use of a large equiluminance surround holds 

the adaptation level oonstant at"low frequencies, so that it is 

not possible to exami ne the dynamics of the adaptation at 

low frequencies with De Lange's stimulus. 
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7. Results and Discussion. 

7.0 Introduction. 

The results to be presented have been obtained with a 20 

diameter stimulus field and, in most cases a dark surround. 

This stimulus configuration was selected for a number of reasons, 

discussed in section 6..5-. The effects of two principal 

independent variables are presente~frequency of modulation, 

and mean wavelength of the light. The dependent variable is 

the threshold modulation depth of either luminance or wave

length modulation (see section 6.2 for controls). In the 

exneriments using frequency as the independent variable, the 

assumption is made, following De Lange (1952), that the 

reciprocal stimulus modulation depth for constant perceptual 

effect (threshold) is a measure of the sensitivity for a 

oonstant stimulus modulation depth. This point is discussed 

further in seotion 3.4. The data is therefore plotted on a 

double logarithmic plot as used by De Lange so that log 

sensitivity increases upwards on the ordinate. 

In experiments in whioh mean wavelength is the independent 

variable the threshold modulation amplitude is plotted 

directly as a function of mean wavelength, in order that the 

results may be easily oompared with 01assioa1 wavelength 

disorimination studies. 

The effect of varying the parameters of time-average 

luminanoe and waveform of the modulation were also studied 
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for some conditions. 



7.1 Luminance Modulation. 

7.1.1 "'bite Light. 

137 

A set of' curves of' threshold sensitivity versus modulation 

frequency was obtained for a 20 field stimulus with a dark 

surround for sis luminance levels spanning ~~ lOG units of 

luminance (0.25,2.5,25,110,780 and 7,800 tr). (Fie. 7.1.1). 

The luminance was altered by the insertion of neutral density 

filters into the light path. The hue of the light appeared 

to change negligibly with alteration of luminance level, 

indicatine that the spectral composition of the light was 

effectively constant, except that a slight hue shift towards 

blueness was noted for very low luminances, corresponding 

to the Pnrkinje shift. 

At high luminance (7ba and 7,800 tr), Fig. 7.1.1 shows 

that the difference between the threshold sensitivity at 1 Hz. 

and at the maximum sensitivity reached (at about 16 Hz.) 

using a dark surround is greater than the difference found 

by De Lange using an equiluminant surround. The sensitivity 

difference is approximately 1 log unit for the dark surround, 

but about 0.5 - 0.6 log units for the equiluminant surround. 

This discrepancy is mainly due to a reduction in sensitivity 

in the low frequency region at high luminanoe in the dark 

surround case relative to the bright surround case. A 

similar result is described by Kelly (1959), using & ~o 

field with & dark surround. 
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Fig. 7.1.1. De Lange ourves for white light. Reciprocal of 

threshold modulation amplitude ( 11m ) for sinusoidal modul-

ation as a function of frequency, plottei on log-log ooordin-

ates, for 6 values of time-average retinal illuminance (as 

indioated). 20 field with dark surround. Subject C.W.T. 
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At low luminance an unexpected result is apparent. The 

sensitivity in the low frequency region increases as time-

average luminance is reduced. The increase is about 0.5 log 

units or a factor of 3 overall, and occurs over a luminance 

range of about 2 log units. A close examination of De Lange's 

data reveals that in the same frequency region both observers 

tend to show a slight decrease in sensitivity for stimuli of 

the highest luminance. This decrease may be a reflection 

of the effect occurring with a dark surround. 

'.Ii th regard to the shapes of the dark surround curves, 

they seem to fall midway between the peaky curves described 

by Kelly for some observers using a 650 field in his 1959 
SOI'll-e 

paper (though not so much in evidence in ~ later papers) 

amd the smooth curves of De Lange (1957). 1.mrked changes 

in slope (which will be called sub-peaks) are anparent 

centred about frequencies which seem to remain constant 

across the luminance range. Subpeaks are identifiable, at 
sl/.br~s 

6 and 15Hz. The se .... may correspond to the 4-7 and 10-15 

Hz. regions respectively described by Kelly, and there is 

possibly an indication of his 20-30 Hz. peak in the high 

luminance curves in Fig. 7.1.1. (Kelly (1962ij notes that the 

40 dark surround field configuration sreatly suppressed the 

20-30 Hz. peak relative to the 650 
field in the same observer~ 

In addition the low luminance ourves exhibit a further subpeak 

. at around 4 Hz. This subpeak contrasts with De Lange's bright 
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surround data in which there is no evidenoe of a corresponding 

change in slope at equivalent luminances. The luminance of 

the 0.25 tr curve is close to the photopic threshold, 80 that 

it is unlikely that 10% modulation of this luminance is 

detected by the photopic mechanisms of the retina. It is 

therefore probable that the 0.25 tr ourve represents large~ 

scotopic activity. This point will be oonsidered further in 

section 7.1.2. 
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7.1.1 Flicker Data Considered as anlncrement Threshold Function. 

Stiles (1949) study on increment thresholds utilised 

a large (100
) field on which was briefly superimposed a 10 

test patch, the luminance of which was adjusted to threshold. 

De Lange's (1957) stimulus may be oonsidered as similar to 

Stiles' since the time average luminanoe of the test area is 

the same as that of the surround. The differences are that 

decrement as well as increment was involved, and the principle 

parameter used was the time course of the stimulus rather than 

the wavelength of test and background fields. 

Stiles measured an empirical function ( ~ ) which 

describes which is the relationship between the logarithm 

of the monochromatic background intensity (log W)'\) and 

the logarithm of the monochromatic threshold test field 

intensity Clog U. A) for the retina as a unitary detection 

mechaniSilo The ~ function has a 450 
asymptote COrt'eSpoMing 

to Weber' 8 law C¥ = conatant) 2 , and a hori.ontal asymptote 

corresponding to constant threshold 1Ddependent of intensity 

at low intensities for the oase of white light, the background 

and threshold test field intensities are denoted log W I.J and 

log U·\(\l respectiwly. 

The retina is not, howeTer a unitar,y deteotion aeohanism. 

The CurTe of increment threshold as function baoksround 

intensity of the same speotral caaposition i8 fitted by two 

~ fUnotiona, one correaponding to the scotopic component 
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and the other to the photopic component o~ the retinal system. 

(Stiles,1949). The assumption was made, in Stiles' model, 

that there are several mechanisms in the retina for the detection 

o~ inorements. Eaoh acts independently without interaction 

with the other mechanisms. The observed increment threshold 

function is determired by the increment threshold of the most 

sensitive mechanism for eaoh set of conditions. 

The sensitivity of each mechanism may be altered by 

changing the experimental oonditions. Stiles altered the 

wavelengths of the test and background fields, and found that 

the form of the oomplete increment threshold ourve altered, 

in suoh a w~ as to indio ate that a number of meohanisms with 

d~erent spectral sensitivities were oontributing to the curve. 

The object of the present seotion is to determine, using Stiles) 

method, whether there are separate mechanisms contribut ing 

to the inorement threshold ourve with different temporal 

charaoteristios and 8peoitioal~ different modulation frequency 

sensitivities. It Will be ass~d, for parsimol\Y, that the 

separate oomponents of the curve are attributable to the 

meohanisms described by Stiles. 

Stiles has reported no systematio study of temporal 

effeots on the increment threshold f'unotions. In view of 
(1%'20.) 

Kelly' s~reports of frequency selective subpeaks sensitive to 

chromatic adaptation in a manner suggesting corresponding to 
(\qn) 

the three colour channels and De Lange'stfinding of colour 
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effects on De Lange curves for monochromatic light, it is of 

interest to know whether the colour sensitive ~ functions 

reported by Stiles are also differentially sensitive" in th e 

temporal dimension. As a preliminary approach to this problem, 

existing data of frequency sensitivity to sinusoidally-modulated 

light may be treated as indicating thresholds to a continuous 

series of increments. 

De Lange's data on frequency sensitivity as a function of luminance 

(pg 50-,51) are replotted as absolute flicker threshold as a 

function of background (adapting) luminance, for a set of 

values of modulation frequency. The result is shown in lig. 

7.1.2 toaether with the best fitting ~ functions for 

observer V as his data are the more complete. 

The curves for frequencies of 10 Hz. am above are 

clearly fitted by two S functions with maxillum sensitivity 

in the low and high luminance regions respectively. The same 

effect occurs for observer L. It should be noted that the 

description of the curves in terms of two 1 funotions 

shifting relative to each other 88 frequenoy of modulation 

is changes corresponds to the irregularity of the spacing of 

De Lange's attenuation characteristics, particularly evident 

on the high frequency slopes of the characteristics. This 

irregular spacing was not cOlIIDented upon by De Lange, but it 

reflects the emergence of a second meohanism,as luminance is 

increased, which is more sensitive than the low luminance 
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mechanism only at high luminance and high frequency. The 

nicker sensitivity curves for the two mechanisms ma.y be 

obtained by a method analogous to that used by Stiles to 

obtain the spectral sensitivities of his 11 mechanisms. The 

result is plotted in Fig. 7.1.3. It appears that both high 

and low luminance mechanisms change in form as luminance is 

increased, but the high luminance mechanism develops a marked 

peak at about 20 Hz. 

Equivalent increment thresholds curves for observe~ 

C.W.T. using a dark surround (i.e. equivalent to using a 
same 

background field of the/Size as the test field) are plotted 

in Fig. 7.1.4. The principAl difference from the equiluminant 

lS 
surround datakthat the overall sensitivity is not reduced as 

frequency is increased, as much as in the case of the equilum-

inant surround. The feature of the separation of the curves 

into two sections is still apparent. Since the transition 

from low to high luminance curves occurs at about 10 tr, in 

the _sop~c range, the most likely hypothesis is that the 

two curves represent rod aM cone aotivity. No evidence for 

different photopic components is apparent, but a thorough 

investigation of the frequenoy responaeof the oomponent 

oolour mechanism,separated by ohromatic adaptation in the 

manner described by Stiles) would show whether the five 

mechanisms he describes (Stiles, 1953). were involvfed. 

The experiments reported by Green (1969t and described 
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in section 3.5, attempt to measure the trequena,y response 

characteristics of the red, green and blue colour mechanisms 

by the use of chromatic adapting conditions similar to those 

used by Stiles to separate the colour mechanisms. Green did 

not investigate whether, especially in the spectral region 

of the three blue mechanisms, (Stiles, 1953) differences in 

frequency sensitivity may result in the more than one 

mechanism determining the form of the frequency response 

functions. 
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7.1.3 De Lange Curves for }lonochromatic Light. 

Introduction. 

De Lange (19,7) studied frequency sensitivity ourves 

for monochromatio light for six wavelengths at approximately 

50nm separations across the spectrum. He used an equiluminant 

white surround. His results can be summarised as follows. 

The sensitivity varies in apprOximately similar manner with 

frequency, at all wavelengths, but shows a greater rise in 

sensitivity bet~en 1 and 10 Hz. at 641nm that at the other 

wavelengths examined. Threshold in the low frequency region 

varies irregularly with wavelength with a range about ± 1;Vo, 

but the high frequenoy slopes of the sensitivity curves 

"practically coinoide" (De Lange, 1957, pg 72). 

Kelly (1962$ has studied dynamic speotral sensitivity 

to flicker at three frequencies in four subjects tor a 650 

blurred edge stimulus consisting of a steady white adaptation 

beam on which was superimposed a modulated monoohromatio beam. 

Differenoes in the speotral sensitivity as a function of 

frequency were evident, in partioular in the mark2d reduction 

in sensitivity at the blue end of the spectrum as :frequency 

was inoreased. 

Results. 

The De Lange curves for one subject obtained with a dark 
(s~c.ri"~ '.2.) 

surround at 4 wavelengths are shown in Figs. 7.2.1-4. A They 

do not exhibit the same features as the curves obtained by 
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De Lange. In the low frequency region below 10 Hz. there is 

no significant difference between the sensitivities for 

different colours. In the high fre quency region the main 

difference is that the 527nm curve is of greater sensitivity 

above 10 Hz. than the other three wavelengths tested. In view 

of these discrepancies, the results of Figs. 7.2.1-4 were 

investigated in greater detail. The low frequency region 

was examined in two subjects by obtaining the subjeots' 

modulation threshold as a function of wavelength of the light 

at selected frequenCies of modulation, each wavelength was 

equated by means of flicker photometry, using a sector disc. 

This experiment supplemented the De Lange curves obtained 

only at selected light wavelengths. In addition, it acted 

as a control experiment for the dynamic wavelength disorimi

nation experiment described in section 7.3. The results are 

shown for two subjects in Figs. 7.1.5 and 7.1.6. Within the 

accuracy obtained in this experiment, it is olear that for 

a 20 field with a dark surround. producing a retinal illuminance 

of 25 tr there is effectively no variation of modulation 

threshold with wavelength up to 10Hz. between the wavelengths 

of ltBo-630nm. The curve obtained at 20 Hz. in one subject 

d,j"cL show fluctuations, but these .. re very variable. The 

high frequency region was not, howver, eDDlined in detail. 

There is an apparent discrepanoy between the dark surround 
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results reported aboTe and those obtai.ed by De Lanle 

usinl an equiluainant surround, desoribed iB aeotion 3.5. 

However, there are various reservations oonoerning De 

Lange's methodology in this instanoe (saotion 3.5.). 

Whioh may aocount for the disorepanoy betweea dark and 

equiluJDinant surround data. 
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7.1.~ Speotral Sensitivity: Implioations for Heteroohromatio 

Flioker Photmetry. 

The effeot of wavelength on flicker sensitivity has a bear-

ing on the procedure involved in heterochromatio flicker 

photometry (H.F.P.). As pointed out in seotion 3.6., HF.P 

is based on the assumption that flicker sensitivity varies 

with luminance but is independent of wavelength of the light. 

Thus when two monochromatic fields are alternated, a point 

of minimum flicker occurs as the luminance of the test field 

is varied (i.e. the point at which the flicker due to one 

field being switched on and off is most nearly cancelled 

by the flicker due to the seoond field being switched on and 

off in antiphase with the first). The pOint of minimum 

flicker, or optimal canoellation. of flicker, is taken as 

corresponding to equality of luminanoe. But if the flicker 

sensitivity is dependent on the wavelength of the light 

the minimum flicker point, and hence the luminosity funotion 

obtained by this method, would be dependent upon the exaot 
ft 

frequency at which HFP was performed'fs therefore important 

to establish under what conditions, if aqy, the measured 

luminosity function remains independent of frequency. The 

dark surround data reported above indioate that flioker 

sensitivity is independent 
J.(kt~ 

suggests that if the ~ 

of wavelength below 10 Hz. This 
(sQc.h~~ 71·3) 

of the two subjects ~is representa-

tive of the ceneral population HF.P for retinal illumination 
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o~ about 25 tr.utilisine the dark surround stimulus configuration, 

would be most accura.te and reliable if performed at frequencies 

near 10 Hz. (To lower the f're quency too f'ar would enhance 

the colour flicker effect and thus reduce the setting a.ccuracy). 

It would therefore be of value to conduct an extended study 

to verify the above conclusions on a greater number of' sub~ cta. 
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Spectral Sensitivity Determined by Threshold Modulation Depth of Flicker. 

Ives (1922) examined several methods for determining 

spectral sensitivity including the use or CFF measurements -.r 

flcross the spectrum. He concluded that the CFF method was 

far less accurate than the HFP method, and was th~refore of 

little value in determining spectral sensitivity. However, 

the use of rlicker of varcable modulLtion depth increases 

the rlicker threshold method (correSI)onding to Ives' CFF 

method) to the same order as that of the HFP method. t.iore-

over, it allows the measurement of spectral sensitivity to 

be performed at any selected rlicker frequency, whereas the 

HFP method is limited to frequenoies giving the clearest 

minimum. Kelly's (1962P)measurements of spectral sensitivity 

by means of a 650 field are described in section 3.5. 

The data of Fie. 7.1.5 have so far been regarded as 

showing the flicker sensitivity as a function of wavelength 

with luminance equalised. These data may equally be 

considered as showing the deviation of spectral sensitivity 

detel"lllined by threshold modulation d~pth from tha.t determined 

by HFP. Clearly , within the spectral limit s studied, there 

is no apparent deviation between the spectral sensitivity 

measured by the two methods, for frequenCies up to 10 Hz. 

Within this range, therefore, it appears that for the 

present subjects spectral sensitivity measured with a 2° 

field and dark surround is not frequency dependent. 
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Discussion. 

Green (1969) has reported large differences in the De Lange 

characteristics in conditions designed to isolde the three 

cone mechanisms alone (described in section 3.~). If Green's 

characteristics were the sole contributing factors to flicker 

sensitivity across the spectrum, much larger variations in 

spectral sensitivity would be predictedo However, Green used 

a 12° adapting background, which would provide a continuously 

present spatial comparison field as well as temporal comparisons 

of test field changes. His results therefore are not s~rictly 

comparable with the dark surround data. 

Boynton and Ikeda (1962) reported differences in the 

spectral sensitivity of a subject as a funotion of the duration 

of the flash presentation. They used only two flash durations, 

12 msec and 50 mseo. However, comparison between transient 

and steady-state data is not possible in the absenoe of a 

model of the system concerned (see, for example, section 8.5). 

Kelly's (1962.b) measurements of spectral sensitivity 

under dynamic conditions show a large frequency dependence. 

But again his 650 "edgeless" stimulus condition dit1'ers 

o considerably from the 2 dark surround used in the present 

experiment. 

It appears, therefore , although that the frequenoy 

independence of the speotral sensitivi~ holds for a 20 

stimulus with a dark surround for frequenoies up to 10 Hz., 
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it hEls not been found to apply under any of the other stimulus 

conditions examined by other authors. 



1.1.5 Phase ll:easurements 

Introduction 
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The threshold arnolitude measurements for sinusoidal imputs 

described in previous sections give only one aspect of the visual 

system steady-state res.oonse. 'rue complementary aspect is provided 

by the !)hase of the signal at the locus of perception relative to 

the input. Ttds is a diff'icul t measurement to take, since the time 

relationshios involved are far shorter than are reportable by the 

subject directly. De Lange (1957) consequently states that it is 

not l)Ossible to measure the phase characteristics psychophysically. 

The purpose of this section is to develop a method by which the phase 

can be measured. It has only been pocsLle to apply this method to 

luminance modulation of the stimulus, since the luminance co;~pensation 

nece~sary for constant-luminance wavelength modulation (see section 6.0) 

WaS not accurate enough to apply to a composite signal as is described 

below. 

The approach to yhase measurement relies on t:le finding of Lev*on 

(1964) that the threshold for a composite waveform consisting 

of summed fundamental and second harmonic modulation varies wi th the 

relative phase of the two components. This non-linearit,y in the 

perce~tion of composite waveforms provides a method of measuring the 

rela tive phase between fundamental and second harmonic components 

as a function of frequency, at the locus of the non-linearity in 

the system. The assumption must be made that the non-linearity is 

essentially independent of frequency over the range of interest, and 

also that the Fourier components of the w~veform are treated 
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inde~lendently up to the locus of the non-linearity. The method 

involves measuring tne tnreshold for a composite fundamental and 

second harmonic modulation wQvei'orm, as a func Lion of tile relative 

phase of t:le two cOITI.]onents. j,lC8SUrement of' this phase non-

linearity function is tnen relJeated taking the frequency of the 

previous secon~ nanaonic as fundamental, ruld aduing its second 

harmonic. At very low frequencies the phase difference is assumed 

to be negligible, so the shift in the phase non-lir~arity function 

for any given I'undamental and second harmonic ~)air of frequencies 

relative to the i)osi tion for a loV{ frequency l)ai1' is a measure of the 

extra pnase s:lift between the given pair of frequencies. In tnis way 

the extra phase s.lift for eacn octave of frequency may be l1easured. 

The metLod of summing phase shifts over a range of frequencies to 

form a mec,sure of the total lJhllse shift is analogous to that used by 

Vas & \'ialraven (1965) in measuring phase snift between two stimuli as 

a function of luminance. This met,lod. of summing the extra phase 

shift at each octave has a 3600 uncertainty, e.g, a relative phase 

lead of 600 could equally be a lag of 300°. However, a check Was 

made on the change in .elative phase between each octave and the 

octave approximately half an octave lligher. The change in relative 

9j[cse "~over half an octave was never greater than ~ 700 (or less 

than !. 290°). l'he smaller of the two cnanges was therefore unambiguous, 

and was always selected on the grounds the.t the mas t parsimonious 
The phase shift may b. 

system was thus obtaine~ measured at more fre~uency points by 

repeating the lrocedure for a set of fundamental frequencies at 
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a? roximatel:.r ;1[.lf an octc~ve spacing from the first set. 'l'he 

assumption of neeligible ,laaSe shift at low frequencies implies that 

the phase non-linearity functions cere at similar posi tions for all 

low frer;uency pairs. ~'he assumption that the phase non-linearity 

is inde_1endent of frt: _uency implies that the ph[,se non-linearity 

function~, n:,s a similar form at all frequencies. 

In order that the funclamental alld second ho.rmonic co:n:,onents of 

the cOfi)osite waveform are of constant relatire amplitude titrough 

the experiment, c!'ch com onent is set to threshold separately be

fore t!1c composite wnveforl!l is formed. 

The a:npli tude of the comc,osi te is then adjusted to threshold 

for the l~hase non-line3.rity function measurements. The assumption 

must therefore be finde tru..t no significant frequency dependent 

.:,tteru'ltion oc:;urs between the site of the non-linearity und the site 

of perception. Tilis assu·tion could be tested by measuring the 

phase non-linearity function for a number of fundamenLal/second

:larmonic amplitude"atios, but this was not attem.ted in the 

l)l'esent stuiy. 

The results were obtained on one subject (C.H.T.) usin.c; 

monoc h.romatic light with a mean retinal illuminance of' 25tl' and 

wavelength of 527 run. 

Results: A '20 field with a dark surr'ound was employed. The stimulus 

conditions were thus similnr to those in force in the amplitude 

function of fig 7.4.1. Fig. 7.1.7. shows the phase non-linearit,y 

functions for two sets of frequency octaves (interlaced in the 

diagram) starting at 0.5 &0.75 Hz. It is evident that some 
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similarity in form holds over the whole frequency range studied, 

supporting the assumption that tne phase non-linearity is essentially 

independent of frequency, although dif~erence8 in detail are evident. 

The phase characteristics d.erived from the relative shifts in the 

phase non-linearity function for the two sets of octaves are plotted 

in Figure 7.1.~. The low frequency points are fairly close to zero, 

givine justification for the use of the lowest frequency positions 

to derine zero. The two sets of functions starting at 0.5 ani O.75Hz 

have similar overall form and give an indication of the accuracy of 

the method. The main features of tne phase characteristic under 

tbese conaitions are that the maximum rate of phase shift occurs at 

about 6Hz, and that the phase shift appears to be approaching a 

limi t of abou t 2 1T radians. 

Conclusion 

The method developed in this section of measuring relative 

phase shifts by utilising a non-linearity in the system has pro

duced encouraging results. The t.IO imependent summed octave 

phase functions are similar in form and. correspond to phase fun

ctions which commonly occur in electrical S,Ystems. A comparison 

with the minimum phase function computed from the amplitude 

f'unction obtained under similar stimulus condition;:: is made in 

section 8.5. 
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Introduction 

j,;ost of the l" :0111 ts in tnis section have b, en previously re;orted 

by l\e~7n and '.L'yler (1971 a) • The conL 1'o1s described in section 6 

inciicate that it is _os,:~bl.e to "leaE;ure ~~srl('1-d:; determined by the 

eCluil uminant (i. e. colour-valying) component, of 'd2velength-modula tion 

Ii ~ht. It is as::iUlllcd -eel; t 1'01' SIllC'.ll ~'-.m ,Ii tUU0S of \i:c.velength-

modulation (u c) to 20 11m) the nm.liiude of the visual s.;fstem r, s)onse 

is a i.!onotonic l'Unc;;ion of the modulc~.tiol: arnpli tude. 

j,;ethod 

1"01' each re:win,.;, tlle optillal cancellation of tile luminance 

i'licker induced by wavelength modulation was ob,aineo.; the subject 

set t~le COm)l.nsatory luminance; l!iodula tion ampli'Gude 5uch that flicker 

ViU.S at a !ninimul.l and colour'licker ~)r8domina ted. The subject then 

reduced ·cl1.e si:sn,.~ to both ;::ociul"tors by means of a single control, 

until no :::urther crw..nges in \;I1e field were perce~)tible. The subject 

was asked to rC;Jort if' tht2 i'licker appeared to be of colour or 

brightness just bt:fore tiu.'8shold, and tn( comp.ensation procedure 

repeated if the flicker aiJpeal'ed to be of bl'ightness. The luminance 

Comlcnnc tion did r.ot a';:Jpear to be aci.equate in a few of the more 

eX"trffile conditions i. e. at the lower, luminance, and high frequency 

for the blue stimulus. In these circumstance it was necessary I'or 

tIle suoject to i'e ort the threshold of colour flicker when some 

resid.~ual lum~nce "'licker waS evid.ent. l'he results, ani tllose of 

section 7.3. ,sug,;est that tnis tas~ gave equivalent results tc the 

re_,orting of overall threshold when luminance flicker was compensated 
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De Lange curves for luminance and wavelength modulat-

ton under various mean wavelength and retinal illuminance conditions.Ord

tnates of threshold luminance modulation (m) and wavelength modulation 

td~) plotted inoreasing downwards and arbitrarily plaoed with 1~~ m corr

,sponding to 1nm. Each point represents two readings; thresholds for ea

~h condition were measured for two pairs of readings plotted separately 

to indicate session-to-session variability. Subjeot C.W.T. 20 field with 

~ark surround. Clear differenoes oocur in eaoh case between the form of 

the luminanoe and wavelength De Lange ourves. 

• 
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Fig. 7.2.1. De Lange ourves for luminanoe (filled points) and wavelen

gth (open oircles) modulation. Mean wavelength.-622nm for two mean ret-

ina~ illuminances as indicated. Other oonditions as for full oaption(7.2.1-5) 

De Lange curves - conditions as above but with mean waTe-

length 592nm. 
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Fig. 7. 2 .l!, De Lange curves - conditions as in Fig. 7.2.1.,but with 

mean wa.velength 527nm. 

Fig. 702.4. De Lange eurves- conditions as in Fig. 7.2.10, but with mean 

wavelength 560nm. 
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to u810VI tnr~ SJ1()ld, in :'ost concLitions useci. i1ere. 

ol.ltained. ;:3ince the da,t:", De L[lnge (1951) and VCtn der Horst (196~ 

have :i,ndicated th~~t there is .Li:elJ to be a ui:C!'erenc(' in the 

f'rccuency sensitivity ,:'unction for th8;;wol~yr)es 01' modulation • 

.cloth lumill:.l.l.1CC and I'Jc.velength :.lodulation thresholo s we:::'( ob-

ir:cd D.t four ce;ltre ',I volene;tils across the spectrum (jOO, 527, 

592 (;~ 622) ,'.nd tuo ".:m r-c "imol illUl:lina tions 1.3 10,; units apart 

(25 + 1.25 tr.). '.i'l'1e 1·25 tr, was ob'cailled by ins8rt Ln:.,; 1.3 105 units 

1,D filo81'S in till ;JeOJ:l. /. set of -cnl'8shoLis w s i.'.lso obtained at 

110 tr. for be 'J27 t: 592 nm wavelenlSths. :;'~our settin,":s at eacil 

;oint were then. o .. .<-::en iIi ~',l terru te asc'. nding and clescendinr; order 

and :llotted as t".o Ctver:'L::;es of ~)Ctirs, to:rovide 8, visual estimate 

of the V! ria ion in til e results. 

i-:es'llts -_._--
'l'ne nsul'cs al'e S.lO','m in ~'if,s, 7.2.1.-5. 'l'ile fitted points 

refer to luminL\nce ':oduL"tion (m) and the. 0 en ,Oille'S to ":2.velcngth 

but LtI'<; c.cr~itrarely set so tlL t 1", lumir1[l"l1ce :~Iodulation corre, POl1CLS 

to 1 nl-:l wavelenGth J:louul[:.tion. 'l'llC threshuld r;lOuulation :ll11IJLitudes 

al'e ;')lottcd down;[al'ds for increas.ing aupL ,tucJ.e on a log scale, so 

trw~ tiE 10[; oclule,ion sensitivity :lay De re:td as incrensing u:,lward. 

'l'rle J ulllinr~nct; ,odella tion curves at 2SSi:F 't-rolands do not contradict 

the finding of' sec~ion "1.1.3. that tilere V,Qr:E no significant variations 
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ulation (Logd~). De Lange curves for all conditions of Figs. 7.2. 

1-5. Dotted ourves - 11 Otr., full curves - 25tr., dashed. curves - 1.25tr. 

Filled triangles - 622nm, open triangles - 592nm, filled ciroles - 527nm, 

open oiroles - 500nm. Full line - theoretical funotion (see text). 
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in scnsi",ivity viit.l sc'~r~LUlu3 '.';~.velen;tn UI) to i:,DOUt 10 il:z., llut 

~llcrc ['ter ':u~.r:.jL".!:':' <ii. ,'"renee:.:; IC evic·i.cnt. ~'!lE e!'fect of 

rellucins the Illcc:.n}Jlurainance is c.J, so dii'£',_ rent ~'.. t dL'i'erult 
r-etLML 

Vi vulen[:tns, ()ut t, :Lowe11ttLuminullce (1.25tr) is in "ne .'jOSO ic 

:the l'I'.hvelength l.10dulation S811Si ti vi t2T curves : .1'0 each cle:.:rly 

dii'['(TUlt from tr:eir rcs_)ective lUlflimmce i..odulation counterparts. 

If both sCales:lre assumea to oe .line:J.r i'e is o[',~:ilJle to divide 

e::lcrl lurainlll1ce i:lOdul:..:..b on sensi tiv,i ty curv by the w;;:.velength modula-

i;ion S811Si tivi ty curve under the same conditions o..nd obtain the 108 

difference curve. Tile t'orm of the log lii.d'crl nce curve is unaffected 

by tnc scdin;; ra"c.i.o oetwee;n the ',;wo i-y )es of' ::lodulation. l"ig 7 .2.6. 

S110\'l5 for c.ll ten conditions tile ".Jlots of diff'er~nce curves oetween 

luminc.l1ce and .. avclengtn i:lreshold f'unc "ions. 

D~se\l:;;sion 
4\111 (lqn) 

De 1angeJ,. concluded tn2. t the difference at :>95 Ldo l:li nan t wavelength 

'il[',S well rupresentd by 2. small nu!nber 01' first-order st~~0BS of' 

at Genua tion of the same tilile constant in cascade. (1 at 2b5, 3 at 

2.55tr). L:y daua for 1.25tr at :;92 run does appear to l:l8.ve a similar 

form to De Lange's low luminance curve, but few of' the curves at the 

ot;18r wavelengths and luminances f'i t De Lange's model, (fig 7.2.1,.) or a 

model of any nU!ilbdr of a ttenua tion stages wi th any desired time 

constants. A nUillber of the difference curves have slopes well below 

the predictivn for even one first-order filter scage. Furthermore, 

the 2.vailable dat'::t indicates that the nigh frequency slopes of' many 

of the wavelength modulation curves is less than the high frequency 
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s10 c' of' t.iw corre,s 'ondine lU;:lillrt-:lCO ;;lO~U2L:.ti()n curvo. 'l'his is 
Cllrtr~S 

indice.i..ed by (' 11 in -[;:18 diff'crellCC{ at lli:her frC':luenc:i.cs. 

fl"Co'cuency slo ,0 to 00 I')"(:".-[.er tnc".n ,h,t for luminLU1ce rlOc1ulation. 

·!Lx. l1cr HOIrst's (196~ c~lror:ctic ~'lic,;,r curves eTe in :,c,~orcl \,iitll 

the [, ,:OV8 observ:tion. 

diffe encn curv,c.s cc",nnot LlC applied gellerally to w;.vele110til-mo,~ulation 

tlll'eSilolllS. 'l'ne siGnificance.: of tni s result in t l.rms of linear 

systems C1.nalysis is discussed f'urtner in sec ion 8.1. 

The variability of t.he dif!'erence curves may be seen as evidence 

for a hj.gh degree of independence between the systems~)rocossin(; 

colour and lumin::.nce in the frcqeuncy domain, for l't,lated lines of 

evil.lcnce see section 2.5. In other words, the frlquency sensitivity 

to eLecn 'cy)e of ;;tir:mlu3 is set by the characteristics of l,ach 

rocessinc system ~,ftel' :l t ILS dive, :~ed from th8 other. 

De L2.l1::;8 (1957) and '[co.n der:OI'S~Lo (1()~ :.w:.sured tnrc:!Jholds 

23 ~. ·'unct:i.on of 're ucnoy fOl' COllStXlt luminance colour alterllation 

stimuli (sec scc"ion 3.7). 

De Le.nce' S CUl'ves (at j95 run) c,.Jpe:':"l'ed t'. divide rout;.Jly into 

flir;h i'l'l;qUCl1CY 5109e, wilercCls ihn der :::orst' s (1570 run) low frequency 

portion ,,-as,'it'ced by a norizoHtal lillO. '{',.e )rescc.ni; rGsults at 

four waveleilgtns show Doth i'orms, the flattest low f'requency portion 

being at 500 nnl.(Fl j s7.7.I-S.) 
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Van der ~IOl'st' conclucledd1O..t t:ne coleur IlttenaCion curves 

sl1O'oI no eviciencc of the inilj.bi ~~orl in l-cr~~ctions to which the 

pseuclo-rcsonc..Jlt Ch2r~'.cteris tic oi' tho De Le.nge curve 112S been 

aturilJU~L,ed (e.c. Levinson, '19-:;1+). The w!.:velength ll100Ulc.tion 

curV8S in .,.11 ton conditions examined are in sU.'~)Qrt oi''Jan uer 

11oI'st' G conclusion, tHUS extending the evidence for the ind.ependence 

of luminance and colour ~)roces iug. Tnis point is discussea~ more 

fully in section 0 .i). 
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hl~_ -.2:l.na;..r!!J._~..:..!.?-.:!...el cn,6.tE_ Dis crimLna ti.2E. 

.L.3..1. Int;oduct;i.2!! 

The general [lethod useu in trlis study of wavelength discrimination 

(Luring tem)oral :norlulation of ,Iavelength is described below. Tne 

apparatus cend controls for minimising luminance fluctuations and oth(;r 

artifL:~cts are de,crio8d in sections 5 and 6. Tne waveform of the 

w velength !!lodulation WP.fj usually sinusiodal, but in one experiment 

a s'uare-wave Vle>.S used. It should be noted that the wavefonn of 

~enfl..th lIIociulHtion does ;,ot necessarily l1nve a physiological 

significance e.g. in terl:lS of cone activity, or psychophysical sig

nificance, e. g., in terms of flUe or saturation. It was desirable in 

ti-!is initial study of ',lQvelength modulation to have the physical stim

ulus specified simply. For discussion of tnis ;Joint, see sections 

3.7 and 6.1. Such a stimulus may then be used to compare the results 

of' the different experimental ap~jroaches of physiological activity" 

discrimination, colour matching etc. 

The limitations of tile luminance compensating method are described 

in section 6.2. It limits both the spectrum width and the frequency 

range that can be studied, since any further increase in either 

would involve an increasing r.1odul"tion amplitude, and hence un

acceptable degree of non-linearity in the compensation procedure. 
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thresholds (d~) as a function of wavelength for four frequenoies of mod

ulati':>n (as indica.ted). Subject C.W.'.r. Retinal illuminance 25tr. 20 

field with dark surround. Eaoh point represents four readings. 
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j'mvelen>:>:tll ;.ioliUl; t;ion ___ .. __ ,~~ .... , ... _.a ___ _ 

'l'h8 v3.J:ic. tions in :"rlreSllOl(~ uavclength ;n. ,Jul[,. tic'll wi. U .. nean 

wc~v.;lencth 1.'01' c. set of ::toclulation l'r8quencies nre shown for the 

two RUD.iccts in f'i':3. 7.3.1.-2. l'Hese plots ;':ill be described as 

dyna:nic w3.velcnf,th Jiscrirairu·.tien curves. "ithin the spectral 

limi ts tcs"ced, t.he curves eaC{l appear to exhibit similar fea 1.,11res 

to the clas~ical ferrr, of wc"velen::th discrimination (see section 

2.3.2.) with minima in the blue and yellow regions, anciLmaximum 

in the [Sre(;u. 'J.'rle possibility that these results were contaminated 

wi th residual lumindnce flicker was checked by the experimental results 

of Fig. 7.1.J. (section 7.1.3.). This eXperiment examined luminance 

flic~(er for lllonoc;'1romatic stimuli of a set of wavelengths. The 

resul ts indicate W2t up to d'e(;uencies of twice the ilignest t'requedcy 

used in tne wavelength nodulation experim.nt, there is no significant 

variation of lumin;.,nce flicker tileshold with stimulus wavelength. 

It is therefore unlikely that tile ~res(.nce of a small amount of 

residual luminance flicker would produce the variations evident in 

threshold to wavelength iilodulatiun with mean wavelength (Figs. 7 .3.1 .-2~. 

The dynamiC wavelength discrimination curves are equivalent to 

the reciprocal of a vertical cross-section through a set of wavelength 

modula "ion De Lange curves across the spectrum. They should tnere-

for containl the same infonnation as the set o~' w:J.velen~th modulation 

Gurves. COmparison of the two tYYJes (Figs. 7.3.1,-2. and 7.2.1.-4,J 

sllgges,s that this is indeed tile Case. (Jne main feature of the 

wavelength modulated De Lange curves is a contiauous loss in 
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E..ig. 7,.3.'2!.. Dynamio wavelength discrimination. Conditions as for Fig. 

7.3.1., but subject L.K.T. A - 5 Hz. B - 0.5 Hz. C - bipartite (sta-

tic) wavelength discrimination. 
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sensi tivi ty as frequency is increased. A similar loss is clec'.I'ly 

apparent in the Vl2-velel1[;th dis erirnim don curves, in wideh the mean 

threshold increases~,s :'rec_uency is increased. 

The other raain feature of the YlIlVelength modulated De Lange 

curve is a difference in shape for ciif,erent centre wavelengths. 

Tjlis would be eX:Jected to ap ear as a difference in sha~,es for 

dymmic discriminaticm curves at difi'erent frccluencies. Such 

differences are aJJC1,rent in l"igs. 7.3.1-2 and they correspOnd to 

the sha)e dirfel'ences in the wavelengt!l-n\odulation De ,Lange curves, 

in that the least chun{~e oetwecn 1 and 5Hz oc::;urs at about 500nm 

in each case, wi th l~reater changes at other wavelengths. However, 

the shape change is perhaps better described as a shift of tho short 

W3.vclengtcl ninir:lUm towards longer wavelengths as modulation frequency 

is increased. Similar shift also occurs :in the classical wavelen.:th 

discrimination function when luminance is increased, (see section 

2.3.3.), so that the effect of frequency may thus be described in 

terms of !:lreviously estaLllished phenonemon. Tne shift in the short

w.J,velength minimum is of the order of 30 run over one log unit of 

fr8c~uency forboti:l subjects, wilile the long wavelength rnimimum remains. 

essentially unal'fected apart from the i..:cneral increase in tnresnold 

as frequency is increased. The frequency dependence of the dynamic 

wavelength discrimination function does not correspond to a tendency 

towE..rds tritanopia (McCree, 196~ which involves a relative raising 

of' threshold in the 500 run region. No tendenoy for the subjective 

hue of the wavelength modula ted light to shift was reported by the 
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subjects, but the }o:'siiJility of <1. flue s.:dft WQS not investi8ated 

systematically. 

The results clearly snow that the dynamic we..velength 

discrimination ['unction is 1'r'e'luency dependent. 'l'ne implications 

of' tais Je cni.lcnce in Germs of l;hree tneories of colour discrimina

tion eire discussed in section 8. 
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Introduction ~; Lethod ---------------------
C I C'ssic[21 'i/;~velength discrimiruc tion invllllves judgement of 

~ 
colo'..lr dil" c:/?ce acrose Q ~,patial edge i.e. a llipartite field 

(:fright 6: Pitt 1~)3L:-), H;101'\:.2.S Cl"l8 dynem.ic wC1.velent::tl1 Ji.sc1'irdnation 

data of section 7.5.;~. invoivo no sYltial colour edtje, b'Jt a 

sinusioual v::l'ia tion oi' '"avelength vii th time. ThesE' stimuli UifTer 

in wo ,:1ll,io1' r(;s~)ccts; in chancinf: from spatial toceraporal variation 

of tne COLour, L,nd in 8hc;.J:l!;ing i'rom step (or edge) to sinusDtlal 

form 0:[' the vc~ric,tion. The interraedia te foro of stimulus litOS t e[~sily 

)T'oduced wi til the res 111, apparatus is ,,1. stimulus with no ::;~)1;'!.tial 

ed.ge bu t a tern ;01'[11 wav81engt11 step. SUCil e. tem ;ol'al step is llroduced 

oy fet-,ding E1 low frl'(!uHI1CY sC,luare:; we,ve into tile Lloclulators. A 

cOr.'.jJurison between the classical bipartite and~em)Ol'al s(~uare wave 

stiLlu:~i :i.s trtU:3 one oi' mode (spatial to tern.901'al, rather than liaveform. 

(lIilz c:: Cavonius (1970) h~ve I.leasured ymVeleilc;L discrimination using 

spaiial squn.ro-vlU,ve colour graLin,',s. .At their lowest spatial frequency 

(2.4. cpd.), there was no evidence that crating discrimination 

dL"'erecl from. bipartie f'ield discrimination, although they did not 

measure the latter directly). 

For the bi1)artite measurements the metrlOd de:jcribed by Wright 

&: Pitt (1934) w£'.':..' followed as closely as possible. A i.
0 s~)lit-ila.lf' 

circular /ield \.:,S used, and the subject set the smallest )ercetible 

wavelength difference, Y/ith luminance continually :natched, in each 

direction from the nomine.l mean wavelength. ~'or the temporal square-
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Dynamic wavelength disorimination. Conditions as for 

Fig. 7.3.1. Upper two figures - same data as Fig. 7.3.1.,but with extra 

repetitions. Centre figure - square-wave modulation. Lower figure -

bipartite (static) wavelength discri~nation. Each point represents 

two readings. 
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Dei. ,;i18 next (as S,lown in section 

7.; .1.) 

'l'he r,,'cult:::; c,llOwn ill J!'ig. 7.3.3. :':'or su-oject C • ./.T. iniic<'.te 

G1E.t t,lC ",evails 01' ,,;(C U~u3Grimina tion function are J.L"el'ent :e'or 

e<cC~l of til(! tjlre,-~ tYPGS oi' stimulus used. However, there is O-i1 

overail los~; in sensitivity i"or all temporal stimuli compared to 

t:18 oipartite Jiscrimin:";.i..ion fum:tion. It a)pears that in wi.'latever 

form the colour stimuli CTe tem')or1l11y "replaced", the absence of a 

Sl)a tial com11o.rison ~'ield and consequent reliance on come form of 

memory storage of t,le co., parison stimulus produces im :aired wavelength 

c:tiscrimilla-c;ion cOElpared witn th"t for 11 spatial edge. 

lor both subjects C.I/.rr. (2ig.7.3.3.) and L.K.T. (Fig, 7.3.2.) 

there a,ear 'co be small differences in the ,)osi tions of the minirolta 

betwe(;.:rl the bi .'0.1' ,i tE:: a11d dynamic wavel ength discrimination iunctiol18 

at _~gh anel Jow i'rc(.uencies. However, a lore extensive stu'iy is 

rcquired to uetenn~n8 whetrwr the bi.Jartite fUnction d.iffers from the 

dynamiC function Rt all frequencies. 

','Ii tn ret;ard to t.'1e thre': te;n,01'al conciitions, it might be 

ex~)ected that the sc~uare wave flinc don would snow improved discrimi

ncLtion over eitn8r low or hiGh frequency sine-wave discrimination, 

since the ;;quare wave contains both high and low frequency components, 

alld tHese are orsanised in such a way that there is the maximal 

1;ranDicnt information at eO-cn step. 
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'rhe results S[lOWLl :i.n iii;. 7.3.3. cio lLOt :3upport the :w:;othe:::is Ul-t 

sc:UElrE: wave modulo. tion vlill roduce improvl:d s(:nsi tivi 1,y in all 

spec'c,ral r'e;ions relativE;: to tila t for sinusiodal modulation. 

Tile w9.v021ength cliffel'lnc e t,lrE5nold to :3 uare wave Dodulation 

is similar to sine-v:ave "tlll'eshold in the yellow re·~ion, and somewhat 

hif,IlC'r than tae sinc-vmve tlireshold in tile blue-green region. Tilis 

resul t is not necesscr ';'ly in contraciiction with tIle square V1[l.ve 

~ 

wavelength difference tnreshold of Van der rioT- (196~ which are 

lOVior by a factor of 0.7 then the sine-wave wavelength liif'r'erence 

t,1.l-eshold, sinco the .Latter data were f'or a mean Qominant wavelength 

of 565 run. 

It appears tha v the presenc e of a temporal edge d.o es not always 

improve scnsitivii;.f over :;i1U'i; for tem;)oral sine wave modulation, 

but in the blue-green (,)30-530 il.L1l) reGion of the spectrum sensi ti vi ty 

in the ~;quare-Vlave case is uarkedly roduoed. 
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7.4. Bffect of Spatial and Temporal Stimulus Configuration on 

De Lange Curves, Introduction. 

In section 7.3.3. it was found that stimulus waveform and 

field configuration produced complex effects on the wavelength 

di::;crimination _unotion. The purpose of the 9resent section is 

to examine the ef::'ects similar stimulus attributes on the form of 

the De LanGe curve, :i."or both navelength and luminance modulation. 

The modulation sensitivity was obtained down to very low modulation 

frequencies, for sine and square-wave modulution using either an 

equiluminant or dark surround. The experiments were peri'onned on 

subject C.tl.T. 
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(1£10> 
De Lange'sLorigiMtl s,;imulus conf'iguration was first re_:licated, 

wiiil the excootion th _t monOCilr matic light was used. for the sur:.:'ound. 

for most ex)eriments, D. \'lc.velr:ngth,of :;;27 run Vias used for the dark 

surround, and 544 run for the atuiluminant SUl'l'ound, since this was 

the nearest av,"'..ilable interference fitter to the standard 527 run used 

in many experLllcnts in this thesis. Chec;Cs we'e r:l8.de that the dominant 

wavelength "iff'erence did not exert a significant effect on the con-

(li tions clescribei. As in previous eXgerimentG, the flickering field 

was 20 in diameter, with u 10° equiluminant, equichromatic surl'ound 

when required. 1'iYeshold modulation delJth was set by the subject 

for frequencies extending down to 0.05 Hz. Although tedious, this 

task Vias not found particuiarly difficult by the subject. Readings 

were t;aken in two sets of tV/O readings for each set for eVery 

experimental conaition. Readings for sine and square-wave modulation 

were altE.:l'nateci at each modulation frequency. 

Results 

Fig. 7.4.1. shows tne,t for Goth sine-ware ,:eM square-wave 

modulation using an equiluminant surround, the main features of De 
, 

Langes results with white light are evident, although the sensitivity 

does not level ot'1' at 1-2 Hz, as suggested by De Lange, (1957, pg27), 

but continues to fall to 0.5 Hz, before reaching a. steady level of 

about half the sensitivity at 2Hz. This low frequency steady level 

presull.ably represents, for the square wave modulator, a transient 

regime in wnich the threshold to eacn luminance step is unaffected 
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Eitl..7.401.t. De Lange curves with equiluminant surround. Open ciroles -

square wave modulation. Filled points - sine-wa'le modula.tion. Other 

conilitions as in Figs. 7.2.1-5. Wavelength - 527nL'l0 

/i" .. 1.05· De Lange curves with dark surround. Other oonditions as 
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by the )reccdins stCY. '{he sine - wave cC'.se is considered below. 

11ne se!al':::.tion between sine and. square Wave thresholds at 11i6h 

t'rcc_ucncies V/'.W 2.ttributou. to, bY De Lange, tlle greater amplitude 

of trle funua~:JE)I1"(;al FOLlrier cor,l;)(.:nent of the S0uare-wave com'Jareci 

wi til tne sine \;c~vc. J.':lC separation above 5 Uz. is consistent v;i th 

thcJI'cciicc;eo sopar.tion 01' a I'[Lctor of~. As found by De Lange, 
11 

the se aration increases in toe zone around 1 Hz. He suggested that 

this ',:'-1.5 due to the effect of nigher harmonics in the sruare W[Lve 

res·lonse. Hc,wever, these \'Ioula be expected to have r,!uximum effect 

in the transient region, ".,here in fact the sine/square separation 

appears to ctecrease again. '.I.'he suggestion is discussed in the next 

section, tna t the ,)eak sine-wave amplie;ucie is detected a~inst the 

spatial reference of the surround, whereas tile ~eak square-wave 

amplitude detection involves a tempora., re1erence. If this is the 

Gase, toe sensitivity to s(~uare-wave modulation may be enhanced by 

tr[',nsient tom oral overshoot ·:.hereas the sine-wave sensitivity may 

be increased by spatial ed!~e enhancement. 'l'he sil1.e/s(~uare separation 

would tnere/ore re~'lect dif'ferences oet'lleen the two types of 

enhanC8!1lent. 

The da~a of fie;. 7.L~.2. de)ict sine- and square-wave modulaLion 

tClI'esholds for a 20 
field with a dark surround. As found by Kelly 

(1969) for a 40 
field with a dark surround., the sensitivity, is muoh 

reduced for frequencies below 10Hz, for botn sine and square-wave 

modulction. 1be se~ration between the sine and square wave sensitivities 

to ue expected from the ampli tuues of the fUndamental Fourier components. 
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Subtraction curves for luminance modulation De Lange 

curves (in db). Filled points - square7,6inus sine-wave conditions (Fig. 

7.1 ... 2.) Open circles - equiluminant minus dark surround conditions. 

(Fig. 7.4. 1-2). 

Subtraotion curves for wavelength modulation·De Lange 

curves. Filled points - square-- minus sine-wave conditions (Fig. 7.4.5.) 

Open circles - equiluminant minus dark surround (Figs. 7.4.4-5). 
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is :~lDint[:,i[leC:l for fl'u:uencie:.:: ,:.bove about 3 Hz. In tile t'requency 

reGion bc'low 3Hz, theC'olID of tilG square-wave sensitivity curve 

appec_~'s to be closelJ similar for e;'.2ui1Ulninan-i:; and Clark surro'Jnds, 

a1 til0UCfl the dark SUT':counc. curve is u.Dau t 6 cib lower t~lan~hc 

equi1uminant surl'ound curve (see_'ig. 7.'T.3.). Tllis ill1~.'lies that 

n') T'rcr~U01CY dey:'.1dent slJatial interacL-ions are siGnificant in terms 

of' square wave tilreSllold. On the otiwl' hand the sine-wave dark-surround 

seLsitivity 1'alls pro,sressively as frequency is rc..:duced, relative 

to tile sine-wave e(luiluminont surrounJ. sensitivity. 1"118 ratio of the 

two l'esl)onses is lob .. ed in tile lor; subtraction curve (Fig. 7.4-.3.), 

which makes it elecT that the uecline is steady at 4 db /decade over 

nc[;.rly two decades of i:·l.'l;Uuency. lig. 7.2~_.3. also dc.jicts tne log 

subt~~ction curve for s.:uare form sine-wave mociula1;ion, each with 

dark surrounu. '1'[1(; 4 db /ciecade decline is replicated in this case, 

indicating tna"l, the presence of either a spatial edge (sine, 

equiluminant surround case) or a teml)oral step (lledge") (square, dark 

surround case) will prevent the low frequency adptation effect. 

Similar results on the ef'fect of' a surround are evident in the data 

of Kees8Y (1970). '.r;:e same frequency sensitivity dif'ference is 

c!I'esent in (;[.:.ch case a1 tnough the am i)li tud.e of the response with a 

temporal ste~) is evidently 1ar:;er than that of' the reS~.Jonse with a 

spatJ.al edge by about 3 aD. In the frEquency region above 3 Hz, the 

equiluI:lin311 t: do..rk surround response ratio reflects a peak of 7 Hz 

in the equiluminant surroun~: res .;Q115 e, which is less marked in the 

dark surround case. 'J.'he spatial configuration thus o.f;'ects the details 

of the form of the sensitivity curve, as found in other conditions by 
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iCelly (1969, 19C)S~ Hov/ever, exrunina ~ion 0:::' spc~tial, colour 

in-l.er:-.cL~\llS in De Lunge curVes is oeyoncl the scope of the 

present study. 
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De Lange ourves for wavelength modula.tion with equilumin-

ant surround. Other oondition~ as for Fig. 7.4.1. 

De Lange curves for wavelength modulation with dark surr-

ound. Other conditions as for Fig. 7.4.1. 
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.2.4 .}_. _.-:.!..c:.y_e}_~n1:...t;l .:of}.~ la t2-2.!! 

Using siJ:lile.,r con.i "Lions 1.0 t,lose in section 7 •• 1. the e~>i'ects 

of r.lOdulation Vlavefonn emu iJrescnce of a surrounu. were studied for 

a Ht'.vel8ngth Elodulation about a Illean wavelength of 527 run or 5411-

run (for the reasons as outlined in section 7. c, .• 1.) 

Results 

As Figs. 7.4.4. and 7. L,..5. indicate, the configuration of both 

temporal ,;.::.veform ani spatial surround have efi'ects similar to those 

for lumin'~ncc r:lo:;ul:, tion. In the high frequency region (auove 1 Hz 

for wavelength :noClula tion) the sepc'1..ra tion between square and sine-wave 

modulation f'or lloth equiluminant and d;;rk surJ'ound seems to f'it quite 

well the 4;1T difference Jredictted if the f'undamental Fourier component 

of each ','laveform deter. ined threshold. This accords with the con

clusions of Van der Horst (196~ who found the same efrect of Wave

form in an investilgation of only the equiluminant surround case and 

a t a dift'erent mean wavelength. There is 110 si.:nificant effect of 

the surround on the square-wave sensitiv.ity over the whole frequency 

range. (The posGible overall increase in sensitivity is obscured by 

tl1e change in mean wavelength between the two conditions). In the 

case of sine-wave lllodula tion, however, the absence of a surround 

(Fig. 7.4.5.) produces a steL1dy decrease in sensitivity as frequency 

is reduced belo. 1 Hz. The sensi tivi t I :'alls at a similar rate to 

that for luminance modulation, i.e. 4 db/decade. The log subtraction 

curves for square-f""',Il sine-wave modulation and dark from equiluminant 

surr'ound conditions are de1)icted in Fig. 7.4.6. The 4 db /decade 
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adaptahon slope is a ~;ooci fit for the sine/square ratio below 1 Hz. 

~'he data for the d<.<I'k/equ~luminant log subtraction curve do not 

conform well to the sm,le ac~aptation slotJe, but further experimentation 

would. be reGuired Lo determine rlhetner this can be ascribed to 

experimental error or represents an adc..itional effect. 

1'hus for vlb.velength modulation, as for luminanoe modulation, 

the general forms of the square-wave modulation sensitivity for 

ei ther surl'ounci cond.i tion, and for sine-wave sensitivity with an 

equiluminant sUITound, are quite similar, Wllereas if' the surround 

is removed with sine-wave modulation, a low frec!uency slip-in effeot 

(De Lange, 1957 pg 40) or adaptation is evident. However, the slope 

of this adaptation is lar shallower than the out-off of a single 

stage first-order filter (i.e. 20 db /decade). 

1'here are diff'erences in the frec~uency at which the adaptation 

slope begins. For luminance modulation, it appears at about 3 Hz, 
A ~a-lA-r 

whereas with wavelength modulation it is not present abovek1 Hz. 

This difference in the tempol'al characteristics of the adaptation 

between wavelength and luminanoe modulation suggests that the 

adaptation is occurring after the separation of the luminanoe and 

colour processing channels, but before the modulation detectOr stage. 

The similarity in slope, hc:mever, sugt~ests that similar processes 

are involved in each channel. 
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7.5. TrargdellUtj.~a.tion 

~.1. In~r~~ct~ 

The results of' section 7.2. indicate that the visual system 

frequency res)onse functions for steady state wavelength modulation 

differ lll'.rkedly from those for luminance modulation. There are not, 

on the otHer nand, great differenc8s between the frequency character-

istics compared at different mean wavelengthofor either t,ype of 

modul"tion. Tnis is perhaps surprising in view of the marked differ-

ences that have been re)orted in various measures of the transient 

response to different stimulus wavelengths, (reviewed. in section 3.10.). 

It vms therefore deciued to examine the response of the visual system 

to :Julses of wavelength change (at constant luminance), in order to 

shed. ligilt on tne aiscrepency between the steady-state and transient 

approaches to colour change stimuli. The use of a constant-luminance 

wavelength l)ul::~e was designed to be comparable in the transient regime 

to the sinusoidal wa.velength modulation in the steady-state regime. 

The object was to sti~ulate the colour detection mechanisms while 

presenting no effect to the luminance detection mechanism. The 

response to cons taut-wavelength luminance pulse3 stimuli will be 

examined, with wavelength as a parameter, as a comparison with the 

effects of the wavelength pulse. The threshold response to luminance 

pulses is known as the increment threshold. (Graham & Kemp, 1938). 

Increment tctresholds as a function of' pulse duration nave not previously 

been studied at different wavelengths, as far as I could asoertain, 

except for the s?8cial case of zero background retinal illuminance, 

i.e. absolute fureshold. 
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1'he values of critical duration will be compared for luminance 

pulses at different wavelengths, for wavelength pulses relative to 

luminance ~ulses under otherwise similar conditions, and for 

wavelength pulses at different mean Vlavelengtfls. In addition the 

effect of variations in mean l'etinal illu.,linance on the critical 

dura tion for a selected condition was measured. l'he resul ts of 
lAce e phcl 

this section have been SJllillliUticd for publication (Regan and 

Ty 1 er, 1971 b). 
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l'he wavelength of' a 20 field was moduln ted by means of' the 

wavelengtn modular,or described in secion 5.2. The modulator produced 

a stimulus of contimously variable wavelength, Consequent variations 

in stimulus luminance are cancelled to below subjective threshold by 
(""Lt,'"", ~, t ,) 

means of a c.'ossed ;)olaroid lumine.l1ce modula tori, which Has also used 

alone to produce the luminance flashes for the data on critical 

duration )'or lurnint:.nce. 'Ihe mod.ulators Vlere fed with pulses of variable 

duration triggered at 10 sec. intervhls. The per1'omance of the 

modulators under these conditions was ascertained by mean::; of a fast 

S1\; phototl'ol taic diode ~)laced at the exit pupil as described in section 

,. 1'he performance was satisfactory for the conditions used. 

For a range of pulse durations presented randomly the subject 

was required to reduce the wavelength incremeni4to subjeotive 

thrt';snold. The luminanoe change produced by the wavelength 9ulse 

waS cancelled by an inverse pulse to the luminance modulator. The 

subject adjusted the amplitude of the latter until the percived 

luminanoe change was at a minimum for each individual observ,tion. 

The signal to both modulators was then reduc(xl in parallel by a 

single control, thus allowing the subject to set the wavelen~~th 

increment to threshold while luminance changes were maintained at 

a subthreshold level. 

All the experiments were perf'ormed on a single subject. (c.w.r) 

Four readings were averaged for each data point. The readings were 

made in random order for each of the four sets of durations used. 
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L5...:l.. }i.esul ts. 

'lilC results [,.l'e plotted in the forIll comr:lOn in 5 Ludics of 

increlUent till' C sllolcl e,S u Cunc tion of time of log dL. t. 

(or log dA.t) against log t in wi:1ich Bloch's law is repre

sented by a 1101 0 izontal line, and. time indenendence by a 2+-50 line. 

The lines are fitted by eye as asymptotes to tne [;lOre extrC:ile 

values. Fig. 7.5.1. A,.3,C,D confirms the clas~o,ical I'orm of' the time 

function Oi
O luminance increment thresholds. ':i.'he extrapolated 

critical durations (t ) for wavelengths 4t>0, 527, 580 Co: GoO run at c 

10 trolands are about 56(~ 8), 65(± 4) and 62, (! 5), 6~ 2) msec, 

respectively. 'l'hese vdues are not significantly d.ifferent wi thin 

the limits of experimental error. 1he error terms in tnis section 

are computed as follows. As~nptotes were fitted to the first and 

second p3.irs of read.ings taken. Half the difference between the 

two values of critical duration thus obtained is quoted as the 

modulus of the error. Ho order effects were evident on inspection. 

The cri tic.?l duration does not therefore apjear to be significantly 

affected by stimulus wavelength within a range of 120 1m and at a mean 

(ada:)ting) retinal illuminance of 10 tr, with a field size of 2
0

• 

It was possible to repeat the 527 run luminance:mlse experiment 

at a retinal illuminanoe about 1 log unit nigher (110 tr) and two 

log units lower (0.1 tr). (Fig. 7.5.2. C and 9). The critical 

durations obtained were 43 (~ 2) Rtseo and 96 (! 5) .sec respectively, 

In the 0.1 tr oondition the field appeared colourless. 

The 600 run experiment was also repeated at 0.1 tr (fig. 7.5.2.D). 

'l'he luminance;ulse critical duration was 9.0 (+ 7) mseo. i.e. similar 
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to that for the 527 run condition at. the same retinal illuminance. 

The results for wavelengt!l pulses at a retinal illuminance of 

-10 tr. are snown in .r'if5 7.5.3. l."or all r'our wavelengtns tested 

(4uO, ':;;27, 580 + 600 run) it iei clear that a phase ap;,)roaching 

reciproci ty between rm.velengtrl cnange and i;ime exists, for the l.hreshold 

of short duration wavelength )ulses. 'l'he threshold. wavelength 

change 1'or long duration pulses conforms to the 45° asymptote, 

indicating time-inuG)eno.ence. 

'lhus wi thin the limi is of v!D.velength change used (up to 20 nm) the 

form of' the increment threshold function for t~le wavelength lJulse is 

simllo.r to that for luminance increments. The extrapolated critical 

durations i,'or the i'iavelength pulses (tcw) at the four wavelengths 

tested (fig. 7.j.3. il,B,D,C.) were about 250 C:!:. 15), 250 (.:!:. 20), 

160 (!. 5), and 110 (!. 3) m sec for hBO, 527, 580 and 600 nm 

respectively. These durations are between two and three times the 

critical ciuration for luminance )ulses under the same conditions. 

They also vary by a factor of at least two across the spectral 

locations tested. 

Fig. 7.5.3 also shows a wavelength pulse threshold curve (E) 

for 527 nm at a retinal illuminance increased by about 1 log unit 

(110 tr). 7he critical duration is about104 (+ 2) R seo, as compared 

with 250 (.:!:. 20) m sec for tne 10 tr. condition. Taus at this 

wavelength the luminance of the stimulus has a marked effect on 

~ 
the wavelength pulse thr~huld. 
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1.2.4 •. __ ~uminance i~lse Resl)onses 

'l'he response to luminance pulses coni'OI1:! to the classical data of 

Graham 0: Kemp (1938). Usin:: ViLli te ligilt, ,-,hey obtained measures of 

critical dur tion for a r· ,nge of values of mean luminance using a natural 

pupil. 

Computation of the a.)roximate values of retinal illuminance using 

tne me:, sur8~; of pupil diameter quoted by La Grand (1957 pg 96) allows 

comparison of the critical durations obtained for wni to and the .)resent 

monochromatic light. Granam & Kemp's values are about 90 m sec at 0.1 

trolands, 60 msec at 10 trolands and 40 msec at 110 tro18nds, wnich 

corres~ond well with the values for monochromatic (527 nm) light in 

fig. 7.5.2. for the present subject. 

The values 1'01' critical duration for luminance ulses at 10tr adapting 

retinal illuminance (fig 7.5.1.) show no inf'luence of mean wavelength 

wi thin the experimental error. This is in accordance with the very small 

field data of' Rouse (1952) and the 4.5' field data of Sperling and 

Jolliffe (1965). However, Sperling and Jolliffe found that a 200 nm 

wavelength difterence produced a significant differ,.nce in critical 

duration with a stimulus configuration (45' field, dark surround) similar 

to the present one (20 field, dark surround). Their data were ob:ained 

with zero adapting retinal illuminance in the stimulus field, in contrast 

wi th the 10 troland adapting retinal illuminance used for the results 

in Fig. 7.5.1 •• This difference in adapting conditions may be a factor 

in the discrepency between the results of Sperling & Jolliffe and tnose 

of the present experiment. 
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The procedure for minimisinG the luminance change produced by a 

::,ulse change in stimulus wc'.velength is describl.-d. in section 7.':;.2. 

The possibility remains that threshold Vias not determined sol~ by 

chromatic changes ei t:ler a) be caus eat the minLll110 the cancellation 

WaS not complete, anll sooo luminance Ghange still present, or b) 

because, even if cancellation was COl!'iJ.ietely el'f'ecti ve, the separate 

pulses in each cone mec1lanism due to the constant-luminance wavelength 

pulse stimulus are by some means (e .g. a temlJoral difference) still 

processed as lwoinance signals, or c) because rod intrusion became 

a significant factor in tde determination of tdreshold. 

'll1e critical duradon for ro<.1s as measured in the peripheral 

retina at tae laean rednal illumin::'.nce used in tile l)rincipal wava

n 
length :Julse experiment is not l'J!.O'Vj: but Gt absolute tJ.lreshold, it 

was not ~'ound to he longer than the longest value for cone (foveal) 

vision (200 msec. Sperling & Jolliffe, 1965). It is tnerefore like~ 

that the critical duration for ro.ds at 10 tr photopic retinal 
51.mddr to 

illuminance would be~that of the cones. l'':lia will be assumed to be 

the case for the lllolLent. 

Given the as sumptivm; concerning critical duration for rod 

vision just discussed, the data described in section 7.j.3. support 

tlle idea (section 25.), that wavelength)ulses are not processed 

by the same system as luminance pulses. The critical durations for 

wavelength ~ulses (tcw) are considerably longer (by between 8~~ and 

430'fo) than luminance .,ulses umer the same condi tiona, and also 

vary by a factor of 2 as a function of ",san wavelength, WHereas 
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luminance p'..llses a1'e not significantly affected by mean wavelength 

(compare Figs. 7.5.1. & 7.<.;.3.). J?urthermore, the ef'f'ect of' mean 

retinal illuminance on t is much greater at tho wavelength tested cw 

(527 run) than is the efr'ec] on t. t is reduced to 70;0 of' its c cw 

10 tr value by a 1 log unit increase in Dean retinal illuminance, 

WHereas t is only reciuc;d by 35 % In combina tion, these f'acts c 

suggest th t cnanges corresponding to fuose induoed by luminance 

pulses (as in a,b or c) are not involved in the determination of 

thresholds to vi8.velength pulses. 

The assumptions made concerning critical duration f'or rod vision 

\ 

maybe incorrect, I'or example due to the ~ cotopic retinal illuminance 
I 

hav-'Jong a very diff'erent value fro ... the stated photopic retinal 

illumincmce. The standard C.~.L. date (C.I.~. 1951) for photopic 

and scotopic luminosity (wnich are used to Qetermine the values of 

the respective types of retinal illuminance) shows a diff'erence of 

not more than about 1 log unit sensitivity between the two fUnctions 

.i thin the range 480-60 run. An experiment was therefore coIXiucted 

using a stimulus designed to stimUlate only rods at a reduoed 

adapting retinal illuminance. The 527 run stimulus was presented at 

a retinal illuminance reduced by 2 log units (o.1tr). It appeared 

colourless to the subject. The critical duration was computed as 

90 (!!: 7) Dlsec for the 600 run condition. It was not comparable 

with the wavelength critical duration obtained at the same spectral 

locus until the retinal illuminance was increased by about 3 log 

units ~04 (+ 2) msec at 527 nm and 110 tr). The decrease in retinal 

illuminance required for the critical duration for rod vision to 
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equal that found usine tne "Ilvelen[';tll )ulse stirnul:ls is thus 

considerably larger than should be expected from the difference 

between rod :md cone luminosity functions, if the C.r.E. luminosity 

functions ap;roximate to fuose for tlieJresent subject. 

It tilerefore ap ears thee t the possibility of contamination of 

toe w<velength pulse data with luminance cnange ini'orm:tion from a 

l1u;!lber ot' !)ossible sources is not supported. by the data described 

above. 
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).5.6. Discussion 

If' the; consider2. "cions of the ~rGcedinG section are c,_rrect, the 

data of fig. 7 .:;>.3. re~;l'csent psycho!mysical t.nresIlolds to wavelcnbth-

C.:'"lange pulses fur tho subject tes-"eci. l'hE~ Qn.ta ;.l:.ve a similar 'orm 

.ith respect to ;ulse duration as the luminance 9u1se dc.ta. 1'ney 

&.l);Je~r to 1'i t the 11-5
0 

",-sym· tote (d~ = C 1) wi thin the lind ts of error 

at lonG [):llsc durations. 'l'~le fit to the horizontal asymptote 

(dIL.t = C2) is limitod uy -~he large amplitudes of ~)Ulse re,~uired at 

s110rt LlUl·a;.,ion:.;, (Jut is nevertlleless satis!~actory. A critical 

duration (tcw ) can be computed 1'01' -"he wavelr:ol1gth l-,ulse u.ata wnich 

is 80 - 430;~ lon~er than tho cn tical duration for luminance pulses 

Uliller ot!ler\iise similar conditions, and which v,~cries by a factor of 

about two over the spectral region examined. The critical duration 

(tow) is not proportional to ~e variation in threshold at longer 

duration (::;ilovm by the verti<.;c.l displacement of trle 45° asymptotes 

for different wavelengths in fig. 7.5.3.). 

A widely accepted theory of the i'onn of the response to pulse 

stimulation is tk"t of Hartline (1934), based on physiological 

observations in the limulus eye. 
It 

He found that the Bt(sen-Roscoe law 

of tern ,oral summation held up to a certain pulse duration (the 

critical duration) at wnich point t!1ere was an abrupt change in the 

function f'i tted by the res iJonse to a form constant for constant 

intensity. Hartline inter)reted. horizontal (4L.t = const) part of 

the curve as resul ting from a ;::>ilOtochemical integration process. 

'.rhe abrupt change in the response functiun was considered to have 
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been produced oy thl; occural1ce OJ: a critical event in the receptor 

cell (not necessarilj tne occurcncc of a rccoru.able s~.ike ctiecharge) 

after which the tem:oral intecration was no lon.:.;cr relcvGnt in the 

ini'ormrl.tion transmi,.teo. ·~o tIle urain. A similar explanation has 

be C'n invoked to explain hU!:lan . sychophysi cal func tiom of the Same 

form (GraIlaID r:;: Kemp, 1933). 'Ine v1avelength pul::;; data confonn 

reasonably well to the two asymptotes of di\.. t = C
1 

and d'i\ = C2 , 

showin:; a Ghange from ODe; mode to the other as abrupt L s in tile case 

of the luminance pulse data. If Hartline's interpretation is correct, 

then tne \iavelengtl1 pulse data imply an integration process lasting 

U,) to 2~)O msec f'or the subject tes,ed, \,li th a distinct critical 

ev nt in the col.our processing charmel, as described in section 2.5. 

'l'he integration Jrocess involVed is not necessarily photochemical, 

bu t, on Hartline's model, it mus t involve continuous integl'a tion 

up to the critical event in the colour channel. The measured critical 

duration corres:Jond to the period from the start of the integration 

to the occurrence or' the critical event. 

It should be noted that the data of responses to both luminance 

and wavelength pulses is compatible with other models of visual 

response to pulses. Tnis point is considered further in section 8. 

Hartline's model is described here as it has a physiological basis 

and it is therefore more persimonious to accept it, if it can be 

applied to the wavelength pulse data. 
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8.1. De Lane's l.iodel --.-----.. ---~-- .. ---
'l'he i'irst a'Jproach to a model of dynamic wavelength (or 

chromatici ty) discrimination vms suggested by De Lange (1957). 

His results ind.ica. ted that the wavelengtn modulation tlll'esholci 

function differed by a small number of' simple attenUation stages 

from luminance nodult.:.tion tnresi:lolu function for the same stimulus 

condi tions. This approLich does not s pecii'y tne physiological 

mechanisjim involved in colour processing, but merely that tile system 

involves a variable nUr.lbcr of first-order stages of attel1l1at..ion 

dependine on the aver-ace luminance of the brightness signal during 

th8 ')rOC8i;S. This suggestion should be considered in relation to 

the evidence (reviewed in section 2.5.) for independence between 

;he brightnes,; and colour channels in the visual system of the 

form sugr;ested by "ilalraven (1962), each deriving information from 

the same photofceptor stage. De Lange's suggestion implies either 

a) that the luminance modulation threshold function is :lroduced 

solely in the sta~"e before the separation of brightness ani colour 

channels or b) that the attenuation characteristics of the separate 

colour channel are the same as those of the Drigntnes::: channel, 

with a small number of extra first-order attenuation stages. Neither 

of these pos~ibilities are very likely in view of the discrepancies 

in form of the difference curves for luminance as o~)posed to wave-

length modulation sensitivities under a range of conditions (discussed 

in section 7.2.) 

The difference curves do not conform to the attenuation produoed 
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by a small number 01' casc",ded filters, and indicate th~t t1.e 

relationship between luminance and wavelength modulation functions 

is "C'ar from 3'imnle in the spectrtUll res a w::ole. Tnis lack of a 

consistent relationship lends suport to lialraven' s concept of 

the independence of bri:htness and colour channels developed 

from Pieron's (1939) ideas, and of the processes involved in each. 

Walraven & Bouman's (1966) fluctuation theory model will now 

be considerea in greater detail, in relation to the effects of 

frequency on the dynamic wavelength discrimination function. 
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Fi6.. 8.0. Model of colour processing system (Walraven and Bouman, 1966). 
For explanation, see text. 
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8.2« l"luctua tion 'l'heory Jllodel 

The Walraven & Bouman fluctuation theory, as described in 

section 2.4.3., is elabore ted fro,:1 a perfect detector model by 

means of a set of colour-encoding relationships wnich are em

bodied in Fie. B.O. Tile luuinel1ce channel (C) branches from the 

chromatic chanlld CD) immediately after the receptor stage (A). 

'1'he chromatic channel con~ains a comparator (h,G) wnica compares 

tIle outputs of tile r(::;~" and green cones in some unspecified lIlanner. 

fuc: second compara:';or (Y,£) CO[:lpares tne sur.t:ied out~)uts of tnt) red 

ancl green channels \'/i th t!18 output of tile blue channel ;nul ti;Jlied 

by a cert:.,.in l'c.cLor (~2) w:lich varies with conditions such as 

lu;]iitancl level. 

'1'110 analysis in t .. e present section is oriented to the question 

of' whether the dync.mic davelength discrimination fr0quency depend

ence (section 7.3.) is explicaole in t. rms of the ','ialraven-Bouman 

LIodel, and if so wilicr} sogment of' th e I"odel det' rmine s the frequency 

dependenci. In [)articular, the o,uesdon is wnether differential 

cone l'rpquency resuonse fullctions such LlS are rel)orted by Green 

(1969) ace sufficient to explain the dynamic wavelength discrimina

tion functions (in which case the functions would be dettrmined in 

ulock A), or whether the functions reflect the opponent colour 

intE;;ra.::tions of block B. 

'1'he effect of dif'fel:ential cone frequency response functions 

in the blue green region of the spectrum is to decreas8 sensitivi~ 

to the hlue signal relative to the green as frequency is increased. 

1~e decrease found by Green (1969) between 1 and 5H& Was by a factor 
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CONE FREQUENCY RESPONSE CURVES 

C.W.T. 10 tr. 

5 10 

FREQUENCY (Hz) 

F~~. 8.1. Cone frequency response curves. For method and definition 

of modu~ation parameter (~) see text. 
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of two. 

The method used uy Green to measure cone :'rc''luency response 

functions wns replicated. for subject C.,;.'l'. A stimulus consisting 

of a 2
0 

cen trally f'ixa'Jed test field of a dominant wavelencth such 

as to stimulate one type of cone to Vlhich is added a 100 adapting 

field of a dominnnt ,-,avelength that favours the other t."IO types of 

cone. 'rhe isolat,_u test field retinal illuminance used was 10 trolands 

me-sured by f'lic:er photometry, (as op"osed to 125 "effective" trolands 

used by Green, who cloes not describe how Ile arrived P.t this measure). 

The cone frequency res Jon::;e functions were mee-Bured wi tit an adapting 

field of a retinal illuminance such as to depress toe _,eak sensitivity 

so that 10 per cent modulation of the test field Was at thresnold. 

Galiuration of tht: actual mouul tion of the test field W2S performed 

by the ;rlethod de~}cribed by Green, which consists essentially of find

ing the change in modulation sensitivil,y produced oy raising the 

retinal illuminance 0:'" the test field by a factor of 4.5. This change 

indicates toe relative extent to wilich the cone type uncier investi

gation in Hny one of tho three adapting conditions is stimulated by 

tne test (modulated) and adanting (steady) fields. 

The resulting frequency response functions of the three cone 

mechanisms are plotted in Fig. B.!. The three functions are similar 

in form to those found by G, -ean at a higher retinal illuminance. 

The red and blue functions are approximately flat to about 10 Hz, then 

shOW a sharp fall-off. For the green function, sensitivity increases 

up to about Hz before showing a similar fall-off. Again, in agree-

ment with Green's data, the blue sensitivity is de~)ressed relative 
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to the other two (thOUg.l not to 'uhe same extent as under Gl'een' s 

condi tions) • 

j<'or the purpose of the ,resent Giscussion, the feature of 

interest is the cnange in sensitivity of the blue relative to the 

green mechanism between 0.:..) and:> Hz. It is clear from l"ig. 8.1. 

that for subject C.W.T. at a retinal illuminance comparable with 

that used 1'01' the dynamic wavelength discrj,mina tion experiments, 

this change is somewhat les~ than the factor of 2: 1 found by Green. 

Since brigntness variations are cancelled at all tim8s, the flux 

entering the blue cone must be ap ,.roxima tely doubled at 5Hz relative 

to 1Hz. 

'l'here are two pos;:;ible effects of t :is relative change in cone 

sensitivities. 

a) If the dir'" erence between frequency reS'lonse functions occurs 

before the sC:Jaration of' luminance and colour-processing channels 

(i.e. in block A) the brightness cancellation will ensure that the 

amplitude of the signals entering the colour processing channel 

(block B) is inde'Jendent of' frequency. In this case no part of the 

frequency dependence of wavelength descrimination is attributable 

to the frequency cl~racteristics of the cone ~echanism (block A). 

b) On the other hand, the difference between the frequenoy 

response functions might occur after the separation of the luminanoe 

and colour-processing channels in block C. If this is the case, then 

the cancellation of the brightness variations at the site of flicker 

perception, will produce an increase of' the order of a 2: 1 in the 

ratio of blue to green signals at the cones as frequency is raised 
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from 0.5 to 5 Hz. Tilis increase will enter the colour channel 

without ueing compensated, and will consequently alter the ratio 

of olue -co green signal available for hue discriminu tion../alraven 

& Bouman (1966) have studieJ the el'1'e~t oi' altering theolue-green 

signal ratio on wc,velength discrimina tion in terms of tneir luantum 

:fluctua tion theory of discrimination. Doublint.:; tne blue-green signal 

re,tio will shift the threshold discrimination minimum of the blue 

region of the spectrum approximately 5 run towards the long wavelength. 

Tais prediction is in the same direction as the results shown in 
(fj 177) 

figure 1.:) ~, but is only about one quarter of the ma;nituae of the 

empirical results. Thus di:fi'el'ential frequency sensitivities of the 

thre8 colour signals oCGurring after the separation of brightness and 

colour channels, woula result in a small shift of the ulue dis-

crimination minimum, but sufficient to account 1'01' only 11 part of the 

experimen tal s.ilift. 

It is concluded that whicnever part of the luminance I)rOcessing 

pathway is responsible for the differing frequency response functions 

of the three colour sensitive mechanisms, the colour processing 

channel (block B) mus t be responsible for a large .Jart of the 

frequency dependence of' the wavelength discrimirution functions. 

The above analysis has attempted to snow whether differences 

in the cone mecnanism frequency response functions (fig. 8.1.) could 

account 1'01' the 30 run shift in the blue miJrlmum of the dynamic wave-

length discrimination curves with frequency. This appears not to 

be the case. However, tile asswnption t:l8.t the blue channel gain factor 
2 (Fij ~.O) 

~ is frequelJcy dependent does allow the dynamic wavelength 
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di ,.,crimimo.don l'esul ts to be lijociell ed by fluc tua tion theory. 

The ,;ain i'actor ~ 2, which is postulated to operate only in the colour 

cllannel (block B), u.~s been shown to vary with stimulus lumin<.::.nce 

by Jalraven and BoulT1<.::.n (1966). 'l~1eir results indicate tha t the 

re'lu ired Si1 ift in th e blu e minimum would be . roduc ld if fo 2 changed 

1'1'or,1 16 to 250 over the range 0.5 - 5 Hz. This Vlould require a 

.1·2 log unit increase in the relative sensitivity of the olue colour 

channel, er decrease in l'elc,tive sensitivity of the summed red and 

grl:'en (yellow) channel. Such a change, togethc~r wi tu an approximately 

twofold decrease in sensitivii;y of all channels, would account for 

the fY'equency deI)enlence of the dynamic wavelength discrimination 

function. 
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8.4. Opponen.t Process '.l.'heory and Dynarlic ilavelenb~~.-..p.iscrimination 

.liS is describeci in section 2.4.4. the O)poncnt Process theory 

as au tline d by dUN', ch 2.nd Jameson (1955) :;lain~ns tho. t the Wa ve-

len:ti,l Ciiscrimino.tion function Cf1,n De derived. from t:ne rate of change 

oJ:' l'daL:ive ~lUe coefficients logetner with the so. tura tion discrimination 

function through the s~)ectrum. There have been no studies of "the 

frequency dependence of either the ilUe coef.::'icients or the .:,aturation 

function, so the'. t 110 direct predic tion 1'rom the OJ)ollent Process 

theory is ,possible,. (Tne hue shift of' f'lic:~ering lights measured 

by Van der Horst & iAuis (1969) is not releva.nt in tnis connexion as 

o t!wir stimuli were over 100 per cent j;iodulat ed. in luminDllce and 

several lqg units origllter than tllOse re,Jorted herein, W~lereas the 

frequency depend ence of wavelength discrimination was :found. 1'or 

threshold wavelength modulation). 

It is thereJ'ore of interest to examine whetner tile l'requency 

dellendence of -.ravelength modulation may be described in terms of the 

previously known dimensions of variation of the parameters determining 

the wavelength discrimination function according to the Opponent 

Process theory. As in the Case of the fluctuation theory, the Opponent 

Process theory DaS been applied to the wavelength discrimination 

luminance levels 1 log unit apart (data from ',r'eale ) i951). 

1'iJ3 described in secLion 2.4.4. the predicted wavelengtH dis-

crimination function was derived from a combination of the rat~ 

of cllange of the flue coefficient and the saturation discrimination 

function at each wavelength interval. The eff'ect of altering luminance 

level on the hue (and hence saturation) coefficients was found to 
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correspond to a 10 run shift tmia!',;~· the red in t:le blue minilllWl 

over the luminance l'~nC;e useci by ,ieale. nurvich 0: Jr;lilcson suggest 

that tile effect of' incre2sing luminc.nce level corres;Jonds to a 

change in the summing constnnt of the t,;o opponent mechanisms, that 

for the r~ - g\rnechanism increa ing relative to thllt for the y;\ - bl-. 

mechanisi.~. '.L'[le ;.lain ef ,cct of this change in summing constants is that 

a shift in the IlUe eli scrimina tion snort-wc'.velength minimum tovf['."rds 

the lonc~el' w:,.velengths occurs, 2Jld in the ease of the s~turation 

discrimin~,tion fUlll::tion, D.. min:Lr:l1lm a)pears at around 500 n.m. 

There is little chan~e in the long wavelength end of the spectrum. 

'i'hese effects combine iUl,he wavelength discrimination function to 

produce the shift 0,' the blue mimimum. If' these effects increase 

as luminance is further incre[~;.jed, it is )lausible to suppose that 

the blue minimum would move as 1'ar as 500 run, as in the 5Hz dynamic 

wavelength discrimination curve. If this were the case, the 

f'rt;(uency ci.epcndenc(; of the dynrunic wavelength discrimination curve 

would be accountable in quali ta tive terms by a change in the summing 

constants or' the opponent meclHUlisms, toge ,her with a general de

creinent in discrimination sensi tiv'lty. It therefore appears th8"t 

the dynamic wavelength discrimin2.tion data can be accommodated 

within the Opponent Process theory. 
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8.5. Linear Systems Analysis 

g .$.1 Introduction 

The systems analysis approach to visual system ~amic8 

described in section 4 has inspired the tecimiques utilised in this 

study. It is theref'ore of value to know whether the visual system 

can be analysed in terms of the linear mathematical concepts inter-

relating various aspects of system performance, (tra.nsient, steady-

state, etc.,), or whether the me~,SUl'es must remain purely descriptive 

and specific to each types of stimulus. In particular, is there a 

linear rela t;ionsi1ip between amplitude, £.lha.se and transient response 

characteristics for luminance or wavelength-varying inputs? 

Bode (1945) has derived t;he relationship between the logarithmic 

amplitudes characteric A(W) and the least )ossible phase shift that 

a pnysically realisable system with that amplitude characteric may 

h~ve. The minimum-phase characteristic (W) is given by the Hilbert 

transform 

~ (w) = d u (1 ) 

at each frequen~ (W) of interest. 

It is a necessa~ and sufficient condition of this integral that 

A(W) corresponds to a physically realisable system. This is the 

case if' the integral 

f oc I log A (W)\ 

-<::P 1 + W2 

dW (2) 

is finite (Paley-Wiener condition) 

The amplitude and ,-,hase charecteristios may be combined to form 

the steady-state transfer function of the system. 
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~ (jW) = A(W) exp [j cp (W)] (3) 

The transfer function may be used to derive the impulse response 

(h(t) ) of the system, (from which the transient response to any input 

l"lay be derived) assuming that the system is linear by means of the 

Fourier transform, 

h (t) 
I 

=-2"" J "'" ! ( jill) • jillt d'fl 
-0'" 

Response to a step input is given by S: hit -I) d-i k(t) = step 
input 

An assumption implicit in the application of n~atnema.tical analysis 

to the experimental data is that the visual system is sufficiently 

linear at threshold that the psychop~sical fUnctions are valid mea-

sures of the amplitude, phase ani transient respons es. This assump

tion was made by 9revious authors (e.g. De Lange, 1957; .Graham & 
c~ 0.. 

Kemp, 1938). The discove~Alinear relationship between these ~pes 

of response would strengthen the assumption of the validity of the 

data in the above sense, although the absence of a linear relationship 

may merely indicate that tile other assumptions below were invalid. 

Since the experimental~ measured amplitude fUnctions are not 

exact~ describable in analytic terms, the graphic-analytic approxi-

mation method described by Solodovn1kov (1960) will be used to derive 

the above functions. The derivation of the phase shift from the 

amplitude response curve (De Lange curve) assumes that the visual 

system is acting as a minimum phase network under the present 

stimulus conditions. This assumption has been subject to test by 

previous authors. De Lange (1957) proposed a model predi~t1ng the 

usual response to square-wave and "90 0 im)ulse-shaped" modulation 
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from the sine-wave response. He made the implicit assumption that 

minimum phase conditions held in his use of cascaded lumped filter 

elements, and obtained a reasonable fit to his threshold amplitude 

response date for s~uare wave modulation, which involves transient 

components at low f'requencies, and is thus sensitive to the relative 

,)hase Silif'ts in 'cne processing system. He did not attempt to measure 

phase shift directly in trus connection. 

Kelly (1969) has derived a mathematical model of the visual 

response based on tne absolute flicker sensitivity high frequency 

slope, (see section 3.3). He made the assumption that minimum phase 

concH tions held in l1is derivation of a theoretical transfer function. 

He compared the minimum phase coneii tion with direct methods of measure

ment of 'lhase shift by comparison of luminous and electrically induoed 

flicker (Brindley (1962), Veringa, (1963,19~), Veringa & Roelofs (1966). 

The phase shift to the ~Joint in the system in which the electrioal 

stimulation operates 'e.g at the bipolar cells) was found to be a 

good fit to the minimum phase prediction. 

The derivation of the impulse and step re~ponses from the transfer 

function makes the assumption that the system is linear in the respect 

that the parameters (e.g. adaptation) of the system operative in the 

stc~ state remain constant under transient stimulation at subjective 

threshold. Some comments relating to these assumptions will be made 

below. 
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~~. Phase Calculation 

As has been noted, in section 3.4., the amplitude characteristio 

(De Lange Curve) is non-linear with respect to a mean amplitude 

(luminance) and is affected by other stimulus conditions. The 

following calculations, therefore, are ap~)lied to data obtained under 

similar stimulus conditions, both in luminance, wavelength and i~eld 

configuration. 

The minimum phase char[:cteristic (w) is derived from the amplitude 

characteristic A(W) by the graphical approximation method described 

by Solodovnikov (1960,pg 585). The log amplitude characteristic is 

approximated by a set of semi-infinite logarithmic unit components 

The minimum phase function for a sami-infinite logarithmic component 

i~, derived analytically (Bode, 1945). If a system has an amplitude 

function which is the logarithmic sum of a set of comp0nent amplitude 

functions the minimum phase function is the sum of the phase functions 

of the components, since if 

then 

log A (W) ,; log ~ (w) + l~ ~(W) .... 
and 'P (w) =~ f log A (u) 

du =; f log ~ (u) + log ~(u) du 

u - W u 'II -00 _00 -

{: 
00 

I log ~ (U~+; log -'2(u) 
::: -

11" 
u-W u - 'vi 

-00 

= , 1 (w) +, 2(W) 

The Paley-Wiener condition is as sumed to be fulfilled since the 

du 
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~~~8.3. Amplitude characteristics A(w) (full curve and outer ord

inate) as in Fig. 7.4.2., showing asymptotes used in computation of min

imum phase oharacteristic ,(w) (dotted curve and inner ordinate). 
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amplitude functions of the present section are those of the human 

brain, which is a physically realisable system. Fig. 8.3. ShOWB 

the straight-line approximation to the log amplitude char"cteristic 

for luminance f'licker at 25 trolands at 527 nm (section 7.1) 

together with the minimum phase characteristic derived from the sum 

of the phase shifts for each individual semi-infinite component. The 

points indicate the phase shift measured by the method described in 

section 7.1,5., under the same stimulus conditions as the amplitude 

measurement. There is some possibl,e dLscrepancy between the calculated 
(FL~> ,S, ') M'cl 7. /. S) 

and. observed pha.se shiftsk On the other hand the limiting shift 

approached at W = t>C> seems to be of the order of' 2Tf radians in each 

case. In view of the uncertainties in the measurements of' the phase 

shifts, the data may be considered to accord with the prediction 

within the limi~s of error. 

The minimum phase functions were also computed for the wave-

length modulation amplitude f'unctions at two mean wavelengths 

(527~J622 nm) at 25 trolands retinal illuminance. These were obtained 

by the semi-infinite logorithmic unLt components approximating the 

amplitude functions and the calculated phase functions for the two 

conditions. No experimental determinations of the phase functions 

were attempted for the reasons stated in section 7~5. 
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8,5.3. Impulse Res£<?.~ 

Since the experimental p.lase function is considered to show 

negligible deviations from the calculated phase f'unction, the 

latter is used in the f' oregoing calcultation. 

The following analysis is taken from Solodovnikov (1960, pgs 5, 

31-5). In computing the impulse re~ponse, the transfer function (il) 

must first be calculated. The transf'er func tion may be expressed in 

terms of real and imagin~ components. 

I (jW) = P (w) (6) 

But the transfer function may also be expressed as in ecpation (3) 

in terms of the amplitude and phase components 

~ (jW) = A(W) [exp(j q> (W) ) ] 

= A( if) (cos~(W) + j sin q> (W) ) 

= A(W) cos,(W) + j A(W)sin~(W) (7) 

Equatlllg the real parts of 6 and 7, we have 

Re [~(jW)] = p(~) = A(W) cos <p(*) (8) 

The real frequency chare-,cteris tic pC.1) is related to the linear impulse 

response h(t) by the expression 
-<:IJ 

h (t) = ~ t p(w) cos Wt d'tl, (t> 0) (9) 

which may be solved in approximate form by summation of several 

trapezoids approximating the real frequency characteristic peW). 
n 

h(~ ~ \ (p . ~ I )(Sin Ot t)(Sin AL~\ (to) 
;1 ".. L 0 L. L IJ L E A L t ) 

t= 



P(w) 
3 

2 
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. 
Fig~~!!. A - Real transfer funotion (P (w» computed as in text, and 

showing trapezoidal approximation used for calculation or normalised 

impulse response and step response (B) up to 1 seo. (cont.) 
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The step response was used to compute the response (~t» to pulses 
• 

of varying duration (C), whioh are plotted as the product of (intensity) 

pulse amplitude (for constant pulse response amplitude) and duration 
(I x t), as a function of pulse duration. 
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Tue inpulse re~ponse is given by the sum of' the trapezoidal approxi-

mations to the real frequency cllaracteristic P (W) (depicted for 

specific exam_Jles in I"igs 8.4.A.) 8.7 0.. II II S,8J. 

~J.fne calculated I'eal frequency chiiracteristi.c for tue luminance 

modulation data of tile previous section shown in fig. 8.4.A. The 
B1"C 

c8.lculated impulse rcs)onse is shown in Fig$ 8.4-.A toget;!er with the 

response to a unit step which is the integral of the impulse response. 

The calculations for these functions are given in Appendix I. It 

can be se8n ~~at the form of the step response is similar to that 

found by Broca & Sulzer (1902) in exhibiting an overshoot Defore 

reaching the steady level. Close correspondence should not be 

expected, as Broca and Sulzer used a brightness-matching rather than 

a thre9101d technique, and also used zero adapting luminance (see 

section 3.8 for review). 

For comparison with threshold data, as obtained in the ~ul8e 

experiment.s described in section 7.5., a further computation is 

nececsary. The ;Julse experiments consisted of varying the duration 

of a luminance or wavelength pulse and finding the threshold amplitude 

of the pulse at each duration. The results were plo"ted in terms of 

the product of amplitude and duration as a function of pulse duration. 

The equivalent function for the coml)uted system impulse response is 

obtained as folJows. If the assumption of linearity ts correct, then 

the principle of superposition of responses will hold. 1he pulse 

response is then given by the sum of the step responses (h(t» to the 

onset and offset of the pulse. 
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k,(t) = k (t) - k (t +1") 

(11 ) 

where~~ t) is tCle pulse 

response, and 'I is the 

pulse duration. 

In order to translate the pulse response (-r(t) into a form equivalent 

to the psychophysical cia ta, tIle criterion fo r rear.;iling threshold must 

be determined. For simplicity, the criterion will be assumed to be 

that the am~)litude or the ~)ulse response reaches a given value. The 

product of in)ut pulse ampLitude and. time for the pulse response to 

reach a cl'iterion value as a ;'unction of pulse duration is plotted 

in Fig. 8.~.~for the luminance modulation data analysed above, It 

can be seen to conform to the horizontal and 450 asymptotes about 
(~ 20D) 

as well as the psychophysical data of fig. 7.5.1~der the same 

adapting conditions. The theoretical data cloes not conform to the 

law of Blondel & Rey (1911) 

L.t, = ( 12) 

Mlere L is the threshold 

for t=~and t.c is a constant 

Which is plotted as the dotted line in Fig. S.~.(. 

This has the same form as the expression derived by Hecht (19.34) 

from his photochemical model of the response to light flashes. 

It therefore appears tilat the model of the pulse response derived 

above provides a good qualitative descl'iption of the ~julse resl)onSe 

data. However, the quantitative prediction of the critical duration 

(tc ) at which the tliO asymptotes intersect is 270 msec, for the pulse 
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renponse data. It therefore follows that given the assumptions made 

in the analysis a :lUlse res[>onse such as would be produced by a 

linear minimum phase system with the amplitude frequency res)onse 

function of Fig. 8.3. would not have the pulse reS90nse obtained in 

the luminance pulse experiments of section 7.5. llie luminance, proces-

sing system must ,:onsequently be described by some non-linear model, 

such as that suggested by Sperling & Sondhi (1968). Another possible 

explanation of the failure of the pulse response prediction is suggested 

by the analysis of section 7.1.2. The analysis derived from Stiles 

increment ti1reshold technique suggested that the De Lange curve was 

comlJosed of (at least) two independent components representing the 

sensitivities of inde:)enient high and. low luminance systems. If the 

pulse responses of each system were linear, and the observer could 

utilise the recponses independently, it is possible that the experimental 
by a linear model with _t,,'f0 iDdependent oo.ponent •• 

results might be thus pr~dict~ Unfortunately, the frequency 

sensitivity of each component ~stem is not known over a SUfficient~ 

wide range to permit this hypothesis to be tested. However, if the 

component :oystems could be isolated to a greater extent by manipulating 

s tilllulus conditions such as adaptation and wavelength, the hI l)othesis 

could be test(;d. 

A similar procedure to the above was followed to determine the 

linear prediction for the pulse response in the case of wavelengtb 

modulation data. Tne real part of the transfer function was obtained 

for the amplitude and computed phase functions (section 8.5.2.) for 

mean wavelengths of 527 nm (Fig. 8.0; ) and 622 nm (Fig. 8.~~). 1he 
nlso 

calculated impulse responses and step responses arekplotted in Fig. 8.B-
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and 8 •. 7 respectively. The comJuted critical durations (tew ) from 

the two step responses are a.~) )roximately 800 mSGC for 527 lUll and 6S0 

!Osee for 622 nm. As wi tb the luminance pulse p::'~l:dictions, these 

values are consicierauly lonGer than the rnei'.sured wavelength pulse 
(!>ec.t,~ 7S.1) 

durations of' 2jO msec for ,;)27 and 110 msec for 600 run, the latter 

being the nearest mean wavelenGth to t)(~2 nm tested. l'he model 

therefore appears no better for the case of wavelength modulation. 

It is concluded that both the luminance and wL.velength modulation 

processing systems show non-linear res~)onse characteristics, but 

determination of the nature of the non-linearity will require 

further investigation. 
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In secLion 2.j. evi<iencc is l'evic\/eu for .. 2,lraven's (1962) 

soure'.;s, but date. reb,ting to the t::nporal Gn:,r,ct;:;ristie:::, of 

eDcn SySV:i,1 ·:I~,:.S llut con:::ic1el'ed. 

Ii' tue lur:lin~:,nce and colour )roc8ssin,; cnanllels in'iolve 

incle_Jendent .,rocesucs, i~S tile evidence; of section 2.5. sugeests, 

it is llighly proDc.ole tilat tlle te;.lporal C,lar: ,cteristics of the two 

cn"m!lels will differ. In the resent wesis, a nUlnber 01' aspects 

of tne dJnarnics of constant-luminance w&velength-vtlr./in:..; stimuli 

nave oeen investigated. It is argued th:.t tlle recul ts indicate 

th:t "Gne ,orocessing of such stimuli is inciependent of the .,1'0-

cessine of the Lquivalent lumin:.nce-varyillg stimuli ill the sense 

ouLined in section 2.5. 

1'he evidt nee concerning temporal in'le~)enQcnce vlill be considered 

in terms of fouri..ypes of approach - frequency response, wavelength 

sensitivity, effect of waveform and pulse re5:)Onse. 'l'Lle frequenoy 

reS)On5e data 11::S alre dy been considered in relation to De Lange's 

(1957) suggested model of tile frequency respons e to chromatic 

modulation in section 0.1. It was concluded that the data of 
of the frequenoy response funotions for ohroaatio and luminanoe aodulatiom, 
section 7.2/, ;;06e,her with that of Van del' Horst (196~ supported 

the hypothesis of iudependent rather tnan sequential processing 

of' chromatic and luminalce modulation. l lnere appeared to be no 
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consistent relationship betwec::n the t'"o typE!S ai' freqllency res~)onse 

fllilctioL ei th" r in tf!e slo])8s of the functions !"d; aIlY point or in 

t~,e ,osition 0 l'e:;ion~; 0_' suciden ch~_nCe in slo Je. Ti1is eviuence 

is in support oi tiwr of illlte )CllCcOnCC of tile '>lroce3sin:~ of' the two 

t.'! les oi' stir.mli, or of a se uential process of great cOr.l111cxity 

to ex:)lain the frequency res ,onso d2.ta. 'ilie former alternative 

is to be p:L~nfel':cod for reasons of parsimony. 

Section 7.3. 'lI'e::;ents data on dynamic wavelength ,liscr:imina tion 

as .'1 function of '.'/ave} ength. Such (lata !!lay be r8~ar(ied as a more 

detailed study in res)ect of vlavelengtll of the serne phenomena 

~)resent in the ',:avelength modulation _ De Lange curves. The data 
(fll~t1't) 

of }'igs. 7.3.1.-2Lconcerning the frequency dcpenience of d'ynuuic 

wavelength discrimination may be compared with the data of' Figs, 
(I'l l~tJ),n ') 

7.1.5.-6,~which show the luminance modulation sensitivi~ as a 

function of stimulus wavelength for the same set of frequencies. 

The latter data show th:lt sensitivity to luminance modulation is 

inde~)end.ent of wavelength between 0.5 and 5 Hz. llie wavelength 

modulation sensitivity on the other hand varies with wavelength, 

anci furthermore lids wavelength variation is frequency dependent 

uetween 0.5 and 5 Hz. This evidence supports the hypothesis that 

the wavelength and. frequency de;Jendence of \vavelength modula tion 

.!,lroces.sine oCt.:urs after the divergence of the colour and luminance 

processing cllannels. 

In section 7.4. the effect of stimulus waver'orm on a low 

frequency adaptation phenomenon is examined for bofu luminance and 

wavelength modulation. It is concluded that the adaptation has 



a similar slo Je for both ty LJes of :ilodulation, but began at 1 Hz 

for wavelengtH .D.odule.tion and 3 jz for luminunc·:.: moJ.ulation. rr.ois 

uifference (of 0.5 lOG unit s of n'equency) sug~ests that the adapta-

tion is d.eterm.lned separa~cel.7 in inliL;;;encient luminance and colour 

cLlannels. 

Finally, the visual res.'Jons es to luminance and \:avelength 

pulses S!lOwed several ciiff'erences (section 7.5.). TIle critical 

dura tion for wavelength puises (tow) 'ias found to be 10n8er than 

that for luminance pulses (t ), and was further found to be dependent c 

on mean wavelen:3tn, whereas tc was inde~.endent of wavelength under 

the conditions used. 1"ne ef'i'ect of mean retinal illuminance in 

the one condition for wnich it was studied was proportionally 

greater on t than on t • cw c 
Thus, although there does not appear to be a linear relation-

ship between the ste~ - state and transieat responses tor 

either luminance or colour processiag (seetion 8.5.), both 

stea4y - state and transient colour responses show eTidence 

ot extra processing atter the diT8rgenoe fro. the luainan.e 

channel. It may be concluded that the result. ot the present 

thesis oonoeraiD, the dynamics ot oolour Tision are ia support 

of the concept ot independence of the colour processiag channel 

at some point atter the primary reoeptor stage. 
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9. Summary and Conclusion. 

A method of producing a constant-luminance wavelength 

modulation of a light stimulus has been developed. The 

controls indicated that it was possible to control luminance 

changes due to wavelength modulation to such an extent 

that threshold was determined by chromatic changes alone. 

The frequency sensitivity to wavelength modulation was 

broadly similar to that obtained by De Lange (1957), and 

Van der Horst, (196~, but differs in details. Dynamic 

wavelength discrimination showed a frequency dependence 

which can be described as a shift of the blue threshold 

minimum from below 4:)0 to 500 nm, together with a general 

impairment of discrimination as frequency wils increased. 

Data of the visual response to constant-luminance wavelength 

pulses indicated that a phase of temporal integration 

reciprocity of coloux-change information exists, which 

converted to a phase of time-independence in a manner 

similar to that for luminance pulses. The critical duration 

(tow) corresponding to the change from one mode tc the other 

\Jus substantially longer than that for luminance pulses (tc) , 

and also dependent on adapting wavelength. The results are 

interpreted as supporting the concept of independent channels 

processing luminance and oolour information. 

In the very low frequency region (below 1 Hz.) for beth 

luminance and wavelength modulation a shallow adaptation 
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phenomenon was found, which was abolished either by an 

equiluminant surround or by using square-wave modulation. 

These are considered to introduce respectively spatial and 

temporal comparison stimuli which masked the adaptation 

effect. 

The dynamic wavelength discrimination data are 

considered in relation to several models of wavelength 

discrimination. The main conclusion is that the frequency 

dependent elements must be located in the (opponent) colour 

processing channel rather than the receptor stage. 

The linear systems analysis approach suggested by 

De Lange (1952) does not give a correct prediction of the 

transient visual responses from the steady-state data, in 

either the luminance or wavelength domains. 

In conclusion, it appears that the data of visual 

responses to wavelength-varying stimuli provide information 

on the ~amic characteristics of the colour processing 

channel. This information may be used to test and expand 

existing theories of colour vision. 
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Notes. 

1. The term" system" is used to denote a set of logical 

relations between the inputs end outputs of a physical 

entity, as distinct from the term "mechanism" which denotes 

the physical and physiological components of an entity, 

which mediete the input-output relationships. 

2. The terms dL and d).. are used throughout this thesis 

to denote a limiting increment of L and A respectively, 

where "limiting" is regarded psyohophysioal sense of 

"threshold value of" rather than in the conventional 

mathematioal sense of "arbitrarily small value of". This 

terminology has been preferred to the terms A Land 6. A 

as the latter do not denote limiting values in any sense. 

3. Invariant hues. Hues of the monoohromatic light at 

wavelengths for which the hue remains unaffected by ohanges 

in adapting luminance (rather than ohromatio adaptation) 

(Hurvich and Jameson, 1955). 

4. The term wavelength increment is used by analogy with 

luminance increment and implies a ohange towards the 

larger wavelengths. In some oases a deorement in wave-

length was used rather than an increment, but pilot data 

irldicated that there was no signifioant differenoe between , 

inorement and deorement thresholds for a variety of oonditions. 

5. The terms luminance modulation, luminanoe pulse and 

constant luminance, etc., are employed u ahorthand to 



avoid the unwieldy form of "retinal illuminance modula.tion" 

etc. This usage was felt to be justified since in all the 

experiments described a constant artiticial pupil was 

empl~ed, SO that any chan~ in retinal illuminance must 

have been produced by a proportional chan~ in stimulus 

luminance. In situations where the absolute value of the 

retinal illuminance is relevant I tbe full term has been used. 
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Glossary. 

a - area 

A(W) - amplitude frequency function 

01- - ti.e constant 

b - blue chromatioity .oordinate 
~ 2 _ scaling factor 

opd - oycles per decree 

CCFF - ohromatio critioal flioker frequenoy 

CFF - oritioal flioker frequenoy 

o i - tristillUlus value 

o - constant 

ib - decibel 

iL 

d~ 

AL 

A'" 

- threshold luminance change 

- threshold wavelength change 

- luminanoe change 

- wavelength ohange 

Ei - luainous energy 

f - focal length 

F - luminous flux 

g - greeD ohromatioity ooordiaate 

h(t) - !.pulse responae 

(see notes 2 

and 5) 

HlP - heterochroaatio fli.ker photo.etry 

Hz. - Herts 

I - retinal illu.ia .... 

j.n.d.- just noticeable difterence 

k(t) - atep reapo.a. 

pulse respoase 

dopa, ratio (Ch. 4) 

StUes' (1939) ellpirieal btuait,. twa.tioa (Oh. 7) 

L - luaiaaDoe 

~ - wavelength 

• - .adulation aaplitua. 
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nm 
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Pc 

P~ 

p(W) 

1Ii , 
,(W) 
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Q(W) 
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- milliseoond 

- nanometers 

- potentiometer 

- oolorimetrio purity 

- radiant flux 

- real frequency fUnotion 

- Stiles' (1953) retinal meohanisas 

- phase angle 

- phase frequency f'unction 

- frequenoy transfer run.tio. 

- iaagina~ frequency funotion 

- oontrast ratio 

r.a.a. - root aean square 

S - lisht source 

t - oritioal duration for lumiaanoe pulses 
o 

tow - critioal duration for wavelength pulse. 

tr - trolaad 

C -pulse duration 

V - luminosity fUnotion 

w - white 

w 

Xi 1 

unit solid angle (Ch. 2) 

watts (Ch. 7) 

frequenoy (Ch. 8) 

-C.I.I. ohroaatioity priaarie. 
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